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Editor’s Introduction to the Special Issue

System Modeling and Transformation Principles

Development of information systems results in high 
demands on efficiency of software engineering
processes, as well as correctness and good performance 
of the designed and implemented products. Therefore, 
different solutions dealing with system modeling and 
precise specification of transformation principles of 
various artifacts are important research subjects. In this 
mini-special issue, three contributions on selected areas 
on principles of information technology are presented.

The first paper, entitled “Simulation and 
Performance Analysis of Distributed Internet Systems 
Using TCPNs” was written by S. Samolej and T. Rak. It 
concerns a method of modeling and analysis of 
distributed Internet systems. The method is based on the 
concept of Timed Coloured Petri Nets (TCPN). A 
distributed system described in terms of classical 
Queueing Theory is mapped onto TCPN structure, then 
executed and analyzed. The paper provides the results of 
simulation experiments and comparison of some results 
of experiments on real Internet environment.

The second paper is entitled “Transformation of 
XML data into XML normal form” and was proposed by 
T. Pankowski and T. Pilka. The paper tackles the 
problem of a “tradeoff’ between dependencies and 
redundancy while normalizing relational schemes in 
XML schemes. The language to express functional 
dependencies and algorithms is proposed. The authors
present algorithms that are used to define procedure to 
transform a class of XML instances into XML normal 
form. The transformation is processed by XQuery 
programs which are automatically generated for a given 
XML schema together with a class of XFDs defined over 
this schema.

In the third paper, “Realization of UML class and 
state machine models in the C# Code Generation and 
Execution Framework”, A. Derezinska and R. Pilitowski
present selected issues of the “Framework for eXecutable 

UML (FXU)”. FXU is the tool designed to verify UML 
class and state machine models for correctness, to 
generate corresponding program code using C# as a 
target language, and to execute this code with the help of 
the runtime library. One of particular qualities of the tool
is exploitation of C# constructs to create concise 
representation of state machines, including all complex 
concepts of UML behavioral state machines. 
Additionally, the correctness rules for UML models are 
presented, aimed at transformation of class and state 
machine models into C# applications. 

This special issue has extended versions of the best 
papers from the International Conference on Principles 
of Information Technology and Applications PITA’08 
(http://www.pita.imcsit.org). It was one of events 
organized within International Multiconference on 
Computer Science and Information Technology IMCSIT
held in Wisla, Poland in October 20-22, 2008. The 
authors of four papers were asked to thoroughly review 
their papers and extend them for journal publication. The 
rewritten papers were reviewed once more, and finally 
three accepted for this special issue.

The guest editor wishes to thank Professor Matjaz
Gams (Editor-in-Chief of Informatica) for providing the 
opportunity to edit this special issue on System Modeling 
and Transformation Principles. Finally, I would like to 
thank the authors of the papers for their contributions and
all referees for their critical and valuable comments. 
Their efforts helped to ensure the high quality of the 
material presented here.

Anna Derezińska
Institute of Computer Science, 
Warsaw University of Technology, Poland
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Simulation and Performance Analysis of Distributed Internet Systems Using
TCPNs

Slawomir Samolej and Tomasz Rak
Department of Computer and Control Engineering, Rzeszow University of Technology, Poland
E-mail: ssamolej, trak@prz-rzeszow.pl and http://ssamolej, trak.prz-rzeszow.pl
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This paper presents a Timed Coloured Petri Nets based programming tool that supports modeling and
performance analysis of distributed World Wide Web environments. A distributed Internet system model,
initially described in compliance with Queueing Theory (QT) rules, is mapped onto the Timed Coloured
Petri Net (TCPN) structure by means of queueing system templates. Then, it is executed and analyzed. The
proposed distributed Internet systems modeling and design methodology has been applied for evaluation
of several system architectures under different external loads.

Povzetek: Predstavljeno je orodje na osnovi Petri mrež za modeliranje spletnih okolij.

1 Introduction
One of modern Internet (or Web) systems development
approaches assumes that the systems consist of a set of
distributed nodes. Dedicated groups of nodes are orga-
nized in layers (clusters) conducting predefined services
(e.g. WWW service or data base service) [2, 6, 8]. This
approach makes it possible to easily scale the system. Ad-
ditionally, a distributed structure of the system assures its
higher dependability. Fig. 1 shows an example cluster–
based Internet system structure. The Internet requests are
generated by the clients. Then they are distributed by the
load balancer among set of computers that constitute the
front-end or WWW cluster. The front–end cluster offers
a system interface and some procedures that optimize the
load of the next system layer–the database servers cluster.
In the standard scenario the client produces the request by
e.g. filling out the formula on the web side. Then the re-
quest is converted into e.g. a SQL query and forwarded to
the database layer. The result of the query is sent back to
the front-end layer. Finally, the client receives the result of
his request on the website.

Simultaneously, for a significant number of Internet ap-
plications some kind of soft real-time constraints are for-
mulated. The applications should provide up-to-date data
in set time frames [20]. Stock market or multimedia appli-
cations may be good examples of hardware/software sys-
tems that may have such timing requirements.

The appearing of new above mentioned development
paradigms cause that searching for a new method of mod-
eling and timing performance evaluation of distributed In-
ternet systems seems to be an up-to-date research path.

One of intensively investigated branch of Internet sys-
tems software engineering is formal languages application
for modeling and performance analysis. Amid suggested
solutions there are: algebraic description [11], mapping

Figure 1: Example distributed cluster–based Internet sys-
tem.

through Queueing Nets (QNs) [8, 18], modeling using both
Coloured Petri Nets (CPNs) [12] and Queueing Petri Nets
(QPNs) [6, 7].

Our approach proposed in this paper1 may be treated as
extension of selected solutions summed up in [6, 7], where
Queueing Petri Nets (QPNs) language [1] has been suc-
cessively applied to the web–cluster modeling and perfor-
mance evaluation. The final QPNs based model can be
executed and used for modeled system performance pre-
diction. In our solution we propose alternative Queueing
Systems models defined as in [3] expressed into Timed
Coloured Petri Nets (TCPNs) [4]. The models has been
used as a background for developing a programming tool
which is able to map timed behavior of queueing nets by
means of simulation. Subsequently we developed our in-
dividual TCPNs–based method of modeling and analysis

1An earlier version of the manuscript was published in Proceedings of
the International Multiconference on Computer Science and Information
Technology, 2008, pp. 559–566.
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of distributed Internet systems. The well known software
toolkits as Design/CPN or CPN Tools can be naturally
used for our models simulation and performance analysis
[10, 19]. The preliminary version of our software tool was
announced in [13], the more mature its description can be
found in [16].

The remaining work is organized as follows. In section 2
we informally introduce basic concepts of TCPNs and then
in section 3 we provide rules of mapping queueing systems
into TCPNs. In the next section, we present a method of ap-
plying the TCPNs based queueing systems models (TCPNs
templates) to distributed Internet system modeling. Section
5 focuses on results of simulation some detailed Internet
system models while section 6 sums up the paper and in-
cludes our future research plans.

2 Hierarchical timed coloured Petri
nets’ basic concepts

As TCPNs is the main formal language exploited in the pa-
per we decided to briefly introduce it. The introduction will
have an informal form focusing only on the most important
TCPNs features. The more thorough TCPNs informal in-
troductions can be found in [9, 5]. The detailed TCPNs
features and some applications are presented in [4].

Informally, a Timed Coloured Petri Net is a bipartite
graph consisting of ”place” nodes and ”transition” nodes.
The places, drawn as circles or ellipses, are used to repre-
sent conditions; the transitions, drawn as bars, are used to
represent events.

The places can have some ”tokens” associated with.
Each token is equipped with an attached data value - the
token ”colour”. The data value may be freely complex (e.g.
integer number or record of data). For each place, a colour
set is defined which characterizes acceptable colours of the
token in the place. All declarations concerning the behavior
of the net and colours of tokens are written in the CPN ML
language. It is possible to define colours, variables, expres-
sions and functions connected to the elements of the net.
The distribution of tokens in the places is called marking.
The initial marking determines the initial state of the net
and is specified by ”initialization expressions”. The mark-
ing of each place is a multi-set over the colour set attached
to the place (compare [4]).

Directed arcs (arrows) connect the places and transitions,
with some arcs directed from the places to the transitions
and other arcs directed from the transitions to the places.
An arc directed from place to transition defines the place
to be an input of the transition. Multiple inputs to a transi-
tion are indicated by multiple arcs from the input places to
the transition. An output place is indicated by an arc from
the transition to the place. Again, multiple outputs are rep-
resented by multiple arcs. The tokens can ”use” the arcs
to move from place to place. Moreover, ”arc expressions”
(the expressions that may be attached to arcs) decide on the
token flow in the net. Arc expressions may denote the num-

ber and the colour set of flowing tokens, as well as may be
functions that manipulate tokens and their colours.

The marking of a Petri net changes by the ”occurrence”
of transitions. Before the occurrence of a transition, the
variables defined in the net are bounded to colours of corre-
sponding types, which is called a binding. A pair (t, b)
where t is a transition and b a binding for t is called a
binding element. For each binding, it can be checked if the
transition is enabled to fire in a current marking. An en-
abled transition may occur. The occurrence of a transition
is an instantaneous event during which tokens are removed
from each of transition’s input places and tokens are de-
posited in its output places.

The transitions of the net may have ”guards” attached
to them. The guards are boolean expressions that may de-
fine additional constraints that must be fulfilled before the
transition is enabled.

For the effective modeling TCPN enable to distribute
parts of the net across multiple subnets. The ability to de-
fine the subnets enables to construct a large Hierarchical
TCPN by composing a number of smaller nets. Hierar-
chical TCPNs offer two mechanisms for interconnecting
TCPN structure on different layers: ”substitution transi-
tions” and ”fusion places”. A substitution transition is a
transition that stands for a whole subnet of net structure. A
fusion place is a place that has been equated with one or
more other places, so that the fused places act as a single
place with a single marking. Each hierarchical TCPN can
be translated into behaviorally equivalent non-hierarchical
TCPN, and vice versa. Thanks to the ability to handle addi-
tional information or data in a TCPN structure and thanks
to introduction of the hierarchy, the nets manage to model
complex systems in a consistent way.

To model a timing behavior of systems TCPNs posses
the following features. There exist a global clock whose
values represent the current model time. Tokens may carry
a time value, also denoted as a time stamp. The time stamp
represents the earliest model time at which the token can be
used. Hence, to occur, a transition must be both colour en-
abled and ready. It means that the transition must fulfill the
usual enabling rule and all the time stamps of the removed
tokens must be less than or equal to the current model time.
When a token is created, the time stamp is specified by an
expression. This means it is possible to specify all kinds of
delays (e.g. constant, interval, or probability distribution).
Moreover, the delay may depend upon the binding of the
transition that creates the token.

Fig. 2 includes an example HTCPN modeling a simple
data distribution system. The declaration node at the top of
the figure defines 4 token types (colours). DATA token type
defines 3 possible enumerated values: A, B or C. NUMBER
and COUNTER token types rename the basic integer type.
PACK colour is a tuple including two elements: the num-
ber and the value of the data package distributed over the
modeled system. Two variables: p and n are also defined in
the declaration node. They may carry PACK and COUNTER
data values, respectively.
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color DATA = with A|B|C;
color NUMBER = int;
color COUNTER = int;
color PACK = product NUMBER*DATA timed;
var p: PACK;
var n: COUNTER;

P1

PACK

1‘(1,A)++
2‘(2,B)++
2‘(3,C)

P3

PACK

T1 P2

PACK

P4

PACK

ST1

T3

[#1 p = 4]

T2

[(#1 p = 2) orelse (#1 p = 3)]

P5
COUNTER

1‘0

PP4

PACK

P Out

PP3

PACK

P Out

PP2

PACKP In

p (#1 p+1,#2 p)

p
p@+10

n+1n

p p@+20

Figure 2: Example HTCP Net

For P1 and P5 places the initial markings are defined.
For example, initially place P1 will include 1 token of
(1,A) value, 2 tokens of (2,B) value and 2 tokens of (3,C)
value. As P1 place has some tokens T1 transition may oc-
cur. During the occurrence of T1 transition arc inscription
associated to the arc connecting T1 transition and P2 place
modifies the currently transported token. It increments by 1
each first element of the PACK type tuple. Then the packets
are distributed over the P3 and P4 places. The distribution
procedure is ”hidden” under the ST1 substitution transi-
tion. Guard function connected to T2 transition allows to
”pass” only these data packets whose NUMBER field is 2 or
3. The remaining tokens may go through T3 transition.
Moreover the firing of T3 transition increments a token
value stored in P5 place. As a result P5 stores the num-
ber of data packets received by P5 place. Data packets that
are transported over the T2 and T3 transitions acquire ad-
ditionally some new time stamps. This may be interpreted
that the event connected to T2 or T3 transition occurrence
takes 10 or 20 time units, respectively.

The remaining HTCPNs structures presented in this pa-
per use some similar techniques to manage the token dis-
tribution. Some arc inscriptions are defined as "CPN ML
functions". The selected parameters of the modeled sys-
tems are stored as ”values” not mentioned in the example.

3 Queueing system implementation
Queueing Net usually consists of a set of connected queue-
ing systems. Each queueing system is described by an ar-
rival process, a waiting room, and a service process. In
the proposed programming tool, we worked out several
TCPNs based queueing system templates (e.g. – /M/PS/∞,
– /M/FIFO/∞) most frequently used to represent properties
of distributed Internet system components. Each template
represents a separate TCPN net (subpage) which may be
included in the model of the system as a substitution tran-
sition (using hierarchical CP nets mechanisms [4]).

3.1 Queueing system mapping
Queueing system properties are mapped to the TCPNs net
as follows. At a certain level of system description, a part
of hardware/software is modeled as a TCPN, where some
dedicated substitution transitions are understand as queue-
ing systems (compare fig. 3). To have the queueing func-
tionality running ”under” selected transitions the mapping
to adequate TCPNs subpages must be done. The corre-
sponding subpages include the implementation of the ade-
quate queueing system. In fig. 3 an example -/M/1/PS/∞
(exponential service times, single server, Processor Shar-
ing service discipline and unlimited number of arrivals in
the system; the queue’s arrival process in our modeling
approach is defined outside of queueing system model)
queueing model definition path is presented.

Packets to be served by the example queueing system
are delivered by port place INPUT_PACKS. Then, they
are scheduled in a queue in PACK_QUEUE place. Every
given time quantum (regulated by time multiset included
in TIMERS place) the first element in the queue is selected
to be served (execution of transition EXECUTE_PS). Then,
it is placed at the end of the queue or directed to leave the
system (execution of transition ADD_PS1 or REMOVE_PS
respectively). Number of tokens in TIMERS place repre-
sents number of servers for queueing system.

3.2 Internet requests modeling
Full description of the model requires colors and functions
definition in CPN ML language connected to the net ele-
ments:

(∗−−−−−−−System p a r a m e t e r s:−−−−−−−−∗)
v a l p s_se r_mean_ t ime = 1 0 0 . 0 ;
v a l pack_gen_mean_t ime = 2 2 0 . 0 ;
(∗−− I n t e r n e t r e q u e s t d e f i n i t i o n :−−−−∗)
c o l o r ID= i n t ; c o l o r PRT= i n t ;
c o l o r START_TIME= i n t ; c o l o r PROB= i n t ;
c o l o r AUTIL= i n t ; c o l o r RUTIL= i n t ;
c o l o r INT= i n t ; c o l o r PACKAGE=
p r o d u c t ID∗PRT∗START_TIME∗PROB

∗AUTIL∗RUTIL t imed ;
c o l o r PACK_QUEUE= l i s t PACKAGE;
(∗−−A u x i l i a r y t y p e s and v a r i a b l e s :−∗)
c o l o r random_val = i n t w i th 1 . . 1 0 0 ;
v a r t i m _ v a l : INT ; v a r n : INT ;
c o l o r TIMER= i n t t imed ;
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PS_Q1_1

PACKS6

PACKAGE

PACKS1

PACKAGE

ADD_PS

PACK_QUEUE

PACK_QUEUE

nil

EXECUTE_PS
[ps_queue<>nil]

TIMERS

TIMER
1‘1

EXECUTED
_PACKS

PACKAGE

REMOVE_PS

[#6 pack <= 0]

OUTPUT_PACKS

PACKAGE

ADD_PS1

[#6 pack > 0]

PS

pack

add_PS
(pack,ps_queue,
discExp(1.0/
ps1_ser_mean_time)
)

ps_queue

ps_queue

update_PS
(ps_queue)

1‘tim1 1‘tim1@+ps1_quantum

release_PS
(ps_queue,ps1_quantum)

pack pack
@+ps1_quantum

pack

add_PS1
(pack,ps_queue)

ps_queue

ps_queue

ps_queue

Figure 3: TCPNs model of -/M/1/PS/∞ queuing system.

v a r t im1 : TIMER ; v a r pack :PACKAGE;
v a r ps_queue : PACK_QUEUE;

Corresponding arc functions (add_PS(),
add_PS1(), update_PS(), release_PS())
release or insert tokens within the queue:

(∗−−Add r e q u e s t t o queue(1):−−−−−−−−−−−−∗)
fun add_PS ( pack :PACKAGE, queue :PACK_QUEUE,
s e r _ t i m e : i n t )= i f queue = n i l
t h e n [ ( # 1 pack , # 2 pack , # 3 pack , # 4 pack ,
s e r _ t i m e , s e r _ t i m e ) ]
e l s e (#1 pack , # 2 pack , # 3 pack , # 4
pack , s e r _ t i m e , s e r _ t i m e ) : : queue ;
(∗−−Add r e q u e s t t o queue(2):−−−−−−−−−−−−∗)
fun add_PS1 ( pack :PACKAGE, queue :PACK_QUEUE)=
i f queue= n i l
t h e n [ pack ] e l s e pack : : queue ;
(∗−−Withdraw r e q u e s t from queue (1):−−−−∗)
fun upda te_PS ( queue :PACK_QUEUE)=
r e v ( t l ( r e v queue ) ) ;
(∗−−Withdraw r e q u e s t from queue (2):−−−−∗)
fun r e l e a s e _ P S ( queue :PACK_QUEUE,
ps_quantum : INT )= l e t
v a l r_ p a ck =hd ( r e v queue ) In
(#1 r_pack , # 2 r_pack , # 3 r_pack ,
ran ’ random_val ( ) , #5 r_pack ,
#6 r_pack−ps_quantum ) end ;

As it was mentioned above, the main application of the
software tool presented in the paper is modeling and evalu-
ation of distributed Internet systems. To effectively model
the Internet requests (or data packets) from the clients a
separate token type (or token colour) has been proposed.
The state of the system is determined by the number and
distribution of the tokens representing data packets within
the TCPN model. Each of the tokens representing a packet

is a tuple PACKAGE = (ID, PRT, START_TIME,
PROB, AUTIL, RUTIL) (compare with source code
including color’s definitions), where: ID - token identifi-
cation (allowing token class definition etc.), PRT - priority,
START TIME - time of a token occurrence in the system,
PROB - probability value (used in token movement distri-
bution in the net), AUTIL - absolute value of token utiliza-
tion factor (for PS queue) and RUTIL - relative value of to-
ken utilization factor. Tokens have timed attribute schedul-
ing them within places which are not queues.

While packets are being served, the components of
a tuple are being modified. At the moment the given
packet leaves the queueing system, a new PROB field
value of PACKAGE tuple is being generated randomly
(release_PS function). The value may be used to mod-
ify the load of individual branches in the queueing system
model. Generally, the queueing system template is charac-
terized by the following parameters: average tokens service
time (ps_ser_mean_time), number of servers (num-
ber of tokens in TIMERS place) and service discipline (the
TCPN’s structure).

In the software tool developed, it is possible to construct
queueing nets with queueing systems having PS and FIFO
disciplines. These disciplines are the most commonly used
for modeling Internet systems. Some our previous works
include the rules of mapping TCPNs into queues of tokens
scheduled according priorities [14, 15]. The presented tem-
plates have been tested on their compatibility with mathe-
matical formulas determining the average queue length and
service time as in [3].
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Figure 4: Queuing model of an example distributed Internet
system environment.

4 Internet system modeling and
analysis approach

Having a set TCPN based queueing systems models a
systematic methodology of Internet system modeling and
analysis may be proposed. Typically, modern Internet sys-
tems are composed of layers where each layer consists of
a set of servers - a server cluster. The layers are dedicated
for proper tasks and exchange requests between each other.

4.1 System structure modeling
To efficiently model typical Internet systems structures we
proposed 3 modeling levels:

– superior - modeling of input process, transactions be-
tween layers and requests removal,

– layer - modeling of cluster structure,

– queue - modeling of queueing system.

To explain our approach to Internet system modeling
a typical structure of distributed Internet system structure
will be modeled and simulated. The example queueing
model of the system informally sketched in fig. 1 is pre-
sented in fig. 4. It consists of two layers of server clus-
ters and is constructed following the rules introduced in
[6, 7, 8].

The front-end layer is responsible for presentation and
processing of client requests. Nodes of this layer are mod-
eled by PS queues. The next layer (back-end) implements
system data handling. Nodes of this layer are modeled by
using the serially connected PS and FIFO queues. The PS
queue models the server processor and FIFO models the
hard disc drive of server. Requests are sent to the sys-
tem and then can be processed in both layers or removed
after processing in front-end layer. The successfully pro-
cessed requests are turned to the front-end layer and then
send back to the customer.

Figure 5 shows the TCPN based model of above men-
tioned queueing network. The superior level of system

description is presented in fig. 5a, whereas in fig. 5b
and 5c detailed queueing systems topologies at each layer
of the system are shown (compare fig. 4). Server clus-
ter of the first layer (e.g. WWW servers; fig. 5b) as
well as the second layer cluster (e.g. database; fig. 5c)
have been demonstrated on the main page of TCPN net
as substitution transitions: front-end_cluster and
back-end_cluster.

On the superior level of system description (fig. 5a)
we have also defined arrival process of the queueing net-
work (T0 transition with TIMER0 and COUNTER places).
TIMER0 place and T0 transition constitute a clock-like
structure that produces tokens (requests) according to ran-
dom, exponentially distributed frequency. These tokens
are accumulated in a form of timed multiset in PACKS1
place and then forwarded into the queueing-based model
of the Internet system. When each token is being gener-
ated its creation time is memorized in the PACKAGE tuple.
This makes it possible to conduct an off-line analysis of the
model.
T1 and T5 as well as T2 and T3 transitions (compare

fig. 5a) are in conflict. Execution of transition T5 re-
moves a serviced request from the net (modeling the sys-
tem answer). If T1 fires the request needs next transac-
tion with the back-end system layer. Similarly, execution
of transition T2 removes a token from T1 the net (mod-
eling the possible loss of data packet). However, if T3
fires, the data packet is transferred for processing in the
second layer of the system. Guard functions connected to
the mentioned transitions determine proportions between
the tokens (packets) rejected and the ones remaining in the
queueing net (in the example model approximately 30% of
the tokens are rejected or send back to the client).

Consequently, an executable (in a simulation sense)
queueing network model is obtained. Tokens generated by
arrival process are transferred in sequence by models of
WWW server layer, by the part of the net that models loss
(expiration) of some packets and by database layer. Pro-
vided that the system is balanced and has constant average
arrival process, after some working time, the average values
of the average queue length and response time are constant.
Otherwise, their increase may occur.

The main parameters of the system modeled are the
queue mean service time, the service time probability dis-
tribution function and the number of servicing units defined
for each queueing system in the model. In the demonstrated
model it has been assumed that queues belonging to a given
layer have identical parameters.

4.2 System rerformance analysis

At this stage of our research it has been decided that sim-
ulation will be the main mechanism used to do analysis
of the constructed model. In our simulations we applied
the performance analysis. It allows collecting selected ele-
ments of the net state at the moment of an occurrence cer-
tain events during simulation. It has been assumed that in
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Figure 5: TCPNs based queueing system model: a) main page, b) front-end_cluster subpage and c) back-end_cluster
subpage.

each of the model layers, queue lengths and response time
will be monitored. Monitoring of the above mentioned pa-
rameters helps to determine whether the model of the sys-
tem is balanced. Fig. 6 shows example plots obtained in
the simulation of the discussed model.

The example experiment covered model time range from
0 to 100 000 time units. Fig. 6a shows the state of se-
lected queue when the modeled system was balanced. Re-
sponse time does not increase and remains around average
value. System is regarded as balanced if the average queue
lengths in all layers do not increase. In fig. 6b response
time for unbalanced system was shown. The results con-
cern the same layer as previously and identical time range
for the simulation. It is clear that response time (fig. 6b)
increase during the experiment. On the basis of the plot in
fig. 6b, it can be concluded that the modeled system under
the assumed external load would be overload and proba-
bly appropriate modifications in the structure of the system
would be necessary. The software tool introduced in our
paper makes it possible to estimate the performance of de-
veloping Internet system, to test and finally to help adjust
preliminary design assumptions.

Having the possibility to capture the net’s state during
the simulation within a certain time interval, it can be pos-
sible to select model parameters in such a manner that they
meet assumed time restrictions. Additionally, the parame-
ters of real Internet system can be used to fit parameters of
the constructed model.
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Figure 6: Sample system response time history: a) system
balanced and b) system unbalanced.
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5 Detailed vs. simplified Web cluster
modeling

The worked out modeling and analysis methodology was
used for construction and evaluation of several detailed
models of architectures of distributed Internet systems. The
analysis of the models were executed with the use of per-
formance analysis tools for TCPN nets [20]. CSIM [17]
simulating environment and experiments on real Internet
system were used for TCPNs simulations evaluation. The
overview of typical TCPNs based Internet system models
analyzed so far can be found in [12].

In the remaining part of the paper we would like to dis-
cuss the following issue. During our research we pro-
posed a detailed TCPNs-based model of an example dis-
tributed Internet system. The model makes it possible to
express such phenomena as suspension of database ser-
vice or database replication. The accuracy of the model
was checked by comparison to a physical experimental
computer cluster and a CSIM model. Obviously, the de-
tailed modeling process requires the adequate knowledge
of a database engine properties and consumes an amount
of time. On the other hand, some authors (e.g. [18, 6, 8, 7])
”suspends” the modeling process on the level similar to one
presented in section 4. This modeling level seems to be
more acceptable for a broaden amount of Web systems de-
velopers. Taking into consideration the aforementioned ra-
tionale we decided to compare three models of an example
distributed Internet system and evaluate the level of inac-
curacy that simpler models contribute.

5.1 Detailed model
In fig. 7 a detailed queueing model of the example sys-
tem has been presented. It consists of two cluster layers
of servers. Customer requests are sent to the chosen node
of front-end cluster with 1/2 probability. Then they are
placed in the queue to get service. The service in the ser-
vice unit (processor) can be suspend many times, if for
example the requests need the database access. When the
database access occurs, requests are sent to back-end layer.
Any request can also be removed following pREMOVE
path. In case of sending to the database, a requests steers
itself to service in one of back-end nodes with 1/2 proba-
bility. The service in the database service unit may be sus-
pend if access to the input/output subsystem of the database
storage device is necessary. Requests are returned to the
database service unit after the storage device is served. This
operation can be repeated many times. After finishing ser-
vicing in the back-end layer, requests are returned to front-
end servers (pDB). Requests can visit back-end layer dur-
ing processing many times. After finish servicing in front-
end server requests are sent to the customer (pLEAVE).

If the necessity of the database replication appears the
requests are sent to next database node (pREP). Unless
none of these two situations appear the requests are send
to front-end layer (pDB). Replication can also cause resig-

Figure 7: Detailed queueing model of the example dis-
tributed Internet system with suspension of transactions
and database replication.

Probability Probability values for model [%]
pREMOVE 30

pLEAVE 30
pDB 55
pREP 10

Table 1: The value of probabilities for model

nation from transaction. Both the replication and the rejec-
tion of realizing transaction are modeled in simplistic way
as delivery of task to the next location of replication.

In this model:

– PS_Q1_1\2 is a queue PS modeling element that
processes in front-end layer,

– PS_Q2_1\2 is a queue PS modeling element that
processes in back-end layer,

– FIFO_Q2_1\2 is a queue FIFO modeling device
that stores data in back-end layer.

Tab. 1 includes the probabilities values for Internet re-
quests distribution for considered model. The parameters
assumed for discussed model are as follows:

– external load,

– the identical parameters of queues,

– request distribution probabilities,

– the number of nodes in experimental environment.

In fig. 8 the detailed TCPNs-based model of the back-
end cluster is presented. The structure of the TCP net cor-
responds with the detailed queing model depicted in fig. 7.
Its most essential properties are:
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Figure 9: Semi-detailed queueing model of the example
distributed Internet system.

– the possibility of directing tokens to any node (the lo-
cation of replication),

– the return of tokens at the beginning of the layer,

– the realization of data synchronization in individual
locations.

It is worth to notice that the complete detailed TCPNs-
based model of the example Internet system can be derived
as follows. The superior page of the model is identical at
the one in fig. 5a. The front-end cluster model corresponds
with the one from fig. 5b.

5.2 Semi-detailed model
In fig. 9 a semi-detailed queueing model of the example
Internet system has been proposed. At this level of model
simplification a database replication has been omitted. Still
the service in the database service unit may be suspend if
access to the input/output subsystem of the database stor-
age device is necessary (compare subsection 5.1). A sepa-
rate TCPNs-based semi-detailed model of the example sys-
tem has been constructed, but due to limited size of the
manuscript it has not been mentioned.

5.3 Simplified model
The so-called simplified model was thoroughly presented
in section 4. Its queueing implementation can be seen in
fig. 4, whereas its TCPNs-based implementation in fig. 5.
The model does not takes into consideration suspension
during the database access, nor database replicattion phe-
nomenon.

5.4 Detailed model evaluation
Experimental environment and the CSIM packet were used
to verify the detailed TCPNs-based model of the exam-
ple system. The experimental system consisted of a net
segment (100Mb/s), set of computers (Pentium 4, 2.8

GHz, 256 MB RAM) with Linux operating system (ker-
nel 2.4.22) and Apache2 software (for WWW servers) as
well as MySQL, version 4.0.15 (for database servers) [12].

The verification model was written by using CSIM sim-
ulator. This is a process oriented discreet event simulation
package used with C or C++ compilers [17]. It provides li-
braries that a program written can be used in order to model
a system and to simulate it. The models created by using
CSIM [12] were based on presented queueing models (fig.
7) (similarly as TCPN models).

As a result we obtained the evaluated TCPNs based
model of the Internet system discussed. The model made it
possible to predict response time of the system developed.
Tab. 2 shows the comparison of the detailed TCPNs-based
model, detailed CSIM model of the example system, and
a real experimental system. The system response times in
each of the layer were measured during simulation (TCPNs
model) and execution of the real environment. The experi-
ments were conducted under different average external load
values. In fig. 10 the response time of the layers during
TCPNs-based model simulation under 100 [req./s] load are
shown. It can be easily noticed, that system was balanced
and the second layer may be the potential bottleneck due to
higher response time.

5.5 Models evaluation
As we mentioned before, we treat the ”real” example sys-
tem as the reference for the set of models to evaluate. In our
experiments we assumed identical model parameters (e.g.
queuing systems parameters, external load, probability of
choosing different paths by the requests). Only the struc-
tures of modeled system were subsequently ”simplified”.

Tab. 3 includes the example response time statistics for
the same external load for all types of models proposed.
Tab. 4 includes the list of percentage of inaccuracy of the
TCPNs-based and and CSIM models with respect to the
real experimental system, respectively.

It can be easily noticed, that the simpler system model,
the faster answer it gives. What is more, if we assume, that
the detailed model is the ”closest” to the real system, an
attempt to simplify it to the level discussed in section 5.3
without any modifications of queueing systems parameters
is purposeless. Simultaneously, the semi-detailed model
for some developers can have the quality sufficient to fol-
low the real system behavior.

In fig. 11 an average response times history under the
same external load for all types of the proposed models has
been included. The average response times seem to oscil-
late around three constant values. It seems that a kind of
equation showing the dependence between detailed, semi-
detailed and simplified models may be derived.

6 Conclusions
It is still an open issue how to obtain an appropriate dis-
tributed Internet system. The demonstrated research results
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Figure 8: Back-end_cluster subpage of the detailed TCPNs-based queueing system model.

Load Layer TCPN Model CSIM Model Experiments TCPN Model CSIM Model
[req./s] [ms] [ms] [ms] Error [%] Error [%]

100 front-end 49 50 36 26.5 28.0
100 back-end 567 598 409 27.5 31.0
300 front-end 701 743 579 17.4 22.1
300 back-end 813 798 648 20.4 39.7
500 front-end 1001 1109 921 8.0 16.4
500 back-end 1050 1083 973 7.3 10.0

Table 2: Layers response time for TCPNs model, CSIM model, and for experimental reference system

TCPN CSIM TCPN CSIM TCPN CSIM Experiments
Layer Simply Simply Semi-detailed Semi-detailed Detailed Detailed [ms]

[ms] [ms] [ms] [ms] [ms] [ms]
front-end 93 114 123 159 167 197 153
back-end 115 135 157 192 222 257 201

Table 3: Layers response time for three TCPN, CSIM models and experimental results (the same load)

are an attempt to apply Queueing Theory (QT) and TCPNs
formalism to the development of a software tool that can

support distributed Internet system design. The idea of
linking Queueing Nets Theory and Coloured Petri Nets was
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Figure 10: Detailed TCPNs-based model response time for layers a) - front-end layer, b) - back-end layer.

TCPN-Exp. CSIM-Exp. TCPN-Exp. CSIM-Exp. TCPN-Exp. CSIM-Exp.
Layer Simply Simply Semi-detailed Semi-detailed Detailed Detailed

[%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]
front-end -57.73 -68.13 -22.40 -28.57 18.18 23.11
back-end -63.41 -71.79 -34.89 -40.55 22.98 27.17

Table 4: Error - TCPN-CSIM-experiments
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Figure 11: Average service times for Simplified, Semi-
Detailed and Detailed models of the example system.

proposed previously by other authors in [6, 7]. However, in
the presented approach queueing systems have been imple-
mented using TCPNs formalism exclusively. As a conse-
quence, alternative implementation of Coloured Queueing
Petri Nets has been proposed. What was more, the rules of
modeling and analysis of distributed Internet systems ap-
plying described net structures was introduced.

This paper deals with the problem of calculating perfor-
mance values like the response time in distributed Internet
systems environment. The values are calculated by using
TCPNs. It is shown how the Coloured Petri Net model of a
distributed Internet system is created with some of its data
structures and functions, and gives an examples of system
analysis. Finally, the paper discuses whether the detailed
Internet system modeling brings substantial improvement
in a real system mapping. The preliminary results show
that probably adequate modification of queueing systems
parameters can produce acceptable level of compatibility
between ”simplified” models and the real systems.

Our future research will focus on dealing and analyz-
ing another structures of distributed Internet systems using
the software tool developed. It will be also dedicated to
demonstrate compatibility of the models with the real sys-
tems. TCPN features such as tokens distinction will be of
more extensive use. We will also make an attempt to cre-
ate queueing model systems with defined token classes and
consider a possibility to use state space analysis of TCPN
net to determine properties of the system.
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Normalization as a way of producing good database designs is a well understood topic for relational data.
In this paper we discuss the problem of eliminating redundancies and preserving data dependencies in
XML data when an XML schema is normalized. Normalization is one of the main tasks in relational
database design, where 3NF or BCNF, is to be reached. However, neither of them is ideal: 3NF preserves
dependencies but may not always eliminate redundancies, BCNF on the contrary – always eliminates re-
dundancies but may not preserve constraints. In this paper we consider the possibility of achieving both
redundancy-free and dependency preserving form of XML schema. We show how the XML normal form
can be obtained for a class of XML schemas and a class of XML functional dependencies. We relate our
approach to the decomposition algorithm proposed by Arenas and Libkin in [1].

Povzetek: Razvita je metoda pretvorbe XML podatkov v normalizirano obliko s poudarkom na odstranje-
vanju redundanc.

1 Introduction
Normal forms, as desired forms for schemas defining struc-
tures and properties of data collections, were first pro-
posed and investigated by Codd in early 70s. The most
important of them are 3NF (Third Normal Form) [2] and
BCND (Boyce-Codd Normal Form) [3]), where BCNF is
a stronger definition of 3NF. Definitions of normal forms
are based on the functional dependencies defined among
the attributes constituting the relational schema, and spec-
ify requirements to be satisfied by the set of these func-
tional dependencies. Then any relation that is an instance
of the schema and satisfies the given set of functional de-
pendencies, is free of harmful redundancies and anomalies.
In the normalization process, the initial poor designed re-
lational schema is decomposed into an equivalent set of
well-designed schemas, i.e. into schemas in desired nor-
mal forms (usually in 3NF and often also in BCNF).

Recently, as XML becomes popular as the standard data
model for storing and interchanging data on the Web and
more companies adopt XML as the primary data model for
storing information, XML schema design has become an
increasingly important issue. Thus, we observe attempts
to extend normal forms and database design principles to
XML databases. Research on normalization of XML data
was reported in a number of papers. In [1], Arenas and

Libkin extended the relational tuple-oriented definition of
functional dependencies to so-called tree tuple-based func-
tional dependencies and developed the first theory of XML
functional dependencies (XFDs) and XML normal forms
(XNFs). This approach was further studied by Kolahi
[4, 5], and Kolahi and Libkin [6]. Integrity constraints
for XML data (including keys) were studied extensively in
Buneman et al. in [7], and Fan and Simeon in [8]. The
equivalence between XFDs and relational FDs was investi-
gated by Vincent et al. in [9, 10]. Yu and Jagadish proposed
in [11] a new XML normal form, called GTT-XNF, that is
based on Generalized Tree Tuples (GTT).

Central objectives of a good schema design is to avoid
data redundancies and to preserve dependencies enforced
by the application domain (these dependencies are formal-
ized by means of functional dependencies). Existence of
redundancy can lead not only to a higher data storage cost
but also to increased costs for data transfer and data manip-
ulation. It can also lead to update anomalies [12].

One strategy to avoid data redundancies is to design
redundancy-free schema. One can start from an intuitively
correct XML schema and a given set of functional depen-
dencies reflecting some rules existing in application do-
main. Then the schema is normalized, i.e. restructured,
in such a way that the newly obtained schema has no re-
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dundancy, preserves all data (is a lossless decomposition)
and preserves all dependencies. In general, obtaining all of
these three objectives is not always possible, as has been
shown for relational schemas [13]. However, in the case
of XML schema, especially thanks to its hierarchical struc-
ture, this goal can be more often achieved [4].

1.1 Related work

An algorithm, called the Decomposition Algorithm (DA)
normalizing XML schemas was proposed in [1]. The algo-
rithm converts any DTD, given a set of XML functional
dependencies (XFDs), into DTD in XML normal form
(XNF). The decomposition algorithm consists of two basic
operations: moving attributes, and creating new element
types. These operations are performed when an XFD vio-
lating XNF is identified. Thus, the basic idea is similar to
normalization of relational data, when the second normal
form (2NF), the third normal form (3NF), or the Boyce-
Codd normal form (BCND) are to be achieved. In the re-
lational counterparts during the normalization process a re-
lational schema is decomposed into a set of its projections.
Thus, we can obtain a set of separate relational schemas as
the result of the normalization process performed for an ini-
tial relational schema. In the case of XML documents, the
result is still one XML document restructured accordingly.
In [14], an information-theoretic approach to normal forms
for relational and XML data has been developed. Some
other papers, e.g. [5, 15, 16, 6] study XML design and nor-
malization for native or relational storage of XML docu-
ments. In [17, 18] approaches for obtaining well-designed
XML schemas from conceptual ER (Entity-Relationship)
schemas have been discussed.

1.2 Contribution

In this paper we describe a systematic approach to the
normalization of XML data when so-called cyclic func-
tional dependencies exist, i.e. dependencies, which in the
relational case are functional dependencies of the form
{A,B → C,C → A}, where A,B,C are attributes in a
relational schema R(A,B,C). It is well known from re-
lational database theory [13], that the schema R(A,B,C)
is then in 3NF, but is not in BCNF. As a result, instances
of R(A,B,C) have redundancies, but decomposition the
schema into BCNF leads to two schemas R1(C,A) and
R2(C,B), which are free of redundancy but do not pre-
serve dependency A,B → C.

We focus on normalization procedure for XML schemas
with cyclic XFDs. The contributions of the paper are the
following:

– We use a language based on tree patterns [19, 20] to
express XML schemas and XML functional depen-
dencies. This notation is used in the formal analysis
of properties of XML normal form as well as the base
for developing transformation algorithms.

– We propose an approach to obtain XNF starting from
ER schema. In the first step the ER schema is con-
verted into an XML schema satisfying a necessary
conditions (see Theorem 7.3) which is a prerequisite
to successful applying of DA algorithm [1]. We show
that the presence of cyclic dependencies results in a
bad behavior of the DA algorithm.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we in-
troduce a running example and motivate the research. In
Section 3 a relational form of the running example is con-
sidered and some problems with its normalization are dis-
cussed. Basic notations relevant to the discussed issue from
the XML perspective, are introduced in Section 4. We de-
fine tree patterns and use them to formal definition of tree
tuples and instances. In Section 5, tree patterns are used
to define data dependencies: XML functional dependen-
cies (XFDs) and keys (a subclass of XFDs). In Section 6,
an XML normal form (XNF) is defined (according to [1])
and we show how this form can be obtained for our run-
ning example. We discuss different normalization alterna-
tives – we show advantages and drawbacks of some schema
choices. A method for transforming an XML schema into
XNF is proposed in Section 7. First, for the XML schema
the conceptual model in a form of ER schema is created.
This schema and functional dependencies among its at-
tributes are the basis for creating an initial XML schema
satisfying the necessary condition formulated in Theorem
7.3. This schema is the subject for further normalization.
Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Redundancies in XML data -
motivation example

Our primary goal is to devise methods which will allow
checking correctness of XML data and designing its ex-
pected (normalized) form. We expect such data to be de-
void of the redundancies and immune to the update anoma-
lies.

In the case of XML schemas some redundancy problems
may occur because of bad design of hierarchical structure
of XML document. On the other hand, the hierarchical
structure of this data can sometimes help conduct the nor-
malization of XML data.

Example 2.1. Let us consider an XML schema tree (Figure
1) that describes a fragment of a database for storing data
about parts and suppliers offering these parts. Its DTD
specification is given in Figure 2, and an instance of this
schema is depicted in Figure 3. Each part element has
identifier pId. One part may be offered by zero or more
suppliers. Offers are stored in offer elements. Each of-
fer has: offer identifier oId, supplier identifier sId, price
price, delivery time delivTime, and delivery place
delivPlace.

We assume that the following constraints must be satis-
fied by any instance of this schema:
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part

offer+

pId

sId

supplier

price delivTime delivPlace

db

oId

S1:

Figure 1: Sample XML schema tree

db → part∗
part → pId supplier∗
supplier → offer+
offer → oId sId price delivTime

delivPlace

Figure 2: DTD productions describing the XML schema in
Figure 1
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o3

s2

x3

t3

d2

offer

o4

s1

x4

t4

d1

supplier suppliersupplier

I1:

Figure 3: Sample instance of schema S1

– all offer children of the same supplier must have
the same values of sId; this is similar to relational
functional dependencies, but now we refer to both the
values (text value of sId), and to structure (children
of the same supplier).

– delivP lace functionally depends on part (pId) and
supplier (sId), i.e. when a supplier has two differ-
ent offers for the same part (possibly with different
delivT ime and/or price) the delivP lace is the same
- see offers o1 and o2 in Figure 3.

– delivP lace functionally determines supplier (sId). It
means that having a delivery place (delivP lace) we
exactly now which supplier is associated to this place;
although one supplier can own many delivery places.
For example, in Figure 3 d1 is delivery place uniquely
associated to the supplier s1.

It is easily seen that schema in Figure 1 leads to redun-
dancy: sid (and also all other data describing suppliers
such as e.g.: name and address) and delivP lace are stored
multiple times for a supplier.

Further on we will show that a special caution should be
paid to such kind of dependencies as these in which partic-
ipates delivP lace. In this case we have to do with "cyclic"
dependencies, i.e. delivP lace depends on pId and sId
(pId, sId → delivP lace) and sId depends on delivP lace
(delivP lace → sId).

3 Redundancies and dependencies
in relational databases

3.1 Relational schemas and functional
dependencies

In relational data model, a relational schema is understood
as a pair R = (U,F ), where U is a finite set of attributes,
and F is a set of functional dependencies over F . A func-
tional dependence (FD) as an expression of he form

X → Y,

where X,Y ⊆ U are subsets of U . If Y ⊆ X , then X → Y
is a trivial FD. By F+ we denote all dependencies which
can be infer from F using, for example, Armstrong’s ax-
ioms [21, ?].

A relation of type U is a finite set of tuples of type U . Let
U = {A1, ..., An} and dom(A) be the domain of attribute
A ∈ U . Then a tuple [A1 : a1, ..., An : an], where ai ∈
dom(Ai), is a tuple of type U .

A relation R conforms to a schema R = (U,F ) (is an
instance of this schema) if R is of type U , and all depen-
dencies from F+ are satisfied by R. An FD X → Y is
satisfied by R, denoted R |= X → Y , if for each tuples
r1, r2 ∈ R holds

πX(r1) = πX(r2) ⇒ πY (r1) = πY (r2),

where πX(r) is the projection of tuple r on the set X of
attributes.

A key in R = (U,F ) is such a minimal set K of at-
tributes that K → U is in F+. Then each A ∈ K is called
a prime attribute.

3.2 Normalization of relational schemas

The main task in relational schema normalization is pro-
ducing such a set of schemas that posses the required form,
usually 3NF or BCNF. The normalization process consists
in decomposition of a given input schema. The other ap-
proach consists in synthesizing 3NF from functional de-
pendencies [22].

Ideally, a decomposition of a schema should be loss-
less, i.e. should preserve data and dependencies. Let
R = (U,F ), U1, U2 ⊆ U , and U1∪U2 = U , then schemas
R1 = (U1, F1) and R2 = (U2, F2) are a lossless decom-
position of R = (U,F ), iff:
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– The decomposition preserves data, i.e. for each in-
stance R of R the natural join of projections of R on
U1 and U2 produces the relation equal to R, i.e.

R = πU1
(R) ./ πU2

(R).

– The decomposition preserves dependencies, i.e.

F+ = (F1 ∪ F2)
+,

where F1 = {X → Y |X → Y ∈ F ∧X∪Y ⊆ U1},
and similarly for F2.

The decomposition ((U1, F1), (U2, F2)) of (U,F ) pre-
serves data, if U1 ∩ U2 → U1 ∈ F+ (or, symmetrically,
U1 ∩ U2 → U2 ∈ F+) [23]. Then we say that the de-
composition is determined by the functional dependence
U1 ∩ U2 → U1 ∈ F+.

A schema R = (U,F ) is in 3NF if for every FD X →
A ∈ F+, holds:

– X is a superkey, i.e. a key is a part of X , or

– A is prime.

The second condition says that only prime attributes may
be functionally dependent on a set of attributes which is
not a key. A schema is in BCNF if only the first condition
of the two above is allowed. It means, that if whenever a
set X determines functionally an attribute A, then X is a
superkey, i.e. determines the whole set U .

The aim of a normalization process is to develop nor-
mal forms by analyzing functional dependencies and suc-
cessive decomposition of the input relational schema into
its projections. In this way a well-designed schema can
be obtained, where unnecessary redundancies and update
anomalies had been eliminated. In practice, 3NF is ac-
cepted as the most desirable form of relational schemas
It does not eliminate all redundancies but guaranties de-
pendency preservation. On contrast, BCNF eliminates all
redundancies but does not preserve all dependencies.

In [6] it was shown that 3NF has the least amount of re-
dundancy among all dependency preserving normal forms.
The research adopts a recently proposed information-
theoretic framework for reasoning about database designs
[14].

3.3 Relational analysis of XML schema
Let us consider the relational representation
of the data structure presented in Figure 1.
Then we have the following relational schema:
R = (U,F ), where
U = {oId, sId, pId, price, delivT ime, delivP lace},
F = {oId → sId, pId, price, delivT ime, delivP lace,

sId, pId → delivP lace,
delivP lace → sId}.

In R there is only one key. The key consists of one at-
tribute oId since all attributes in U functionally depends

on oId. Thus, R is in 2NF and oId is the only prime (key)
attribute in R. Additionally, we assume that a given sup-
plier delivers a given part exactly to one place (pId, sId →
delivP lace). Moreover, delivery place delivP lace is con-
nected with only one supplier (delivP lace → sId).
R is not in 3NF because of the functional dependency

sId, pId → delivP lace:

– sId, pId is not a superkey, and

– delivP lace is not a prime attribute in U .

Similarly for delivP lace → sId.
In this case the lack of 3NF is the source of redundancies

and update anomalies. Indeed, for example, the value
of delivP lace will be repeated as many times as many
different tuples with the same value of the pair (sId, pId)
exist in the instance of R. To eliminate this drawback,
we can decompose R into two relational schemas, R1

and R2, which are in 3NF. The decomposition must be
based on the dependency sId, pId → delivP lace which
guarantees that the decomposition preserves data. In the
result we obtain:

R1 = (U1, F1), where
U1 = {oId, sId, pId, price, delivT ime},
F1 = {oId → sId, pId, price, delivT ime}.

R2 = (U2, F2), where
U2 = {sId, pId, delivP lace},
F2 = {sId, pId → delivP lace,

delivP lace → sId}.
The discussed decomposition is both data and dependen-

cies preserving, since:
R(U) = πU1(R) ./ πU2(R),
for every instance R of schema R, and F = (F1 ∪ F2)

+.
However, we see that R2 is not in BCNF, since delivP lace
is not a superkey in R2.

The lack of BCNF in R2 is the reason of redundancies.
For example, in table R2 we have as many duplicates of
sId as many tuples with the same value of delivP lace exist
in this table.

R2

sId pId delivP lace
s1 p1 d1
s1 p2 d1
s1 p3 d2
s2 p1 d3

We can further decompose R2 into BCNF schemas R21

and R22, taking delivP lace → sId as the base for the
decomposition. Then we obtain:
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R21 = (U21, F21), where
U21 = {delivP lace, sid},
F21 = {delivP lace → sId}.

R22 = (U22, F22), where
U22 = {pId, delivP lace},
F22 = ∅.

After applying this decomposition to R2 we obtain tables
R21 and R22:

R21

sId delivP lace
s1 d1
s1 d2
s2 d3

R22

pId delivP lace
p1 d1
p2 d1
p3 d2
p1 d3

This decomposition is information preserving, i.e.

R2 = R21 ./ R22,

but does not preserve functional dependencies, i.e.

F2 6= (F21 ∪ F22)
+ = F21.

We can observe some negative consequences of the loss
of functional dependencies in the result decomposition.

Assume that we insert the tuple (p1, d2) into R22. The
tuple will be inserted because it does not violate any con-
strain imposed on R22. However, taking into account ta-
ble R21 we see that supplier s1 (determined by d2 in force
of delivP lace → sId) offers part p1 in the place d1.
Thus, the considered insertion violates functional depen-
dency sId, pId → delivP lace defined in R2.

The considered example shows that in the case of rela-
tional databases we are not able to completely eliminate re-
dundancies and also preserve all functional dependencies.
It turns out ([6]) that the best form for relation schema
is 3NF, although some redundancies in tables having this
form can still remain.

In next section we will show that the hierarchical struc-
ture of XML documents can be used to overcome some of
the limitations of relational normal forms [24]. As it was
shown in [5], there are decompositions of XML schemas
that are both information and dependency preserving. In
particular, we can obtain a form of XML schema that is
equivalent to BCNF, i.e. eliminates all redundancies, and
additionally preserves all XML functional dependencies.

4 XML schemas and instances
Schemas for XML data are usually specified by DTD or
XSD [25, 26]. In this paper an XML schema (a schema for
short) will be specified by means of a slightly simplified
version of DTD. We will assume that both attributes and el-
ements of type #PCDATA will be represented by so called
terminal elements labeled with terminal labels and having
text values. Additionally, terminal elements may have only

one occurrence within children of one non-terminal ele-
ment.

Definition 4.1. Let L be a set of labels, Ter ⊂ L be a set
of terminal labels and r ∈ L − Ter be a root label. Let ρ
be a set of productions of the form:

l → α,

where:

– l ∈ L− Ter ;

– r does not occur on the right-hand side of any produc-
tion;

– α is a regular expression over L− {r} defined as fol-
lows:
α ::= β | γ
β ::= l | β? | β ∗ | β+
γ ::= A | A? | β | γ γ | γ|γ

l ∈ L− Ter − {r}, A ∈ Ter .

Then the quadruple

S = (r, L,Ter , ρ),

is an XML schema.

XML schemas will be often represented as XML
schema trees (Figure 1) (or as XML schema graphs
when the schema is recursive). In this paper we re-
strict ourselves to non-recursive schemas. An exam-
ple of XML schema, corresponding to the schema tree
in Figure 1, was given in Figure 2, where: db is the
root, part, supplier, and offer are non-terminal labels,
and pid, oid, sid, price, delivT ime, delivP lace are termi-
nal labels.

The following notion of tree patterns [19] will be use-
ful to define tree tuples, tree formulas and XML functional
dependencies.

Definition 4.2. Let L be a set of labels, and Ter ⊂ L be
its subset of terminal labels. A tree pattern is an expression
conforming to the syntax:

e ::= A | l | l/e | l[e1, . . . , ek] | l[e1, . . . , ek]/e,

where A ∈ Ter , l ∈ L− Ter , n ≤ 1.

To denote that a tree pattern φ is build using the
set {A1, . . . , An} of terminal labels, we will write
φ(A1, . . . , An).

Definition 4.3. Let φ(A1, . . . , An) be a tree pattern, and
x1, . . . , xn be text-valued variables. Then the expression

φ(A1 : x1, . . . , An : xn),

is a tree formula.
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Definition 4.4. Let φ(A1 : x1, . . . , An : xn) be a tree
formula, and ω be a variable valuation, i.e. a function

ω : {x1, . . . , xn} → Str ∪ {⊥},

where Str is a set of text values, and ⊥ is a distinguished
null value. Then
t = φ(A1 : x1, . . . , An : xn)(ω) =

φ(A1 : ω(x1), . . . , An : ω(xn))
is called a tree tuple of type φ(A1, . . . , An) with values
(A1 : ω(x1), . . . , An : ω(xn).

Without loss of generality, a tree tuple of type
φ(A1, . . . , An) will be denoted also as:
t = φ(A1 : a1, . . . , An : an),
t = φ(A1, . . . , An)(ω),
t = φ(ω(A1), . . . , ω(An)),
t = φ(A1 : t.A1, . . . , An : t.An).

Definition 4.5. Let t be a tree tuple of type φ(U), and let
U ′ = {A1, . . . , An} ⊆ U . The projection of t on U ′, de-
noted πU ′(t), is the set of fields (Ai : t.Ai) occurring in t,
i.e.:

πU ′(t) = {A1 : t.A1, . . . , An : t.An}.
We assume that there is a function type(t) that for a tree

tuple t returns its type, it will be denoted by

type(t) = φ(A1, . . . , An).

An XML database consists of a set of XML data, and
an XML data is an instance of an XML schema. It will be
convenient to distinguish between two kinds of instances:

– an instance as a set of tree tuples, referred to as a
canonical instance,

– an instance as a labeled tree, referred as an XML tree.

For one canonical instance there may be a number of XML
trees representing it. In the set of all such XML trees we
will be interested in such that have a required form, so
called XML normal form (XNF). The canonical instance
as well as all corresponding XML trees must conform to
the given XML schema.

Definition 4.6. The set of tree tuples

D = {t1, . . . , tN},

is a canonical instance of an XML schema S =
(r, L,Ter , ρ) if the type, type(t), of any tuple t ∈ D con-
forms to S.

The conformance of a tree tuple type to an XML schema
is defined as follows.

Definition 4.7. Let φ(A1, . . . , An) be the type of a tree
tuple t. This tree pattern conforms to the XML schema S =
(r, L,Ter , ρ), if:

1. φ(A1, . . . , An) = r[e], and

2. e conforms to ρ according to r. The conformance of
a pattern e to the set of productions ρ according to a
label l, is defined as follows:

– if e is Ai, then Ai ∈ Ter , and there is such the
production l → α in ρ that Ai occurs in α;

– if e is l′/e′, then there is such the production l →
α in ρ that l′ occurs in α, and e′ conforms to ρ
according to l′;

– if e is l′[e1, . . . , en], then there is such the pro-
duction l → α in ρ that l′ occurs in α, and every
pattern ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, conforms to ρ according
to l′.

– if e is l′[e1, . . . , en]/e′, then l′[e1, . . . , en] must
conform to ρ according to l, and e′ must conform
to ρ according to l′.

We define XML tree as an ordered rooted node-labeled
tree over a set L of labels, and a set Str ∪ {⊥}, which
elements are used as values of terminal nodes.

Definition 4.8. An XML tree I is a tuple
(root,Ne, N t, child, λ, ν), where:

– root is a distinguished root node, Ne is a finite set of
non-terminal element nodes, and N t is a finite set of
terminal nodes;

– child ⊆ ({r} ∪Ne)× (Ne ∪N t) – a relation intro-
ducing tree structure into the set {r}∪Ne∪N t, where
r is the root, each non-terminal node has at least one
child, terminal nodes are leaves;

– λ : {root} ∪ Ne ∪ N t → L – a function labeling
nodes with labels;

– ν : N t → Str ∪ {⊥} – a function assigning terminal
nodes with values.

Definition 4.9. We say that an XML tree I =
(root,Ne, N t, child, λ, ν) conforms to an XML schema
S = (r, L,Ter , ρ), denoted I |= S, if

– λ(root) = r; if n ∈ Ne, then λ(n) ∈ L − Ter ; if
n ∈ N t, then λ(n) ∈ Ter ;

– if λ(n) = l, l → α ∈ ρ, and n1, ..., nk are children of
n, then the sequence λ(n1) · · ·λ(nk) is a word in the
language generated by α.

It will be useful to perceive an XML canonical instance
D with tuples of type φ as a pair (φ,Ω) (called a descrip-
tion), where Ω is a set of valuations for φ.

Example 4.1. For the instance I1 in Figure 3 we have:
(φ(pId, oId, sId, price, delivT ime, delivP lace)

{(p1, o1, s1, x1, t1, d1), (p1, o2, s1, x2, t2, d1),
(p1, o3, s2, x3, t3, d2), (p2, o4, s1, x4, t4, d1)}).

An XML tree I satisfies a description (φ,Ω), if the root
of I satisfies φ for every valuation ω ∈ Ω, where:
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1. (I, root) |= (r[e], ω), iff ∃n ∈ Ne child(r, n) ∧
(I, n) |= (e, ω);

2. (I, n) |= (A,ω), iff λ(n) = A and ν(n) = ω(A).

3. (I, n) |= (l/e, ω), iff λ(n) = l and ∃n′ ∈ Ne

child(n, n′) ∧ (I, n′) |= (e, ω)

4. (I, n) |= (l[e1, ..., ek], ω), iff λ(n) = l and for each i,
1 ≤ i ≤ k, exists ni such that child(n, ni)∧(I, ni) |=
(ei, ω));

5. (I, n) |= (l[e1, ..., ek]/e, ω), iff (I, n) |=
(l[e1, ..., ek], ω) and exists n′ such that
child(n, n′) ∧ (I, n′) |= (e, ω)).

A description (φ,Ω) represents a class of φ instances
with the same set of values (the same Ω), since elements in
instance trees can be grouped and nested in different ways.

A

B C C D D

b c1 c2 d1 d2

Figure 4: A simple XML tree

For example, the XML tree in Figure 4 satisfies
(among others) the following two descriptions (φ1,Ω1),
and (φ2,Ω2), where:

φ1(B,C) = /A[B,C],
Ω1 = {(b, c1), (b, c2)};
φ2(B,C,D) = /A[B,C,D],
Ω2 = {(b, c1, d1), (b, c2, d1)}.

5 XML functional dependencies and
keys

Over an XML schema we can define some constraints,
which specify functional dependencies between values
and/or nodes in instances of the schema. These constraints
are called XML functional dependencies (XFD).

Definition 5.1. A tree pattern of the form
φ(A1, . . . , Ak)/A conforming to an XML schema
S = (r, L,Ter , ρ) is an XML functional dependency
(XFD) over S. Then we say that the set of paths terminat-
ing in (A1, . . . , Ak) and satisfying φ, determines the path
terminating in A and satisfying φ/A.

Satisfaction of an XFD is defined against an canonical
instance of XML schema.

Definition 5.2. Let S be an XML schema, D be a canonical
instance of S and f = φ(A1, . . . , Ak)/A be an XFD on S.
We say the D satisfies f , denoted D |= f if for any two tree
tuples t1, t2 ∈ D the following implication holds

πA1,...,Ak
(t1) = πA1,...,Ak

(t2) ⇒ πA(t1) = πA(t2).

Assume that A1, . . . , Ak, A terminates, respectively,
paths p1, . . . , pn, p. Then the XPath-oriented XFD
φ(A1, . . . , Ak)/A corresponds to the following path-
oriented XFD defined in [1]:

p1.A1, . . . , pk.Ak → p.A.

The XPath-oriented definition has the following advan-
tages:

– it is easy to check, using only the XPath semantics,
whether an XML tree satisfies the XFD or not (see
below),

– this form of XFD can be used to generate an XQury
program performing some transformation operations
(see the next section).

An XFD f can be interpreted as XPath expression, i.e.
f(x1, . . . , xk) := φ(A1 : x1, . . . , Ak : xk)/A, that for
a given valuation ω of its variables returns a sequence of
objects (nodes or text values).

An XML tree I = (S,Ω) satisfies an XFD f(x) if for
each valuation ω ∈ Ω of its variables, f(ω(x)) evaluated
on I returns an empty sequence or a singleton , i.e.

count([[f(ω(x))(I)]]) ≤ 1,

where [[expr]](I) is the result of evaluation expr on the
instance I .

An XML tree I = (S,Ω) satisfies an XFD f if for each
valuation ω ∈ Ω, f(ω) evaluated on I returns an empty
sequence or a singleton, i.e.

count([[f(ω)(I)]]) ≤ 1,

where [[expr]](I) is the result of evaluation expr on the
instance I .

Example 5.1. Over S1 the following XFDs can be de-
fined:
f1(oid) = /db/part[supplier/offer/oId],
f2(oid) = /db/part[supplier/offer/oId]/pId,
f3(pid, sid) = /db/part[pId]/supplier/

offer[sId]/delivP lace,
f4(delivP lace) = /db/part/supplier/offer[

delivP lace]/sId,

f5(pid, sid) = /db/part[pId]/supplier[offer/sId].

According to XPath semantics [27] the expression
f1(oid) by a valuation ω, is evaluated against the instance
I1 (Figure 3) as follows: (1) first, a sequence of nodes
of type /db/part is chosen; (2) next, for each selected
node the predicate [supplier/offer/oId = ω(oid)] is
tested, this predicate is true in a node n, if there exists
a path of type supplier/offer/oId in I1 leading from
n to a text node with the value ω(oid). We see that
count([[f1(ω(oid))]]) equals 1 for all four valuations sat-
isfied by I1, i.e. for oid 7→ o1, oid 7→ o2, oid 7→ o3, and
oid 7→ o4.
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Similarly, execution of f2(oid)(I) gives a singleton for
any valuation of oid. These singletons are text values of
the path /db/part/pId, where only nodes satisfying the
predicate [supplier/offer/oId = ω(oid)] are taken from
the set of nodes determined by /db/part. So, also this XFD
is satisfied by I1.

However, none of the following XFDs is satisfied in I1:
g1(sid) = /db/part[supplier/offer/sId],
g2(pid) = /db/part[pId]/supplier/offer/sId
g3(pid) = /db/part[pId]/supplier/offer
g4(pid, sid) = /db/part[pId]/supplier/offer[sId],
g5(delivP lace) = /db/part/pId/supplier/

offer[delivP lace].
Evaluating the above XFDs against I1, we obtain, for

example:
count([[g1(sid)([sid 7→ s1])(I1)]]) = 2,
count([[g2(pid)([pid 7→ p1])]]) = 2,
count([[g3(pid)([pid 7→ p1])]]) = 3.

An XFD can determine functional relationship between
a tuple of text values of a given tuple of paths and a path
denoting either a text value (e.g. f2(oid)) or a subtree (a
node being the root of the subtree) (e.g. f1(oid)) Ű the
latter XFDs will be referred to as XML keys.

Definition 5.3. A functional dependence f =
φ(A1, . . . , Ak), where f is of type q/l and l is a
non-terminal label, is an XML key for subtrees of the type
q/l.

Another notation for XML keys has been proposed in
[7]. In that notation

(db.part, {pId})

is an absolute key saying that a subtree of type db/part
is uniquely determined by the path db/part/pid (this con-
straint holds in the instance I1 in Figure 3). In our XPath-
oriented notation this key is the following XFD:

db/part[pid].

An example of a relative key ([7]) is

(db.part, (supplier, {offer.sId})),

that says that that in the context of db/part, a tree supplier
is determined by the path offer/sId. In our XPath-
oriented notation this key is expressed as follows:

db/part[pid]/supplier[sid].

6 Normal form for XML
To eliminate redundancies in XML documents, some nor-
mal forms (XNF) for XML schemas have been proposed
[1, 24, 4, 5]. In this paper we will define XNF in the spirit
of BCNF defined for relational schemas. This approach
was also used in [1].

Definition 6.1. Let S be an XML schema and Σ be a
set of XFDs defined over S. (S,Σ) is in XNF iff for any
XFD φ(A1, . . . , Ak)/A ∈ (S,Σ)+, also φ(A1, . . . , Ak) ∈
(S,Σ)+,where (S,Σ)+ is a set of XFDs being conse-
quences of (S,Σ).

In other word, if φ(A1, . . . , Ak)/A is an XFD for q/l/A,
then φ(A1, . . . , Ak) is a key for q/l. It means that there is
at most one subtree of type q/l for any different valuation
of (A1, . . . , Ak) in φ, if the value of a child A of q/l is
determined by this valuation. In this way the redundancy,
i.e. repetition of values in different subtrees of type q/l, is
eliminated.

Let us consider the schema S2 in Figure 5 and its in-
stance I2 in Figure 6.

part

offer+

pId

sId

supplier

price delivTime

delivPlace

db

oId

S2:

Figure 5: Restructured form of schema in Figure 1
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x2

t2
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o3
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t3

offer

o4

x4
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Figure 6: Instance of schema in Figure 5

The following XFD over S2

/db/part/supplier[delivP lace]/sId

says that delivery place (delivP lace) determines the sup-
plier (sId). However, S2 is not in XNF, since its instance
I2 does not satisfy the key

/db/part/supplier[delivP lace].

It means that I2 (Figure 6) is not free of redundancy (there
are two different subtrees of type supplier describing the
same supplier, i.e. its possible name, address, etc.).

In the case of schema S3 (Figure 7) the corresponding
XFD and the key are:
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Figure 7: Restructured form of schema in Figure 1do IMCSIT 08do IMCSIT 08
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Figure 8: Instance of schema in Figure 7

db/supplier[part/delivP lace]/sId
db/supplier[part/delivP lace].

These constraints are satisfied by I3 (Figure 8). We see
that this time, there is only one subtree of type supplier for
any value of delivP lace.

The other dependency of interest is sId, pId →
delivP lace. Its specification with respect to S2 and S3 is
as follows:

db/part[pId]/supplier[sId]/delivP lace,

and

db/supplier[sId]/part[pId]/delivP lace.

It is easy to see then if these XFDs hold, then also keys

db/part[pId]/supplier[sId],

and
db/supplier[sId]/part[pId]

are satisfied.
However, neither S2 nor S3 is in XNF. We have already

shown that there is redundancy in instances of S2. Sim-
ilarly, we see that also in instances of S3 redundancies
may occur. Indeed, since one part may be delivered by
many suppliers then the description of one part may be
multiplied under each supplier delivering this part, so such
data as part name, type, manufacturer etc. will be stored
many times. It results from the fact that satisfaction of
db/supplier/part[pid]/pname would not imply the sat-
isfaction of db/supplier/part[pid].

In Figure 9 there is schema S4 that is in XNF. To make
the example more illustrative, we added node name to
part data. Also the instance in Figure 10 was slightly ex-
tended as compared to instances I2 and I3.

supplier offer

sId

pId

part price delivTime

delivPlace

db

pId

S4:

suppliers parts offers

pId

part

name sIdoId

Figure 9: XNF schema for schemas S1, S2, and S3
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Figure 10: Instance of schema in Figure 9

XSD (XML Schema Definition) for S4 in notation pro-
posed in [26] is shown in Figure 11.

Note that we cannot use DTD since there are two
subtrees labeled part, where each of them has different
type: the part subtree under supplier consists of pId and
delivP lace, whereas the part subtree under parts consists
of pId and name. Recall that in the case of DTD each
non-terminal symbol (label) can have only one type (defi-
nition), i.e. can appear on the left-hand side of exactly one
production rule [26]. This difficulty might be overcame by
introducing new labels (for example partDesc) for full de-
scriptions of a parts.

It can be shown that S4 satisfies the condition of XNF.
Thus, this schema is both redundant-free and dependency
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db → db[content]
content → suppliers[suppliers],parts[parts],

offers[offers]
suppliers → supplier[supplier]∗
parts → parts[part1]∗
offers → offers[offer]∗
supplier → sId, part[part2]
part2 → pId, delivPlace
part1 → pId, name
offer → oId, sId,

pId, price, delivTime

Figure 11: An XSD describing the XML schema in Figure
9

preserving. However, as we will show in the next section,
schema S4 is not the best XNF for the considered running
example.

7 Transforming XML schemas to
XML normal form

In the previous section we discussed an example of trans-
forming an XML schema into XNF. We started with the
schema S1 in Figure 1, and the final schema was S4 in
Figure 9. However, the final schema has been created in
a rather intuitive way. Thus, although it is in XNF it is
not clear whether there exists another XNF reformulation
of S1, maybe better than X4, or not. A systematic algo-
rithm (the Decomposition Algorithm, DA) for normalizing
an XML schema was proposed in [1]. If we apply DA to
S1, we obtain a schema that is worse than S4. It is so due
to the following reasons:

1. In DA we always obtain a normal form relative to a
context path, i.e. the XNF is restricted to the subtree
determined by this context path. Only if the context
path is equal to the root label (db in our case), the
XNF is absolute.

2. In DA it is not possible to change ordering of elements
on a path, because we can only move and discard at-
tributes or create new element types [1]. For example,
the part element precedes supplier (is above it) in S1

and in the result schema this ordering must remain un-
changed. But then the absolute XNF for S1 cannot be
achieved.

3. The result of normalization strongly depends on the
starting XML schema.

7.1 Transforming ER model to XNF

In this section we will discuss how to transform an ER
(Entity-Relationship) schema [28] into XML schema in

XML normal form (XNF). Our method is based on ana-
lyzing functional dependencies among attributes of entities
involved in the ER schema.

In Figure 12 there is an ER schema corresponding to the
XML schema considered in previous sections (see S1 in
Figure 1) with two additional attributes sname (supplier
name) and pname (part name). delivP lace is treated as
an entity with the key attribute did.

supplier

delivPlace

part

N

1

N

1

1

pid

did

sid offer 1

1

1
N

pnamesname

oid price delivTime

N N

Figure 12: ER schema corresponding to S1

The following functional dependencies are captured by
the ER schema in Figure 12:

oid → sid, pid, did
sid, pid → did
did → sid
sid → sname
pid → pname
oid → price, delivT ime

(1)

The first three of them are of particular importance be-
cause they state constraints between entities (key attributes
of entities).

We will proceed in two steps:

1. An initial XML schema is created using the entities
names from the ER schema, their attributes and func-
tional dependencies between key attributes. The ini-
tial schema must follow the necessary condition for-
mulated in Theorem 7.3. Satisfaction of this condition
is the prerequisite to obtain an XML schema in abso-
lute XNF in the next step.

2. The DA algorithm [1] is applied to obtain the final
XNF schema. In fact, only the step called Creat-
ing New Element Types from this algorithm is to be
applied. In this way all violations caused by func-
tional dependencies over non-key attributes (appear-
ing on the right-hand sides of these dependencies) are
resolved. Such functional dependencies in our exam-
ple are for example the three last in (1).

Definition 7.1. Let φ(A1, . . . , An)/B be an XFD of type
q/l/B over an XML schema S. S is called XNF-consistent
with φ(A1, . . . , An)/B, if for any instance I of S holds
the implication:

I |= φ(A1, . . . , An)/B ⇒
mergeq/l(I) |= φ(A1, . . . , An),
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where mergeq/l(I) is the result of merging subtrees of type
q/l in I .

Let I be an XML tree and T = (r, τ) be a subtree of
type q/l of I , i.e. T belongs to the result of evaluation of
the path expression q/l on the instance I , T ∈ [[q/l(I)]].
Then r is a list of the form r := (A1 : a1, . . . , An : an),
and τ is a list of subtrees (each of these lists may be empty).

Definition 7.2. Two subtrees T1 = (r1, τ1), and T2 =
(r2, τ2) of type q/l of an instance I are joinable if r1 = r2,
and then:

– (r, τ1) ./ (r, τ2) = (r, τ1||τ2), where τ1||τ2 is con-
catenation of lists τ1 and τ2;

– the merge operation on all subtrees of type q/l of an
instance I is defined as follows:
mergeq/l(I) =

for each T1, T2 ∈ [[q/l(I)]]
if T1 and T2 are joinable then
I := I − q/l[T1]− q/l[T2] ∪ q/l[T1 ./ T2].

Example 7.1. Let S be defined by
l → l1∗
l1 → A1 B l2∗
l2 → A2 C

and let terminal labels A1, A2 functionally determine B,
i.e. A1, A2 → B. Then the corresponding XFD is

φ(A1, A2)/B := l/l1[A1, l2[A2]]/B.

We see that I (Figure 13) satisfies φ(A1, A2)/B, i.e. for
the values of the pair of paths (l/l1/A1, l/l1/l2/A2) the
value of the path l/l1/B is uniquely determined. Similarly,
the merged form of I , mergel/l1(I), satisfies φ(A1, A2),
i.e. the pair (l/l1/A1, l/l1/l2/A2) of path values uniquely
determines the node of type l/l1. Note that I in its un-
merged form does not satisfy φ(A1, A2), because there are
two nodes of type l/l1 corresponding to the same pair of
path values of the type (l/l1/A1, l/l1/l2/A2).
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l

c1

l1

l2

A2
a2

C

B
b

I:

l1

A1
a1

l2

A2
a2

C
c2

B
b a1

A1

l

c1

l1

l2

A2
a2

C

B
b

mergel/l1
(I):

l2

A2
a2

C
c2

Figure 13: Instance I of the schema from Example 7.1 and
its merged form

The following theorem formulates the necessary condi-
tion for XML schema to be XNF-consistent with an XDF
defined over this schema.

Theorem 7.3. Let f := φ(A1, . . . , An)/B be an XFD
of type q/l/B over an XML schema S. Then S is XNF-
consistent with f if the set consisting of labels of all termi-
nal children of q/l is functionally dependent on the set of
terminal labels occurring in f .

Proof. We will proof the theorem by contradiction. Let us
assume that there exists a terminal child of l labeled C and
C is not functionally dependent on the set {A1, . . . , An}
of terminal labels occurring in f . Then the tree of the form
I = φ(A1 : a1, . . . , An : an)

∪{q/l[B : b, C : c1], q/l[B : b, C : c2]},
is a subtree of an instance of S in which φ(A1, . . . , An)/B
is satisfied. However, this subtree violates φ(A1, . . . , An).
This violation follows from the fact that there are two sub-
trees rooted in q/l, one with terminal children (B : b, C :
c1), and the other with terminal children (B : b, C : c2),
so this subtrees cannot be merged. Thus S is not XDF-
consistent with f . 2

In the schema in the following example the necessary
condition formulated in Theorem 7.3 does not hold.

Example 7.2. Let S be defined by
l → l1∗
l1 → A1 l2∗
l2 → A2 B C

and let terminal labels A1, A2 functionally determine B,
i.e. A1, A2 → B. Then the corresponding XFD is

φ(A1, A2)/B := l/l1[A1]/l2[A2]/B.

Assume that C does not depend on {A1, A2}. Schema S is
not XNF-consistent with φ(A1, A2)/B, since we have (see
Figure 14):
I = l/l1(A1 : a1)/l2(A2 : a2)

∪{l/l1/l2((B : b, C : c1), (B : b, C : c2))}
= mergel/l1/l2(I)

Thus, I violates φ(A1, A2) before and after application of
the merging operation, in both cases there are two nodes
of type l/l1/l2 corresponding to the same pair of values
(a1, a2) of the pair of paths (l/l1/A1, l/l1/l2/A2).

l

l1l1

A1
a1

l2 l2A1
a1

A2
a2

C
c1

B
b

A2
a2

C
c2

B
b

I:

Figure 14: Instance of the schema from Example 7.2 that
satisfies φ(A1, A2)/B and violates φ(A1, A2)

Now, using the Theorem 7.3 and DA, the transformation
of ER into XNF is realized in the following two steps:

1. We start with functional dependencies defined over
key attributes of entities modeled by ER schema. Fol-
lowing the requirements of Theorem 7.3 we obtain the
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following DTD for ER schema in Figure 12:

db → supplier∗
supplier → sid sname part∗
part → pid pname did offer∗
offer → oid price delivT ime

(2)

Now, the remaining functional dependencies specified
in (1) must be taken into account.

2. The DTD obtained in the first step is the subject of
the decomposition by means of the DA algorithm. It
is easily seen that the XFD corresponding to pid →
pname is anomalous. The step Creating new element
types of DA converts (2) into

db → supplier ∗ partDesc∗
supplier → sid sname part∗
partDesc → pid pname
part → pid did offer∗
offer → oid price delivT ime

(3)

Applying the above steps to the ER schema from Figure
12 gives the XML schema in XNF depicted in Figure 15
and its instance in Figure 16.

db

partDesc*supplier*

sid part* pnamepid

pid offer*did

S5:

oid delivTimeprice

sname

Figure 15: The result of transformation ER schema from
Figure 12 to XML schema in XNF

8 Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed how the concept of database
normalization can be used in the case of XML data.
Normalization is commonly used to develop a relational
schema free of unnecessary redundancies and preserving
all data dependencies existing in application domain. In
order to apply this approach to design XML schemas, we
introduced a language for expressing XML functional de-
pendencies. In fact, this language is a class of XPath ex-
pressions, so its syntax and semantics are defined precisely.
We define the notion of satisfaction of XML functional de-
pendence by an XML tree. To define XNF we use the ap-
proach proposed in [24].

All considerations are illustrated by the running exam-
ple. We discuss various issues connected with normaliza-
tion and compare them with issues faced in the case of re-
lational databases. We show how to develop redundancy-
free and dependency preserving XML schema. It is worth

mentioning that the relational version of the schema cannot
be structured in redundancy-free and dependency preserv-
ing form. In this case, preservation of all dependencies re-
quires 3NF but then some redundancy is present. Further
normalization to BCNF eliminates redundancies but does
not preserve dependencies. In the case of XML, thanks
to its hierarchical nature, we can achieve both properties.
However, it is not clear if this is true in all cases (see e.g.
[5].

We have proposed a method for normalizing XML data
in to steps. First, we build a conceptual model by means of
ER schema and specify all functional dependencies among
its attributes. Following the necessary condition formu-
lated in Theorem 7.3, an initial XML schema is created.
This schema is XNF-consistent with all XML functional
dependencies under consideration. Such the schema can
be further normalized, for example using the decomposi-
tion algorithm (DA) [1]. It was shown that in the presence
of cyclic functional dependencies the procedure proposed
in DA results in bad design (only a local XNF can be ob-
tained, i.e. only subschemas of the schema can be trans-
formed into XNF).
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Many benefits are expected due to usage of code generation tools. A reliable application should be 
created effectively based on complex structural and behavioral models. Model driven approach for 
program development is realized in Framework for eXecutable UML (FXU). The tool transforms UML 
models into C# source code and supports execution of the application reflecting the behavioral model. 
The framework consists of two components: code generator and run time library. The generated and 
executed code corresponds to structural model specified in class diagrams and behavioral model 
described by state machines of these classes. All single concepts of behavioral state machines included 
in the UML 2.x specification are taken into account, including all kinds of events, states, pseudostates, 
submachines etc. The paper discusses the transformation of UML state machines into C# language. It 
presents checking the correctness of classes and state machines decided in the framework in order to 
run a model-related and high quality C# application. The solution was tested on set of UML models.

Povzetek: Predstavljeno je orodje za avtomatsko generacijo kode iz UML v C#.

1 Introduction
Model Driven Engineering (MDE) represents software 
development approaches in which creation and 
manipulation of models should result in building of an 
executable system [1]. There are two general directions
towards model execution. The first one is aimed at the 
direct model execution in a virtual machine of a 
modelling notation. This idea resulted in the 
development of the Foundation Subset for Executable 
UML Models specification (FUML [2]). It defines a 
basic virtual machine for UML.

The second trend assumes transformation of a model 
into possibly more refined models, and finally into a 
target code. The output code is usually expressed in a 
general purpose language. It can be further modified, 
completed and used for building a final application, with 
commonly used development environments. In this paper 
we discuss problems concerning building an executable 
C# application from UML classes and state machines. 

Industrial product development puts a lot of attention 
on fast implementation of needed functionalities. Model-
driven approach to program development offers a 
promising solution to these problems. Complex 
behavioral models can be designed and verified at early 
stages of the whole product creation cycle and 
automatically transformed into the code preserving the 
desired behavior.

State machines, also in the form of statecharts 
incorporated in the UML notation [3], are a widely used 
concept for specification of concurrent reactive systems. 

Proposal for execution of behavioral UML models 
suffers from the problem that no generally accepted 
formal semantics of UML models is available. Therefore, 
validation of UML transformation and model behavior 
depicted in the resulting code is difficult. Rather than 
completely formalizing UML models, we try to deal with 
selected aspects of the models. 

Inconsistency and incompleteness allowed by UML
can be a source of problems in software development. A
basic type of design faults is concerned with the well-
formedness of diagrams [3]. Typically, completeness of a 
design requires that model elements are specified with 
their features and usage of one element can imply a 
usage of another, directly related model element. In the 
current modeling CASE tools some completeness 
conditions can be assured automatically (e.g., default 
names of roles in associations, attributes, operations etc.). 
Incompleteness of models can be strongly related to their 
inconsistency, because it is often impossible to conclude 
whether diagrams are inconsistent or incomplete [4]. 
Therefore, within this paper we will refer to model 
defects as to correctness issues.

The Framework for eXecutable UML (FXU) offers a 
foundation for applying MDA ideas in automation of 
software design and verification [5]. The FXU 
framework was the first solution that supported 
generation and execution of all elements of behavioral 
state machine UML 2.0 using C# language. In order to 
build an application reflecting the modeled classes and 
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their behaviors specified by state machines, we resolved 
necessary semantic variation points [6]. Semantic 
variation points are aspects that were intentionally not 
determined in the specification [3] and its interpretation 
is left for a user.

It was also necessary to provide some correctness 
checking of a model. This paper is devoted to these 
issues. To present potential problems we selected one 
target application environment, i.e., creation of 
application in C# language. The verification of an input 
UML model is based on a set of hard coded rules. Some 
of the rules are general and can be applied for any object-
oriented language, as they originate directly from the 
UML specification [3]. Other rules depend on the 
programming environment because they take also into 
account the features of the target language - C#. The 
verification is performed during transformation of class 
and state machine models into the corresponding code; it 
is so-called static verification. Other set of rules is used 
during execution of the code corresponding to given state 
machines; so-called dynamic verification. For all 
correctness rules the appropriate reaction on the detected 
flaws were specified.

One of the contributions of the paper is exploitation 
of C# constructs to create concise representation of state 
machines, including also all complex concepts of UML 
behavioral state machines. Additionally, the correctness 
rules for UML models are presented, aimed at executing 
class and state machine models as C# applications.

In the next section we discuss the related works. 
Next, the FXU framework, especially solutions used for 
state machines realization, will be presented. In Sec. 4
we introduce correctness issues identified in the 
transformation process and during execution of state 
machines. Remarks about experiments performed and the 
conclusions finish the paper.

2 Related work

2.1 Code generation and execution support
There are different policies dealing with UML models to 
be transformed. Transformation of a model into the 
corresponding target code can be realized for any general 
UML model. The main restrictions concern model 
correctness but not the direct correspondence to any 
target notation. Many code generators incorporated in 
modeling tools, and also the FXU framework, support 
this approach. It helps dealing with not complete and not 
specialized models, which often encounter in software 
development and evolution praxis.

An opposite strategy is the refinement of a model 
towards the concepts of the target notation, which can be 
a programming language. This refinement can be 
completed, for example, using a set of stereotypes 
included in a UML profile dedicated for the considered 
notation. This approach is represented by IBM Rational 
modeling extension for Microsoft .NET [7]. However, it 
should be noted that the tool supports only selected C# 
concepts and the relations between refined model 

elements are not validated. Moreover, state machines are 
not taken into account in code generation.

Many modeling tools have a facility of transforming 
models into code in different programming languages. 
However, the most of them consider only class models. 
We compared functionality of twelve tools that could 
also generate code from behavioral state machines. Only 
few of them took into account more complex features of 
state machines, like choice pseudostates, deep and 
shallow history pseudostates, deferred events or internal 
transitions. The most complete support for state 
machines UML 2.0 is implemented in the Rhapsody tool 
[8] of IBM Telelogic (formerly I-Logix). However it 
does not consider C# language.

There exist different approaches to building an 
executable application basing on behavioral UML 
models. In the first one, the code created as the target of 
model transformation includes the mapping of the state 
machine structure as well as the logic supporting model 
execution [9, 10]. Therefore, large number of code must 
be generated even for simple state diagrams. All 
semantic issues have to be resolved directly in the 
generated code.

Another solution is usage of a kind of a run-time 
environment. It assumes an existence of a library or 
virtual machine that provides an engine for state machine 
execution [8, 11, 12]. The generated code depicts only 
the structure of the input state machine. The code is more 
compact and easier to understand and to modify. The 
FXU framework is based on the second solution, 
applying a run-time library.

2.2 State machine semantics
A huge amount of research efforts is devoted to 
formalization of UML models, specification of their 
semantics and verification methods [13]-[17]. However 
they are usually not resolving the practical problems 
which are faced while building an executable code, 
because of many variation semantic points of the UML 
specification.

An attempt for incorporation of different variation 
points into one solution is presented in [18]. The authors 
intend to build models that specify different variants and 
combine them with the statechart metamodel. Different 
policies should be implemented for these variants.

The semantics defined in the FUML specification [2] 
are generally a precise definition of a subset of the UML 
semantics given in the UML 2.2 Superstructure 
Specification. The FUML specification is limited to the 
selected UML elements considered as mostly used. 
Therefore it does not deal, for example, with all features 
of state machines.

2.3 Model correctness 
Our work relates also to the field of correctness of UML 
models. The consistency problems in UML designs were 
extensively studied in many papers. It could be 
mentioned workshops co-located to the Models (former 
UML) series of conferences, and other works [4, 19-22].
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Checking of models is important in Model Driven 
Architecture (MDA) approaches [23, 24] where new 
diagrams and code are automatically synthesized from 
the initial UML model: all the constructed artifacts 
would inherit the initial inconsistency [19].

Current UML case tools allow constructing incorrect 
models. They provide partial checking of selected model 
features, but it is not sufficient if we would like to create 
automatically a reliable application. More comprehensive 
checking can be found in the tools aimed at model 
analysis. For example, the OO design measurement tool 
SDMetrics [25] gives the rules according to which the 
models are checked. We used the experiences of the tool 
(Sec. 4), but it deals neither with state machine execution 
nor with C# language.

The consistency problems remain also using tools for 
building executable UML models [26-28]. Different 
subsets of UML being used and we cannot assure that 
two interchanged models will behave in the same way. 

Solutions to consistency problems in class diagrams 
were presented in [29]. The problem refers to constrains 
specifying generalization sets in class diagram, which is 
still not commonly used in most of UML designs.

An interesting investigation about defects in 
industrial projects can be found in [30]. However the 
study takes into account only class diagrams, sequence 
diagrams and use case diagrams. It discusses mostly 
relations among elements from different diagram types. 
The state machines were not considered.

3 Code generation and execution in 
FXU

Transformation of UML models into executable 
application can be realized in the following steps.

1. A model, created using a CASE modeling tool, 
is exported and saved as an XML Metadata 
Interchange (XMI) file. 

2. The model (or its parts) is transformed by a 
generator that creates a corresponding code in 
the target programming language.

3. The generated code is modified (if necessary), 
compiled and linked against a Runtime Library. 
The Runtime Library contains realization of 
different UML meta-model elements, especially 
referring to behavioral UML models.

4. The final application, reflecting the model 
behavior, can be executed.

It should be noted, that steps 1) and 2) can be 
merged, if the considered code generator is associated 
with the modelling tool.

The process presented above is realized in the FXU 
framework [5]. The target implementation language is 
C#. The part of UML model taken into account 
comprises classes and behavioral state machines. 
Protocol state machines are not considered.

The FXU framework consists of two components -
FXU Generator and FXU Runtime Library. The 
Generator is responsible for realization of step 2. The 
FXU Runtime Library includes over forty classes that 
correspond to different elements of UML state machines. 

It implements the general rules of state machine 
behavior, independent of a considered model, e.g., 
processing of events, execution of transitions, entering 
and exiting states, realization of different pseudostates. It 
is also responsible for the runtime verification of certain 
features of an executed model.

3.1 Model transformation
Transforming class models into C# code, all model 
elements are implemented by appropriate C# elements. 
Principles of code generation from class models are 
similar to other object-oriented languages and analogues 
to solutions used in other tools. It is not so 
straightforward for state machine models.

State machines can be used at different levels of 
abstraction as behavioral state machines or protocol state 
machines. Protocol state machines are intended to model 
protocols. Behavioral state machines specify behavior of 
various model elements, like a class, a component, an 
operation. These elements constitute a context of a 
machine. 

The primary application of behavioral state machine 
in an object-oriented model is description of a class. A 
class can have attributes keeping information about a 
current state of an object. Classes have operations that 
can trigger transitions, send and receive events. The FXU 
framework is limited to the most typical case, when a 
behavioral state machine models behavior of class 
instances. Model elements available in the context of the 
class are also available in the state machine.

A distinctive feature of FXU is dealing with all UML 
elements of behavioral state machines and their 
realization in C# application. Therefore we present 
selected concepts of state machines with their 
implementation in C#. We point out different C# specific 
mechanisms used in the generated application. Using 
selected solutions we would like to obtain an efficient 
and reliable application.

For any state machine of a class, a new attribute of 
StateMachine type is created. The structure of the state 
machine is build in a method of the class - InitFXU(). 
States, pseudostates, regions, transitions and events are 
created as local variables of the method.

Any state can have up to three types of internal 
activities do, entry, exit. The activities of a state are 
realized using a delegate mechanism of C#. Three 
methods DoBody, EntryBody and ExitBody with empty 
bodies are created for any state by default. If an activity 
exists a corresponding method with its body is created, 
using information taken from the model. Applying 
delegate mechanism allows defining the methods for 
states without using of inheritance or overloaded 
methods. Therefore the generated code can be simple, 
and generation of a class for any single state can be 
avoided. A state machine is not generated as a design 
pattern - “state” [31]. In the state design pattern, a single 
class is created for any state and any substate; and we 
would like to prevent an explosion of number of classes. 

Signals, in opposite to other elements like states or 
events, are not created as local variables of the 
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initialisation method. They are created as classes, 
because they can be generalized and specialized building 
a signals hierarchy. If a certain signal can trigger an 
event also all signals that are its descendants in the signal 
hierarchy can trigger the same event. This feature of 
signals was implemented using the reflection mechanism 
of C# [32].

Three transition kinds can be specified for a 
transition, external, internal and local transitions. 
Triggering an internal transition implies no change of a 
state, exit and entry activities are not invoked. If an 
external transition is triggered it will exit its source state 
(a composite one), i.e. its exit activity will be executed. 
A local transition is a transition within a composite state. 
No exit for the composite (source) state will be invoked, 
but the appropriate exits and entries of the substates 
included in the state will be executed.

A kind of a transition can be specified in a model, 
but in praxis this information is rarely updated and often 
inaccurate. Therefore we assumed that in case of 
composite states a kind of generated transition is 
determined using a following heuristics:

 If the target state is different than the source 
state of a transition and the source state is a 
composite state, the transition is external.

 Else, if the transition is defined in a model as 
internal it is treated as an internal transition.

 Otherwise, the transition is local. 
A transition can have its guard condition and actions. 

They are created similarly to activities in states, using 
delegate mechanism of C#. If a body of an appropriate 
guard condition or action is nonempty in a model, it is 
put in the generated code. It should be noted that 
verification of logical conditions written in C# is 
postponed to the compilation time. 

Events should have some identifiers in order to be 
managed. Change events and call events are identified by 
unique natural numbers assigned to the events. A time 
event is identified by a transition which can be triggered 
by this event. A completion event is identified by a state 
in which the event was generated. Finally, for a signal 
event the class of the signal, i.e., its type, is used as its 
identifier.

There are some elements of a UML model that 
include a description in a form not precisely specified in 
the standard, but dependent on a selected notation, 
usually a programming language. There are, for example, 
guard conditions, implementation of actions in transitions 
or in states, body of operations in classes. They can be 
written directly in a target implementation language (e.g., 
C#). During code generation these fragments are inserted 
into the final code. Verification of the syntax and 
semantics of such code extracts is performed during the 
code compilation and execution according to a selected 
programming language.

3.2 Model example
Fragments of an exemplary UML model are shown in 
Fig. 1. Runway class belongs to an airport control 
system. Selected attributes, operations and a state 

machine of the class are presented. The state machine
describes different states of the runway. A runway can be 
opened, closed or deleted. State deleted is simple; two 
remaining states are composite ones. An opened runway 
can be either free or occupied. A runway can be closed 
due to temporary maintenance or emergency. Complex
state closed consists of simple state 
temporaryMainenance, simple state preparation and 
complex state restoration including two orthogonal 
regions.

In guard conditions and triggers, the operations and 
attributes of the class are used. Several entry and do
activities are omitted due to legibility reasons.

Using an FXU template the resulting programming 
class can be created for the Runway class and its 
behavioral model. Extracts of the C# code corresponding 
to the example and created by the FXU generator are 
given in the Appendix.

The StateMachine attribute of the Runway class 
defines the structure and features of its state machine.
Except of methods implementing operations modelled in 
the class, the class has also two additional methods 
InitFXU and StartFXU. The InitFXU method is 
responsible for creation and initialization of all objects 
corresponding to all elements of state machine(s) 
associated with the class, such as regions, states, 
pseudostates, transitions, activities, events, triggers, 
guards, actions, etc. Bodies of entry, do, exit activities, 
guard conditions and actions are implemented with 
delegates. The StartFXU method is used for launching 
the behavior of the state machine. 

3.3 Model execution
The structure of basic elements of the FXU Runtime 
Library corresponds to the simplified state machine 
meta-model (Fig. 2). A vertex of a state machine graph is 
handled as a state or a pseudostate. A specialized state 
can be a state machine. Any transition is defined by its 
source and destination vertices. A transition can be 
triggered by an event. Classes of all events are a direct 
specialization of the base class Event. Meta-model class 
MessageEvent was omitted, because it is an intermediate 
level abstract class and was not necessary to perform any 
tasks. An additional class CompletitionEvent is 
responsible for dealing with completion events. They are 
triggered once the entry actions, do activities and 
activities of the internal elements have been completed. 
The completion event can be triggered just after entering 
the state if there are no activities and no internal 
elements. 

Event processing during state machine execution is 
performed according to the rules given in the UML 
specification [3]. The processing of a single event 
occurrence by a state machine is interpreted as a run-to-
completion step. Before initiation and after completion of 
a step, a state machine is in a stable configuration. All 
entry, exit or internal activities of all states (complex and 
nested states) are completed, but do activities can last.

Basic algorithms of FXU realization, like execution 
of a state machine, entry to a state, exit from a state, were 
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presented in [5]. For every state a queue was 
implemented that pools incoming events (Fig. 2). Event 

pool is served by a producers-consumer algorithm.

Figure 1: Example – Runway class, its state machine and class model

Figure 2: FXU Runtime Library - statemachines and event processing.
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Events can be broadcasted or sent directly to the 
selected state machines. Events trigger transitions that 
have an active source state and their guard conditions 
evaluate to true. Transitions to be fired are determined as 
the maximal set of non-conflicting transitions [3]. If 
many transitions can be fired, transition priorities are 
used for their selection and resolve some transition 
conflicts. According to the specification, the priorities of 
conflicting transitions are based on their relative position 
in the state hierarchy. A transition originating from a 
substate has higher priority than a conflicting transition 
originating from any of its containing states. 

Using this priority definition not all transition 
conflicts are resolved in case many transitions can be 
fired. Therefore, we had proposed and implemented an 
extended definition of transitions priority. We obtained 
one unique set of non-conflicting transitions in any 
situation. The detailed algorithm of selecting non-
conflicting transitions and the extended firing priorities 
can be found in [6]. Also resolving of other variation 
points, especially dealing with entering and exiting 
orthogonal states, is shown in [6].

Interpreting different concepts of state machines we 
can use parallel execution. In the FXU RunTime Library 
it is implemented by multithreading. Multithreading is 
used for processing of many state machines which are 
active in the same time, e.g., state machines of different 
classes. It is used also for handling submachine states 
and orthogonal regions working within states, and for 
other processing of events. In the Appendix, examples of 
an output trace generated during execution of an 
application created from the model (Fig. 1) are shown. 
Different threads, which were created to deal with 
encountering events, are identified by number in 
brackets. For example, realization of a transition from the 
pseudostate fork to substate maintenance launched thread 

”[14]”. Thread “[15]” was created to implement a 
transition from the fork pseudostate to substate repair. In 
other execution runs of the application, the numbers and 
ordering of the threads can be different.

4 Checking of model correctness
While generating valid C# code from UML class and 
state machine diagrams the certain conditions should be 
satisfied. There are many possible shortcomings of 
models that are not excluded by modeling tools, or 
should be not prohibited due to possible model 
incompleteness at different evolution stages. They were 
analyzed taking into account the practical weaknesses of 
model developers.

The prepared correctness rules were based on three 
main sources: the specification of UML [3], the rules 
discussed in related works and other comparable tools, in 
particular in [25], and finally our own study, especially 
taking into account the features of C# language - the 
target of the model transformation [32].

Various shortcomings can be detected during 
different steps of application realization (Sec. 3). Many 
of them can be identified directly in the model, and 
therefore detected during model to code transformation 
step (step 2). Verification of such problems will be called 
static, as it corresponds to an automated inspection of a 
model. Other flaws are detected only during execution of 
the resulting application (step 4). Such dynamic 
verification will be completed by the appropriate classes 
of the FXU Runtime Library.

In tables I-III defects identified in classes and state 
machines are presented. The last column shows severity 
associated to the shortcomings. Three classes of severity 
are distinguished. If a defect detected in a model is called 
as critical the model is treated as invalid and the code 

Table I
Defects detected in UML class diagrams (static)

No Detected defects Reaction Severity

1 A generalization of an interface from a class was detected Stop code generation critical

2 A name of an element to be generated (e.g. a class, an operation, an attribute) is 
a keyword of C# language

Stop code generation critical

3 A class relates via generalization to more than one general class Stop code generation critical

4 A cycle in class generalization was detected Stop code generation critical

5 A name of an element to be generated is missing Generate the element pattern without 
its name. The element name has to be 
supplemented in the generated code

medium

6 A name of an element to be generated is not a valid C# name. It is assumed 
that white characters are so common shortcoming that they should be 
automatically substituted by an underline character

As above medium

7 An interface visibility is private or protected Use package visibility low

8 A class visibility is private or protected. Use package visibility low

9 An interface is abstract Treat the interface as no abstract low

10 An interface has some attributes Ignore attributes of the interface low

11 An interface has nested classes Ignore classes nested in the interface low

12 A class that is no abstract has abstract operations Treat the class as abstract low
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generation is interrupted without producing the output. 
Later cases are classified as medium and low. In both 
cases the code generation is proceeded, although for 
medium severity it can require corrections before 
compilation. In all cases information about all detected 
shortcomings is delivered to a user. A detailed reaction to
the found defect is described in the third column. While 
assigning severity levels and reactions to given defects 
we took into account general model correctness features 
but also requirements specific for C# applications.

4.1 Verification of class models
Class diagrams describe a static structure of a system, 
therefore many their features can be verified statically 
before code generation. Table I summaries defects that 
are checked during static analysis of UML class models. 
It was assumed that some improvements can be added 
more conveniently in the generated code than in a model. 
The class models can be incomplete to some extent and 
we can still generate the code. Admission of certain 

model incompleteness can be practically justifiable 
because of model evolution. 

It should be noted that not all requirements of
generated code are checked by the generator. Some 
elements are verified later by the compiler. It concerns 
especially elements that are not directly defined by the 
UML specification, like bodies of operations. 

4.2 Verification of state machines
Similarly to class diagrams, different defects of state 
machines can be detected statically in the models. They 
are listed in Tab. II. Static detection of shortcomings in 
state machines is realized twice. First, it is made before 
model to source transformation (step 2). Second 
correctness checking is fulfilled before state machine 
execution. It is a part of step 4, during the initialization of 
the structure of a state machine.

For example, a static verification can be illustrated 
using a state machine from Fig. 1. Transition outgoing 
state maintenace has an event trigger - calling of an 

Table II.
Defects detected in UML state machines (static)

No Detected defects Reaction Severity

1 A cycle in signal generalization was detected Stop code generation critical

2 A signal inherits after an element  that is not another signal Stop code generation critical

3 A signal relates via generalization to more than one general signal Stop code generation critical

4 A region has more than one initial pseudostate Stop code generation critical

5 A state has more than one deep history pseudostate or shallow history pseudostate Stop code generation critical

6 There are transitions from pseudostates to the same pseudostates (different than a 
choice pseudostate)

Stop code generation critical

7 There are improper transitions between orthogonal regions Stop code generation critical

8 A transition trigger refers to an nonexistent signal Stop code generation critical

9 An entry point, join or initial pseudostate has no incoming transition or more than 
one incoming transition

Stop code generation critical

10 A deep or shallow history pseudostate has more than one outgoing transition Stop code generation critical

11 A transition from an entry/exit point to an entry/exit point Stop code generation critical

12 An exit point has no any incoming transition Stop code generation critical

13 Transitions outgoing a fork pseudostate do not target states in different regions of 
an orthogonal states

Stop code generation critical

14 Transitions incoming to a join pseudostate do not originate in different regions of 
an orthogonal state

Stop code generation critical

15 There is a transition originating in an initial pseudostate or a deep/shallow history 
pseudostate and outgoing a nested orthogonal state

Stop code generation critical

16 The region at the topmost level (region of a state machine) has no initial 
pseudostate

Warn a user medium

17 A transition outgoing a pseudostate has a trigger Ignore the trigger medium

18 A transition outgoing a pseudostate (different from  a choice or junction vertex) 
has a nonempty guard condition 

Ignore the guard condition medium

19 A transition targeting a join pseudostate has a trigger or nonempty guard condition Ignore the trigger  and/or condition medium

20 A trigger refers to a non-existing operation The transition will be generated but 
it cannot be triggered by this event

medium

21 A trigger refers to an abstract operation or to an operation of an interface as above medium

22 A time event is deferred Treat the event as not being deferred medium

23 A final state has an outgoing transition Warn a user medium

24 A terminate pseudostate has an outgoing transition Warn a user low
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operation open(). However, this transition targets the join 
pseudostate. Therefore neither a trigger nor a guard 
condition can be associated with the transition. It violates 
the correctness rule 19 (Tab. II). This model flaw is quite 
often and is not critical. The trigger will be omitted in the 
generated code and the designer will be warned about 
this exclusion.

The same rule is violated in a transition outgoing 
state inspection. The guard [OK] can not be used in this 
context. The generated code will be incomplete and the 
warning reminds of the correcting the state machine 
model.

State machines model system behavior; therefore not 
all their elements can be verified statically. A part of 
defects is detected dynamically, i.e., during execution of 
state machines. For example, a situation that two enabled 
transitions are outgoing the same choice pseudostate can 
be detected after evaluation of appropriate guard 
conditions, namely during program execution. Defects 
detected dynamically in state machines are listed in 
Tab. III.

5 Experiments
The FXU framework is not directly associated with any 
modelling tool but UML models are passed between 
tools using files. Input models in some XMI variants, 
UML2 and UML formats, supported by Eclipse, are 
accepted. Therefore the solution is not tool-dependent. 
However, all experiments mentioned in this Section were 
performed with UML models created using IBM 
Rational Software Architect [33]. 

The presented approach for building the C# code and 
executing the automatically created applications was 
tested on over fifty models. The first group of ten models 
was aimed at classes. In experiments the correct and 
incorrect constructions encountering in class diagrams 
were checked, concerning especially association and 
generalization. Moreover, two bigger projects were 
tested. The first one was a design of a web page, which 
was a part of MDA project called Acceleo [34]. The 
model described a design of a web page. The second one 
presented a metamodel of an object-oriented modeling 
language [35]. 

Models from the next group (above forty models) 
comprised different diagrams, including both classes and 
their state machines. All possible constructs of UML 2.x 
behavioral state machines were used in different 
situations in the models. The biggest design included five 
state machines with about 80 states and 110 transitions, 
using complex and orthogonal states, different kinds of 
pseudostates and submachine states. 

The programs realizing state machines were run 
taking into account different sequences of triggering 
events. The behavior modeled by state machines was 
observed and verified using detailed traces generated 
during program runs. They helped to test whether the 
obtained program behavior conforms to desired state 
machine semantics. For complex models, filtered traces 
that included selected information were also used.

In the performed experiments, applications realizing 
behavior specified in state machine models were
developed in an automated way. For example, different 
airport subsystems were modeled in order to simulate a 
desired behavior. The essential part of the class model of 
Airport_FlightControl subsystem is shown in Fig. 1. It 
models occupation of runways and airplane parking 
places. Behavior of classes can be defined by state 
machines realising different policies. One exemplary 
state machine is shown for Runway class. Comparison of 
the policies is easily performed combining code 
generated for different versions of state machines in final 
applications.

6 Conclusion and future work
In this paper we discussed the problems of creation of 
valid C# applications realizing ideas modeled by classes 
and their state machines. Different C# mechanisms were 
effectively used for implementation of the full state 
machine model defined in the UML 2.x specification. 
We showed which correctness issues of models have to 
be checked during model transformation (static 
verification) and during application execution (dynamic 
verification). The detailed correctness rules help a 
developer to cope with possible flaws present in UML 
models. In the difference to other tools, using FXU the 
state machines including any complex features can be 

Table III.
Defects detected in UML state machines (dynamic)

No Detected defects Reaction Severity

1 There is no enabled  and no “else” transition outgoing a choice or junction 
pseudostate 

Suspend execution - terminate critical

2 A deep or shallow history pseudostate was entered that has no outgoing 
transitions and is “empty”, i.e. either a final state was a last active substate or 
the state was not visited before

Suspend execution - terminate critical

3 More than one transition outgoing a choice or junction pseudostate is enabled Select one enabled transition and 
ignore the others

medium

4 There is no enabled  transition outgoing a choice or junction pseudostate and 
there is one or more “else” transition outgoing this pseudostate

Select one “else” transition and 
ignore other transitions

medium

5 More than one transition outgoing the same state is enabled Select one transition and ignore 
the others

medium
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effectively transformed into corresponding C# 
application. The tool support assists building of reliable 
applications including complex behavioral specifications. 
It can be especially useful for developing programs in 
which non-trivial state machines are intensely used, e.g., 
dependable systems, embedded reactive systems.

In the future work, we prepare other complex models 
implementing telecommunication problems. Capability 
of using advance state machine features and building 
reliable applications is very important in these cases.

As a complementary approach, another solution for 
C# code generation based on C# profiles is under 
development. Transform OCL Fragments Into C# 
(T.O.F.I.C.) tool supports labelling of UML model 
elements with stereotypes reflecting C# concepts. Target 
code is generated from a refined UML model and OCL 
constraints. In this approach, a model can be verified 
both during placing stereotypes and/or code generation 
process. Using dedicated profiles enforce more precise 
mapping to a given target language and therefore also 
checking of model correctness. However it requires more 
effort of a developer while creating a refined model.

Appendix
The appendix includes selected extracts of C# code 
generated for an exemplary class and its state machine 
shown in Fig. 1. Code of class operations is omitted. 
Method InitFxu() creates appropriate structure of the 
state machine and method StartFxu() initializes its 
behavior.

public class Runway  {
  private bool free;  
// other attributes and operations (omitted)
//
  StateMachine sm1 = 

new StateMachine("RunwayStateMachine");
public void InitFxu() {

     Region r1 = new Region("Region1");
     sm1.AddRegion(r1);
     InitialPseudostate v2 = new

InitialPseudostate("");
    r1.AddVertex(v2);
    State v4 =  new State ("opend");
     r1.AddVertex(v4);
//...
    State v8 =  new State ("closed");
     r1.AddVertex(v8);
    v8.EntryBody = delegate(){ close(); };
     Region r3 = new Region("Region1");
     v8.AddRegion(r3);
//...
    State v11 =  new State ("restoration");
     r3.AddVertex(v11);
    Region r4 = new Region("Region1");
     v11.AddRegion(r4);
     Region r5 = new Region("Region2");
     v11.AddRegion(r4);
//...
    State v14 =  new State ("maintenance");
     r5.AddVertex(v14);
     v14.DoBody = delegate(){ maintain(); };
//
     Fork v15 = new Fork("");
     r3.AddVertex(v15);
//
     Transition t1 = new Transition(v2, v4);
     Transition t8 = new Transition(v8, v4);

     t8.AddTrigger(new CallEvent("open", 1))
//...
     Transition t11 = new Transition(v10, v10);
     t11.GuardBody = delegate()

{return not free;};
     t11.ActionBody = delegate(){remove(); };
//...
} //End of InitFXU
public void StartFxu(){

     sm1.Enter(); }
}

Log items selected from a detailed execution trace of 
the exemplary state machine (Fig. 1) are shown below. 
All labels of the items, including time stamps and item
types (Warning, Information, Debugging), are omitted 
for the brevity reasons. A number in brackets denotes a 
number of a thread that realizes a considered part of 
machine execution.

[1] State diagram < RunwayStateMachine >: Entered.

[1] State diagram < RunwayStateMachine >: Execution of 
entry-activity started. State is now active.

[1] State diagram < RunwayStateMachine >: Execution of 
entry-activity finished.

[7] Initial pseudostate < RunwayStateMachine:: 
Region1{::UnNamedVertex}>: Entered.

[7] Transition from Initial pseudostate < RunwayState
Machine::Region1{::UnNamedVertex}> to State 
< RunwayStateMachine::Region1::opend>: Traversing started.

[7] State < RunwayStateMachine::Region1:: opend>: Execution 
of entry-activity started. State is now active.

After emergencyClose trigger
[3] State diagram < RunwayStateMachine >: Call-event
<emergencyClose [ID=1]> has been dispatched.

[9] State < RunwayStateMachine::Region1:: opend::
Region1::occupied>: Execution of exit-activity started.

Transition to fork from preparation state
[3] State diagram < RunwayStateMachine >: Completion 
event <> generated by State < RunwayStateMachine::
Region1::closed::Region1::preparation> has been dispatched.

[12] State < RunwayStateMachine::Region1::closed::
Region1::preparation >: Execution of exit-activity started.

[13] Transition from State < RunwayStateMachine::
Region1::closed::Region1::preparation > to Fork 
< RunwayStateMachine::Region1::closed::Region1{::UnName
dVertex}>: Traversing started.

[14] Transition from Fork < RunwayStateMachine::
Region1::closed::Region1{::UnNamedVertex}> to State 
< RunwayStateMachine::Region1::closed:::restoration::Region
2::maintenance>: Traversing started.

[16] State < RunwayStateMachine::Region1::closed:::
restoration >: Execution of entry-activity started. State is now 
active.

[15] Transition from Fork < RunwayStateMachine::
Region1::closed::Region1{::UnNamedVertex}> to State 
< RunwayStateMachine::Region1::closed:::restoration::Region
1::repair>: Traversing started.
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During last one and half decade an interesting relationship between chaos and cryptography has been 
developed, according to which many properties of chaotic systems such as: ergodicity, sensitivity to 
initial conditions/system parameters, mixing property, deterministic dynamics and structural complexity 
can be considered analogous to the confusion, diffusion with small change in plaintext/secret key, 
diffusion with a small change within one block of the plaintext, deterministic pseudo randomness and 
algorithmic complexity properties of traditional cryptosystems.  As a result of this close relationship 
several chaos-based cryptosystems have been put forward since 1990.  In one of the stages of the 
development of chaotic stream ciphers, the application of discrete chaotic dynamical systems in pseudo 
random bit generation has been widely studied recently.  In this communication, we propose a novel 
pseudo random bit generator (PRBG) based on two chaotic logistic maps running side-by-side and 
starting from random independent initial conditions.  The pseudo random bit sequence is generated by 
comparing the outputs of both the chaotic logistic maps.  We discuss the suitability of the logistic map 
by highlighting some of its interesting statistical properties, which make it a perfect choice for such 
random bit generation. Finally, we present the detailed results of the statistical testing on generated bit 
sequences, done by the most stringent tests of randomness: the NIST suite tests, to detect the specific 
characteristics expected of truly random sequences.
Povzetek: Predstavljen je psevdo naključni generator bitov na osnovi kaotičnega pristopa.

1 Introduction
New rapid developments in the telecommunication 

technologies especially the Internet and mobile networks 
have extended the domain of information transmission, 
which in turn present new challenges for protecting the 
information from unauthorized eavesdropping.  It has 
intensified the research activities in the field of 
cryptography to fulfill the strong demand of new secure 
cryptographic techniques [1, 2].

Recently researchers from the nonlinear dynamics 
community have noticed an interesting relationship 
between chaos and cryptography.  According to that, 
many properties of chaotic systems such as: ergodicity, 
sensitivity to initial conditions/system parameters, 
mixing property, deterministic dynamics and structural 
complexity can be considered analogous to the 
confusion, diffusion with small change in plaintext/secret 
key, diffusion with a small change within one block of 
the plaintext, deterministic pseudo randomness and 
algorithmic complexity properties of traditional 
cryptosystems [3].   As a result of this close relationship 

several chaos-based cryptosystems have been put 
forward since 1990 [4].  These chaos-based 
cryptosystems can be broadly classified into two 
categories: analog and digital.  Analog chaos-based 
cryptosystems are based on the techniques of control [5, 
6] and synchronization [5, 6] of chaos.  There are several 
ways through which analog chaos-based cryptosystems 
can be realized such as: chaotic masking [7-11], chaotic 
modulation [12-15], chaotic switching [16, 17], inverse 
system approach [18, 19] etc.  On the other hand in 
digital chaos-based cryptosystems, chaotic discrete 
dynamical systems are implemented in finite computing 
precision.  Again there are number of ways through 
which digital chaos-based cryptosystems be realized: 
block ciphers based on forward and/or reverse iterations 
of chaotic maps [4, 20-23], block ciphers based on 
chaotic round functions [24-27], stream ciphers 
implementing chaos-based pseudo random bit generators 
(PRBG) [28-33] etc.
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The subject of the present manuscript is the 
generation of cryptographically secure pseudo random 
bit sequences, which can be further used in the 
development of fool-proof stream ciphers and its 
statistical testing.  In the following paragraph, we briefly 
summarize a few efforts undertaken recently in this 
direction.

The first, relatively unnoticed, idea of designing a 
pseudo-random number generator by making use of 
chaotic first order nonlinear difference equation was 
proposed by Oishi and Inoue [34] in 1982 where they
could construct a uniform random number generator with 
an arbitary Kolmogorov entropy. After a long gap, in 
1993 Lin and Chua [35] designed a pseudo random 
number generator by using a second-order digital filter 
and realized it on digital hardware. In 1996 Andrecut 
[36] suggested a method for designing a random number 
generator based on logistic map and also compared the 
congruential random generators, which are periodic, with 
the logistic random number generator, which is infinite 
and aperiodic. In 1999 Gonzalez and Pino [37] 
generalized the logistic map and designed a truly 
unpredictable random function, which helped in the 
generation of truly random numbers. In 2001 Kolesov et 
al [38] developed a digital random-number generator 
based on the discrete chaotic-signal. The suggested 
digital generator employed the matrix method of chaotic-
signal synthesis. Further, Kocarev [39] and Stojanovski
et al [40] analyzed the application of a chaotic piecewise-
linear one-dimensional map as random number 
generator. Li et al [32] did a theoretical analysis, which 
suggests that piecewise linear chaotic maps have perfect 
cryptographic properties like: balance in the defined 
interval, long cycle length, high linear complexity, good 
correlation properties etc.  They also pointed out that bit 
streams generated through a single chaotic system are 
potentially insecure as the output may leak some 
information about the chaotic system. To overcome this 
difficulty, they proposed a pseudo random bit generator 
based on a couple of piecewise linear chaotic maps, 
which are iterated independently and the bit streams are 
generated by comparing the outputs of these chaotic 
maps.  They also justified their theoretical claims through 
a few numerical experimentations on the proposed 
pseudo random bit generator. In 2003 Kocarev and 
Jakimoski [41] discussed the different possibilities of 
using chaotic maps as pseudo-random number generators 
and also constructed a chaos-based pseudorandom bit 
generator. In 2004 Fu et al [42] proposed a chaos-based 
random number generator using piecewise chaotic map. 
Further, a one-way coupled chaotic map lattice was used 
by Huaping et al [43] for generating pseudo-random 
numbers. They showed that with suitable cooperative 
applications of both chaotic and conventional 
approaches, the output of the spatiotemporal chaotic 
system can meet the practical requirements of random 
numbers i.e. excellent random statistical properties, long 
periodicity of computer realizations and fast speed of 
random number generations. This pseudo-random 
number generator can be used as an ideal synchronous 
and self-synchronizing stream cipher for secure 

communications. In 2005 Li et al [44] designed and 
analysed a random number generator based on a 
piecewise-linear map. A new pseudo-random number 
generator (PRNG) based on modified logistic map was 
proposed by Liu [45] and a design of a chaotic stream 
cipher using it was also suggested. Further, a chaotic 
random number generator was developed by Wang et al 
[46] and realized it by an analog circuit. In 2006, Wang 
et al [47] proposed a pseudo-random number generator 
based on z-logistic map, where the binary sequence 
through the chaotic orbit was realized under finite 
computing precision.  Recently in 2007, Ergun and 
Ozogur [48] showed that the bit streams, generated from 
the stroboscopic Poincare map of a non-autonomous 
chaotic electronic circuit, pass the four basic tests of 
FIPS-140-2 as well as NIST tests suite.  Very recently, 
Hu et al [49] proposed a true random number generator 
(which generates a 256-bit random number by computer 
mouse movement), where the authors used three chaos-
based approaches namely: discretized 2D chaotic map 
permutation, spatiotemporal chaos and MASK algorithm 
to eliminate the effect of similar mouse movement 
patterns.  The results have been tested through NIST tests 
suite.  Recently, Patidar et al [50] proposed a 
pseudorandom bit generator based on the chaotic 
standard map and presented its testing analysis using the 
NIST as well as DIEHARD test suites. No failure has 
been observed in any of the tests of these two test suites.

In this paper, we propose a pseudo random bit 
generator (PRBG) based on two chaotic logistic maps.  
Most of the existing pseudo random bit generators [34-
47] are based on a single chaotic system and there are 
known techniques in chaos theory to extract information 
about the chaotic systems from its trajectory, which 
makes such chaos-based pseudo random bit generators 
insecure [32].  However the proposed pseudo random bit 
generator is based on two chaotic systems running side-
by-side, which of course increases the complexity in the 
random bit generation and hence becomes difficult for an 
intruder to extract information about the chaotic system.  
In the next section, we briefly introduce the logistic map, 
which is a basic building block of the proposed pseudo 
random bit generator and its properties, which make it a 
suitable choice for the generation of random bit 
sequences.

2 The logistic map
The logistic map is a very simple mathematical 

model often used to describe the growth of biological
populations.  In 1976 May [51] showed that this simple 
model shows bewildering complex behaviour.  Later 
Fiegenbaum [52, 53] reported some of the universal 
quantitative features, which became the hallmark of the 
contemporary study of chaos.  Because of its 
mathematical simplicity, this model continues to be 
useful test bed for new ideas in chaos theory as well as 
application of chaos in cryptography [4].  The simple 
modified mathematical form of the logistic map is given 
as:

)1()(1 nnnn XXXfX   ,                                    (1)
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where nX is a state variable, which lies in the interval [0, 

1] and  is called system parameter, which can have any 

value between 1 and 4. 

Figure 1: Behaviour of the logistic map: (a) map function )1()( XXXf   for different values of parameter  , (b) 

sensitivity on initial conditions for 0.4 , (c) bifurcation plot showing the qualitative changes in the dynamical 
behaviour as a function of parameter  and (d) Lyapunov exponent (quantitative measurement of chaos) as a function 
of parameter  .

In Figure 1(a), we have plotted the map function 
)(Xf as a function of X for different values of system 

parameter  .  It is clear that the map function )(Xf is 

symmetric about the mid point of the interval [0, 1].  This 
iterative map shows a strange complex behaviour for the 
system parameter values ...5699.3 , where map 
function never repeats its history.  This peculiar 
behaviour is termed as chaos and more precisely, it can 
be described by the phrase ‘sensitivity on initial 
conditions’.  In Figure 1(b), we have depicted one such 
example of sensitivity on initial conditions for 0.4 .  
It is clear that the two trajectories of the logistic map 
starting nearby, soon diverge exponentially in the course 
of time and have no correlation between them.  If we 
calculate the correlation coefficient for these two data 
sets (for N 1 to 106), it comes out equal to -0.000839 
at the significance level of  0.01, which confirms the 
completely uncorrelated behaviour of two trajectories, 
which are starting from almost same initial conditions.  
In Figure 1(c), we have summarized the complete 
dynamical behaviour of the logistic map by using the 
bifurcation plot: a plot illustrating the qualitative changes 

in the dynamical behaviour of the logistic map as a 
function of system parameter  .  It is also clear from the 
bifurcation diagram that the map function is 
surjective/onto in the complete interval [0, 1] only at 

0.4 i.e., each and every value of )(Xf in the 

interval [0, 1] is an image of at least one value of X in 
the same interval [0, 1].  The interval of surjectivity 
reduces as we decrease the value of  form 4.0. In 
Figure 1(d), we have displayed the Lyapunov exponent (
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chaos and a positive Lyapunov exponent indicates chaos) 

as a function of system parameter  .  
Invariant density measure and ergodicity:  If we 

divide the complete range of state variable [0, 1] into a 
set of M equal sub-intervals and calculate the number 
that a trajectory visits a particular sub-interval i (

Mi 1 ), if it is im then the probability associated 

with the sub-interval i is Nmp ii / (where N is the 

total number of trajectory points considered).  A graph of 
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ip as a function of i gives us the natural probability distribution or probability measure.

Figure 2: Probability distributions for the logistic map trajectories (a) and (b) for 0.4 & (c) and (d) for 90.3 .

For a chaotic trajectory, this probability distribution does 
not depend on the starting point of the trajectory (if we 
observe the trajectory for a long enough duration) i.e., 
the probability measure is unchanged under the dynamics 
of the system, we term it as invariant probability 
measure or invariant density measure.  It has been shown 
analytically that for the logistic map with system 
parameter 4 the probability distribution is given by 
[54],

)1(

1
)(

XX
XP





. (2)

If such an invariant distribution exists for a system 
then it allows us to replace the time averages by the 
spatial averages and the system is called ergodic.  This 
ergodic property provides us a very simple way for 
calculating the average properties of the system.  For 
example the average Lyapunov exponent for the logistic 
map with system parameter 0.4 can be calculated 

with the help of above invariant probability distribution 
as:
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here )(X is the local Lyapunov exponent.  Using 

(3) we have
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which is positive and confirms the chaotic nature of the 
logistic map at 0.4 .In Figures 2(a) and 2(b), we have 
shown probability distributions for two different 
trajectories of logistic map starting from different initial 
conditions ( 927725.00 X and 437884.0 ) with system 

parameter 0.4 .  Here the interval [0, 1] has been

divided into 1000 equal sub-intervals and total 610N
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points are used for each trajectory. Clearly both the 
distributions are same hence the logistic map exhibits 
unique invariant probability measure for 0.4 .  It is 
also clear that the probability distributions are symmetric 
about the mid point of the interval [0, 1].  However in 
Figures 2(c) and 2(d), probability distributions are 
displayed for the two logistic trajectories starting form 

835283.00 X and 582735.0 with the system 

parameter 90.3 .  It is clear that the logistic map also 
exhibits invariant probability measure for 90.3 but 
the distribution is not symmetric about the mid point of 
the interval [0, 1].  From Figure 2, one may also 
conclude that the logistic map has surjective character in 
the complete interval [0, 1] only very near to 4 .   In 
the next section, we discuss the basic terminology for the 
random bit generation and details of the proposed pseudo 
random bit generator (PRBG).

3 The proposed PRBG
A random bit generator (RBG) is a device or algorithm, 
which outputs a sequence of statistically independent and 
unbiased binary digits.  Such generator requires a 
naturally occurring source of randomness (non-
deterministic).  In most practical environments designing 
a hardware device or software programme to exploit the 
natural source of randomness and produce a bit sequence 
free from biases and correlation is a difficult task. In such 
situations, the problem can be ameliorated by replacing a 
random bit generator with a pseudo random bit generator 
(PRBG).

A pseudo random bit generator (PRBG) is a 
deterministic algorithm, which uses a truly random 
binary sequence of length k as input called seed and 
produces a binary sequence of length l>>k, called pseudo 
random sequence, which appears to be random.  The 
output of a PRBG is not truly random; in fact the number 
of possible output sequences is at most a small fraction (

lk 22 ) of all possible binary sequences of length l.  The 

basic intent is to take a small truly random sequence of 
length k and expand it to a sequence of much larger 
length l in such a way that an adversary can not 
efficiently distinguish between output sequence of PRBG 
and truly random sequence of length l [2].

In this paper, we are proposing a PRBG, which is 
based on two logistic maps, starting from random 
independent initial conditions )1,0(,( 00 YX and 00 YX 
)

)1(11 nnn XXX   ,                                    (6)

)1(21 nnn YYY   .                                         (7)

The bit sequence is generated by comparing the 
outputs of both the logistic maps in the following way:
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The set of initial conditions )1,0(,( 00 YX and

00 YX  ) serves as the seed for the PRBG, if we supply 

the exactly same seed to the PRBG, it will produce the 
same bit sequence due to the above deterministic 
procedure. The schematic block diagram of the proposed 
PRBG is shown in Figure 3.

In a recent analytical study Li et al [32] showed that 
the binary sequences produced by comparing the outputs 
of two chaotic maps will have perfect cryptographic 
properties if following requirements are satisfied:

(i) Both the maps should produce asymptotically 
independent trajectories as n ,

(ii) both the maps are surjective on the same interval,
(iii) both the maps have unique invariant density 

distributions )(1 xP and )(2 xP and  are  ergodic on 

the defined interval,
(iv) either )()( 11 xPxP  or )(1 xP and )(2 xP are 

symmetric about the mid point of the interval.
It is clear from the discussion of Section 2 that the 
logistic map exhibits all the above mentioned properties 
wherever it shows chaotic behaviour.  In view of the 

condition (ii), we have to choose the same value of  
for both the chaotic maps (i.e.,   21 ) to maintain 

its surjectivity in the same interval.  However it would be 
most appropriate to choose  very near to 4.0 to make 

available a large interval for the seed values 0X and 0Y
, which will in turn increase the key space of the stream 
cipher, where the proposed cipher is going to be used.  It 
is also suggested that before choosing   21 other 

than 4.0, a careful analysis of Lyapunov exponent must 
be done to take care of the asymptotic independence of 
two trajectories (property (i)), larger the Lyapunov 
exponent lesser the correlation between the trajectories 
starting from almost same initial conditions. 

In the next section, we mention various resources for 
statistical testing of  PRBGs which are available to 
researchers from academia and industry who wish to 
analyze their newly developed PRBG. We also briefly
introduce the resource (NIST tests suite), which we have 
used for analyzing the proposed PRBG and discuss the

Figure 3: Schematic block diagram of the proposed pseudo random bit generator (PRBG).
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results of our analysis in detail. It is to be noted here that 
the PRBG and the analysis proposed in [32] does not 
present any idea about the performance of PRBG in 
respect to the NIST test suite (whether successful or not).
Hence we can not compare both the PRBGs in terms of 
their superiority/inferiority. However the idea of the 
present PRBG has emerged from the analytical study and 
properties reported in [32].

4 Statistical testing
In order to gain the confidence that newly developed 
pseudo random bit generators are cryptographically 
secure, they should be subjected to a variety of statistical 
tests designed to detect the specific characteristics 
expected of truly random sequences.  There are several 
options available for analyzing the randomness of the 
newly developed pseudo random bit generators.  The 
four most popular options are: (i) NIST suite of statistical 
tests [55], (ii) The DIEHARD suite of statistical tests 
[56], (iii) The Crypt-XS suite of statistical tests [57] and 
(iv) The Donald Knuth’s statistical tests set [58].  There 
are different number of statistical tests in each of the 
above mentioned test suites to detect distinct types of 
non-randomness in the binary sequences. Various efforts 
based on the principal component analysis show that not 
all the above mentioned suites are needed to implement 
at a time as there are redundancy in the statistical tests 
(i.e., all the tests are not independent).  The results also 
suggest that the NIST statistical tests suite contains a 
sufficient number of nearly independent statistical tests, 
which detect any deviation from the randomness [59].  
Hence for analyzing the randomness of the proposed 
pseudo random bit generator (PRBG), we use the most 
stringent tests of randomness: the NIST suite tests.  In 
the following subsection, we briefly mention the various 
statistical tests of NIST suite their focuses and purposes.

4.1 The NIST Tests Suite
The NIST tests suite is a statistical package comprising 
of 16 tests that are developed to test the randomness of 
(arbitrary long) binary sequences produced by either 
hardware or software based cryptographic random or 
pseudo random bit generators.  These tests focus on a 
variety of different types of non-randomness that could 
exist in a binary sequence.  Broadly, we may classify 
these sixteen tests into two categories: (i) non-
parameterized tests and (ii) parameterized tests.

4.1.1 Non-parameterized tests
Frequency (monobit) test: The focus of the test is the 
proportion of zeroes and ones for the entire sequence. 
The purpose of this test is to determine whether the 
number of ones and zeros in a sequence are 
approximately the same as would be expected for a truly 
random sequence. The test assesses the closeness of the 
fraction of ones to ½, that is, the number of ones and 
zeroes in a sequence should be the same. 

Runs test: The focus of this test is the total number 
of runs in the sequence, where a run is an uninterrupted 

sequence of identical bits. A run of length k consists of 
exactly k identical bits and is bounded before and after 
with a bit of the opposite value. The purpose of the runs 
test is to determine whether the number of runs of ones 
and zeros of various lengths is as expected for a random 
sequence. In particular, this test determines whether the 
oscillation between such zeros and ones is too fast or too 
slow.

Test for longest run of ones in a block: The focus of 
the test is the longest run of ones within M-bit blocks. 
The purpose of this test is to determine whether the 
length of the longest run of ones within the tested 
sequence is consistent with the length of the longest run 
of ones that would be expected in a random sequence. 

Lempel-Ziv compression test: The focus of this test 
is the number of cumulatively distinct patterns (words) in 
the sequence. The purpose of the test is to determine how 
far the tested sequence can be compressed. The sequence 
is considered to be non-random if it can be significantly 
compressed. A random sequence will have a 
characteristic number of distinct patterns.

Binary matrix rank test: The focus of the test is the 
rank of disjoint sub-matrices of the entire sequence. The 
purpose of this test is to check for linear dependence 
among fixed length substrings of the original sequence.

Cumulative sums test: The focus of this test is the 
maximal excursion (from zero) of the random walk 
defined by the cumulative sum of adjusted (-1, +1) digits 
in the sequence. The purpose of the test is to determine 
whether the cumulative sum of the partial sequences 
occurring in the tested sequence is too large or too small 
relative to the expected behavior of that cumulative sum 
for random sequences. This cumulative sum may be 
considered as a random walk. For a random sequence, 
the excursions of the random walk should be near zero.

Discrete Fourier transform (spectral) test: The focus 
of this test is the peak heights in the Discrete Fourier 
Transform of the sequence. The purpose of this test is to 
detect periodic features (i.e., repetitive patterns that are 
near each other) in the tested sequence that would 
indicate a deviation from the assumption of randomness. 

Random excursions test: The focus of this test is the 
number of cycles having exactly K visits in a cumulative 
sum random walk. The cumulative sum random walk is 
derived from partial sums after the (0,1) sequence is 
transferred to the appropriate (-1, +1) sequence. A cycle 
of a random walk consists of a sequence of steps of unit 
length taken at random that begin at and return to the 
origin. The purpose of this test is to determine if the 
number of visits to a particular state within a cycle 
deviates from what one would expect for a random 
sequence. This test is actually a series of eight tests (and 
conclusions), one test and conclusion for each of the 
states: x = -4, -3, -2, -1 and +1, +2, +3, +4.

Random excursions variant test: The focus of this 
test is the total number of times that a particular state is
visited (i.e., occurs) in a cumulative sum random walk. 
The purpose of this test is to detect deviations from the 
expected number of visits to various states in the random 
walk. This test is actually a series of eighteen tests (and 
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conclusions), one test and conclusion for each of the 
states: x = -9, -8, …, -1 and +1, +2, …, +9.

4.1.2 Parameterized tests
Frequency test within a block: The focus of the test 

is the proportion of ones within M-bit blocks. The 
purpose of this test is to determine whether the frequency 
of ones in an M-bit block is approximately M/2, as 
would be expected under an assumption of randomness. 
For block size M=1, this test degenerates to the 
Frequency (Monobit) test.

Approximate entropy test: The focus of this test is 
the frequency of all possible overlapping m-bit patterns 
across the entire sequence. The purpose of the test is to 
compare the frequency of overlapping blocks of two 
consecutive/adjacent lengths (m and m+1) against the 
expected result for a random sequence.

Linear complexity test: The focus of this test is the 
length of a linear feedback shift register (LFSR). The 
purpose of this test is to determine whether or not the 
sequence is complex enough to be considered random. 
Random sequences are characterized by longer LFSRs.

Maurer’s universal statistical test: The focus of this 
test is the number of bits between matching patterns (a 
measure that is related to the length of a compressed 
sequence). The purpose of the test is to detect whether or 
not the sequence can be significantly compressed without 
loss of information. A significantly compressible 
sequence is considered to be non-random.

Serial test: The focus of this test is the frequency of 
all possible overlapping m-bit patterns across the entire 
sequence. The purpose of this test is to determine 

whether the number of occurrences of the m2 m-bit 
overlapping patterns is approximately the same as would 
be expected for a random sequence. Random sequences 
have uniformity; that is, every m-bit pattern has the same 
chance of appearing as every other m-bit pattern. Note 
that for m = 1, the Serial test is equivalent to the 
Frequency test.

Non-overlapping template matching test: The focus 
of this test is the number of occurrences of pre-specified 
target strings. The purpose of this test is to detect 
generators that produce too many occurrences of a given 
non-periodic (aperiodic) pattern. For this test and for the 
Overlapping Template Matching test, an m-bit window is 
used to search for a specific m-bit pattern. If the pattern 
is not found, the window slides one bit position. If the 
pattern is found, the window is reset to the bit after the 
found pattern, and the search resumes.

Overlapping template matching test: The focus of 
the Overlapping Template Matching test is the number of 
occurrences of pre-specified target strings. Both this test 
and the Non-overlapping Template Matching test use an 
m-bit window to search for a specific m-bit pattern. It 
differs from the non-overlapping template matching test 
in the sense that in this case when the pattern is found, 
the window slides only one bit before resuming the 
search.

For the detailed description of above mentioned 16 
tests, we refer the readers to the NIST document [55].

4.2 Testing strategy
The NIST framework, like many statistical tests, is based 
on hypothesis testing. A hypothesis test is a procedure 
for determining if an assertion about a characteristic of a 
population is reasonable. In the present case, the test 
involves determining whether or not a specific sequence 
of zeroes and ones is random (it is called null hypothesis

0H ). 

For each test, a relevant randomness statistic be 
chosen and used to determine the acceptance or rejection 
of the null hypothesis. Under an assumption of 
randomness, such a statistic has a distribution of possible 
values. A theoretical reference distribution of this 
statistic under the null hypothesis is determined by 
mathematical methods and corresponding probability 
value (P-value) is computed, which summarizes the 
strength of the evidence against the null hypothesis.  For 
each test, the P-value is the probability that a perfect 
random number generator would have produced a 
sequence less random than the sequence that was tested, 
given the kind of non-randomness assessed by the test. If 
a P-value for a test is determined to be equal to 1, then 
the sequence appears to have perfect randomness. A P-
value equal to zero indicates that the sequence appears to 
be completely non-random. A significance level ( ) be
chosen for the tests and if  valueP , then the null 
hypothesis is accepted i.e., the sequence appears to be 
random. If  valueP , then the null hypothesis is 
rejected; i.e., the sequence appears to be non-random.  
Typically, the significance level ( ) is chosen in the 
interval [ 01.0,001.0 ].  The 01.0 indicates that one 

would expect 1 sequence out of 100 sequences to be 
rejected. A 01.0 valueP would mean that the 
sequence would be considered to be random with a 
confidence of 99 %. 

For the numerical experimentations on the proposed 
pseudo random bit generator, we have generated 2000
(sample size 2000m ) different binary sequences (each 
sequence has been generated from a randomly chosen 
seed )1,0(, 00 YX with 00 YX  and 0.421   ) 

each of length 610 bits and computed the P-value 
corresponding to each sequence for all the 16 tests of 
NIST Suite (in all we have computed total 482000 = 
96000 P-values). All the computations have been 
performed in double precision floating point 
representation.  We refer the readers to Rukhin et al [55] 
for the detailed mathematical procedure for calculating 
the P-value for each individual test of NIST suite. For 
the analysis of P-values obtained from various statistical 
tests, we have fixed the significance level at 01.0 .  In 
Tables 1 and 2 respectively, we have summarized the 
results obtained after implementing non-parameterized 
and parameterized tests of NIST suite on the binary 
sequences produced by the proposed pseudo random bit 
generator.
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4.3 Interpretation of results:
(i) Uniform distribution of P-values: For each test, the
distribution of P-values for a large number of binary 

sequences ( 2000m ) has been examined.  Visually, it 
has been done by plotting the histograms, where we have 
divided the complete interval of P-values [0, 1] into 10 

Figure 4: Histograms of P-values for non-parameterized tests of NIST suite.
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equal sub-intervals and the P-values that lie in each 
subinterval has been counted and displayed.  We have 
displayed the result of one such analysis in Figure 4 for 
some of the non-parameterized tests.  It is clear from 
Figure 4 that the P-values for each statistical test are 
uniformly distributed in the complete interval of P-
values i.e., [0, 1].  We obtain the similar results for the 
remaining non-parametric and parametric tests also.

The uniformity of the P-values has also been 
examined quantitatively via an application of 2 test and 

the determination of a P-value corresponding to the 
Goodness-of-Fit distributional test on the P-values
obtained for each statistical test (i.e., a P-value of the P-
values, which is denoted by TvalueP  ).  The 

computation is as follows:
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where if is the number of P-values in the sub-interval i
and m is the size of the sample, which is 2000m for 
the present analysis.  The P-value of the P-values (i.e.,

TvalueP  ) is obtained from the 2   by using
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where igamc( ) is the incomplete Gamma function.  If 

0001.0 TvalueP then the P-values are considered to 

be uniformly distributed.
The computed TvalueP  corresponding to each 

statistical test has been given in Tables 1 and 2.  In 
Figures 5(a) and (b) respectively, we have graphically 
depicted the computed TvalueP  for each non-

parameterized and parameterized test along with the 
threshold value (0.0001). It is clear that the computed 

TvalueP  for each test lies above the threshold value, 

which confirms the uniformity of the P-values for all the 
16 tests of NIST suite.

(ii) Proportions of the sequences passing the tests:
We have calculated the proportion of the sequences 
passing a particular statistical test and compared it with 
the range of acceptable proportion.  The range of 
acceptable proportion is determined by using the 

confidence interval given by
m

pp
p

)ˆ1(ˆ
3ˆ


 ,

            (11)
where m is the sample size and  1p̂ , which are 

2000m and 99.001.01ˆ p for the present 

analysis.  So the range of acceptable proportion is 
]9966745.0,9833245.0[ .  The quantitative results of 

proportions are given the Tables 1 and 2 respectively for 

Table 1: Non-parameterized tests results.
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various non-parameterized and parameterized statistical 
tests of NIST suite. In Figures 6(a) and (b) respectively, 
we have graphically depicted the computed proportions 
for each non-parameterized and parameterized test along 
with the confidence interval i.e., ]9966745.0,9833245.0[

. It is clear that the computed proportion for each test lies 
inside the confidence interval; hence the tested binary 
sequences generated by the proposed PRBG are random 
with respect to all the 16 tests of NIST suite.

5 Conclusion
We have proposed a design of a pseudo random bit 
generator (PRBG) based on two chaotic logistic maps 
iterated independently starting from independent initial 
conditions.  The pseudo random bit sequence is obtained 
by comparing the outputs of both the chaotic logistic 
maps.  We have also tested rigorously the generated 
sequences using the NIST suite, which consists of 16 
independent statistical tests devised to detect the specific 
characteristics expected of truly random bit sequences.  
The results of statistical testing are encouraging and 
show that the proposed PRBG has perfect cryptographic 
properties and hence can be used in the design of new 
stream ciphers.
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In this paper, a method of diminishing computational reduction to improve Wilson's primality test
method is proposed. Basically, the RSA algorithm entails a modular exponentiation operation on large 
integers, which is considerably time-consuming to implement. Since ancient time, number theory has 
been an important study subject and modular arithmetic has also been widely used in cryptography. The
Wilson’s primality test method is one of the most well-known deterministic prime number test methods. 
It states that n is a prime number if and only if ( 1)! 1modn n   . In this paper, we compare two primality 

test algorithms for implementing the Wilson’s method, which need 1
2*[( )!]

2

n and 2

2(log )n n

multiplications, respectively. However, by using the proposed reduction algorithm, only 1 1
*[1 ( ) ] 1

2 2
kn 

 

multiplications are needed for the Wilson’s primality test method, where 
2

1
log

2

n
k

   
and the “n” means a 

prime number. The proposed computational reduction method can efficiently perform Wilson’s 
deterministic primality test, and it is faster than other proposed methods. By using the proposed method, 
it can not only reduce the overall computational complexity of the original Wilson’s primality test 
method but also reduce the computational space.

Povzetek: Opisana je metoda redukcije za moderne kriptografske sisteme.

1 Introduction
Modular exponentiation (ME) is the cornerstone 
computations performed in public-key cryptosystems. 
Taking the RSA cryptosystem [1] for example, the public 
and private keys are functions of a pair of large prime 
numbers, and the encryption and decryption operations 
are accomplished by modular exponentiation.

This modular exponentiation problem can be 
described as follows. Given M (message), E (public key), 
and N (the product of two large primes), compute 
ciphertext C ≡ ME mod N. For the computation of 
modular exponentiation, the very intuitive way is to 
break the modular exponentiation operation into a series 
of modular multiplications. 

Meganet corporation [2] has announced its 13-year 
research results in the prime number testing area. 
Meganet corporation has implemented the algorithm in 
an ANSI C application running on a single CPU 450 

MHZ PC. Some results of Meganet corporation are 
depicted in Table 1.

Wilson's primality test method states that n is a 
prime number if and only if ( 1)! 1modn n   . In this 
paper we compare two algorithms by its multiplication 
numbers for implementing the Wilson’s primality 

method: Naccache-Donio’s needs 
1

2*[( )!]
2

n 

multiplications from a little trick about factories [3] and 
Rosen’s method needs 2

2[ (log ) ]n n multiplications [4-9].
To design a fast primality test for finding a prime 

number is necessary and very important. We apply a 
method based on the modular arithmetic to advance the 
Wilson’s primality test. The motivation of this paper is to 
reduce the numbers of multiplication, modular 
multiplication, and square. Besides, we will describe how 
to have a better space usage by using the proposed 
method.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we 
describe modern primality test methods such as 
probabilistic and deterministic primality test methods. 
The Wilson’s primality test method and some 
mathematical preliminaries are introduced in Section 3, 
and the proposed method using modular arithmetic is 
described in details. In Section 4 we analyze the 
computational complexity and area usage for our 
proposed improved Wilson’s primality test method and 
compare the performance with Naccache-Donio’s 
method [3] and Rosen’s method [4-9]. In Section 5 we 
draw some figures and tables to compare the above 
different methods.

Table 1. Experiments of Meganet corporation.
Bit number of the 

primality test
Time (in second)

1,000 0.5
2,000 1
3,000 3
4,000 8
5,000 15
6,000 26
7,000 41
8,000 62
9,000 87

10,000 118

2 Modern primality test methods
For the modern primality test theory [10-15], two fields 
of test methods have been published. They can enhance 
the security in public key cryptosystem such as 
probabilistic primality tests and deterministic primality 
tests. They are Solovay-Strassen, Lehman, Lucas, Miller-
Rabin methods and so on, which have been issued in the 
probabilistic primality test field [16, 17]. We also have 
other primality test papers which have been issued in the 
deterministic test field [18-20] such as Demytko, Wilson, 
Proth methods etc.

2.1 Probabilistic primality test methods

2.1.1Fermat probabilistic primality test method:

This theorem assures us that if n is a prime number 
then 1 1modnb n  for every integer b co-prime to n. In
contrast, if n is a composite number, it is quite rare for 
the above congruence to be satisfied with b.

2.1.2Lucas probabilistic primality test method:

For any two nonzero integers, this equation is 
2 4 0D a b   . We define Lucas sequence as

k k

kU
 
 



 , 

for 0k  , and  ,  are two roots of the equation 
2 0x ax b   . If p is a prime number, p cannot divide 

b, and p will satisfy this equation 1
D

p
  , where 

D

p
is 

Jacobi symbol. We can get p |Up+1. So we use this 
principle to presume that if n is a positive odd number 

and n can not divide Un+1, then n is a composite 
number.
2.1.3 Miller-Rabin probabilistic primality test method:

Given a positive odd integer n and let 2 1rn s  , 
where s is an odd number. Then follow the testing 
numbers: choose a random positive integer a with 
1 1a n   . If 1modsa n or 12 s

j

a mod N for some 
0 1j r   , then n passes the test. A prime number will 
pass the test for all a.

2.2 Deterministic primality test methods
Compared with probabilistic primality test methods, the 
output results of deterministic primality test methods are
absolutely correct. In other words, when a positive odd 
number is tested, the output result has only two possible 
situations by using deterministic primality test methods. 
Either this number is a prime number or this number is a 
composite number. By using this method, the found 
number can be assumed as whether this number is a 
prime number or not.

2.2.1 Demytko deterministic primality test method: 

If “ 1 * 1i i ip h p   ” meets the four following 
conditions, then pi+1 is sure to be a prime number.
(a) Input a positive odd prime number pi . Let it be 

regarded as a seed generating prime number. We also
look for them by using Look-Up Table (LUT) or 
other primality test methods.

(b) For hi<4(pi+1) Hi, hi is an even number, so we must 
use all of the even numbers from 2 to hi during the 
test procedures.

(c)
12 1modh pi i

ip  .

(d)
12 1modhi

ip  .

2.2.2 Wilson deterministic primality test method: 

If and only if n is a prime number, then (n-1)! +1 is a 
multiple of n, that is

( 1)! 1mod  n n .

This theorem was proposed by John Wilson and 
published by Edward Waring in 1770 though it was 
previously known for Leibniz [19]. It was proved by 
Lagrange [20] in 1773. Unlike the Fermat probabilistic 
primality test method, the Wilson's theorem is not only
necessary but also sufficient for the primality test.

2.2.3 Proth deterministic primality test method:

For *2 1nN k  with k odd and 2n k , if there 
exists an integer  such that

1
( )

2 1mod
N

N


  ,

then N is prime.
The difference between probabilistic primality test 

methods and deterministic primality test methods is that 
the result of the later methods can be precisely accurate.
Namely, we are sure the number we calculate is a prime 
number.
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3 Wilson’s primality test method
Number theory has played an important role in the public 
key cryptosystems [7, 21]. In this section we will review 
modular arithmetic in number theory. Then we will 
introduce the proposed improved primality test method.

3.1 Mathematical preliminaries
As what is introduced in the above section, the Wilson’s 
primality test method could provide an absolutely correct 
result, but it needs too much space and time if we 
calculate the “n!” directly. If our proposed algorithm is 
not used for Wilson’s primality test method, it will need 
enormous operation digits and take much time. For 
example, when the number n = 1,597, it can nearly 
produce 4,500 digits decimal number result. More tests 
are shown in Table 2.

In this section, we review some definitions and 
theorems [21] which are well-suited for our proposed 
primality test method.

Theorem 1:

If a, b, c, and m are integers with m > 0 so that 
moda b m , then

(a) ( ) mod [( mod ) ( mod )]moda b m a m b m m   ,

(b) ( ) mod [( mod ) ( mod )]moda b m a m b m m   ,

(c) ( * ) mod [( mod )*( mod )]moda b m a m b m m ,

(d) mcbca mod)()(  ,

(e) mcbca mod)()(  ,

(f) mcbca mod)*()*(  .

Theorem 2:

If 1 2mod , mod ,..., mod ka b m a b m a b m   , where a, b, 
m1, m2, …, mk are integers with m1, m2, …, mk 
positive, then 1 2mod[ , ,..., ]ka b m m m , where [m1, m2, …, 
mk] is the least common multiple of m1, m2, …, mk.

Theorem 3:

A geometric series k ka is a series for which the ratio 

of each two consecutive terms 1k

k

a

a
 is a constant function of 

the summation index k. For the case of the 

ratio 1k

k

a
r

a
  equals to a constant r, the terms ka are the 

form k

ka ar . Sn is a summation of 
2 3 ... na ar ar ar ar     .

2 3

0
...

n
k n

n
k

S ar a ar ar ar ar

                             (1)                                                                              

Multiplying both sides by r gives
2 3 1

0
...

n
k n n

n
k

rS r ar ar ar ar ar ar 


                         (2)                                                                                      

and subtracting (2) from (1)

gives
1(1 ) n

nr S a ar    ,
so

1(1 )

1

n

n

a r
S

r





                                                           (3)                                                                                                                                                    

Theorem 4:

If ( * ) ( * ) mod , moda c b d m c d m  , and (c, m) = 1, 
then moda b m where (c, m) represents the greatest 
common divisor. (c, m) = 1 means they don’t have any 
factors between c and m except 1.

Definition:

A complete system of residues modulo m is a set of 
integers so that every integer is congruence modulo m to 
exactly one integer of the set.

Table 2. Comparison decimal digits.

Test 
number

The decimal 
digits of test 

number

Decimal digits in 
original Wilson's 

primality test 
method (n-1)!

Decimal digits in 
the proposed 

Wilson's primality 
test method

97 2 150 4

127 3 212 5

251 3 493 5

367 3 781 6

499 3 1,129 6

541 3 1,243 6

677 3 1,622 6

727 3 1,764 6

877 3 2,200 6

977 3 2,496 6

1,009 4 2,592 7

1,103 4 2,876 7

1,213 4 3,213 7

1,301 4 3,486 7

1,423 4 3,868 7

1,597 4 4,421 7

3.2 Improved Wilson’s primality test 
method

The Wilson’s primality test method is described as:
( 1)! 1modn n   ,                                             

(4)
where n represents a prime number.

It can be written as:
[( 1)*( 2)*( 3)*( 4)*( 5)*( 6)*( 7)*...*5*4*3*2*1] 1modn n n n n n n n        (5

)
Equations (5) can be rewritten in details as 

following:
1 1 1 1

[( 1)( 2)*...*( 2)*( 1)*( )*( 1)*...*5*4*3*2*1] 1mod
2 2 2 2

n n n n
n n n

   
       (6

)
The following equations are based on [4] following:

1mod ,m m i iX b r X X X   , i = 1, 3, …, m-1 where m, i, 
and r represent each integer.                                          
(7)

1[ ( mod )]mod modi iX X r r b r  , i = 1, 3, .., m-1 where 
m, i, and r represent each integer.                                   
(8)
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If moda b m , then ( ) moda m b m                        
(9)                                                 

Based on Equation (9), we subtract n from item (n-1)

to item 
1

1
2

n 


, and other items remain the same in 
Equation (6) to obtain Equation (10) as follows.

1 1 1
{[( 1) ][( 2) ]*...*[( 2) ]*[( 1) ]*( )*...*2*1} 1mod

2 2 2

n n n
n n n n n n n

  
            

(10)
The result of Equation (10) can be rewritten as:

3 1 1 3
[( 1)*( 2)*( 3)*...*( )*( )*( )*( )*...*5*4*3*2*1] 1mod

2 2 2 2

n n n n
n

   
          

(11)
Because n is an odd number, we can skip the minus 

symbol, and Equation (11) can be transformed to be:
23 1

[1* 2*3*4*5...*( )*( )] 1mod
2 2

n n
n

 
                       

(12)
In other words, we can recompose the original 

Wilson’s primality test method [Equation (4)] as 
Equation (12).

Based on Equation (8), Equation (12) can be 
recomposed as follows.

23 1
{[(1*2) mod ][(3*4) mod ]*...*[( * ) mod ]} mod 1mod

2 2

n n
n n n n n

 
  (13

)
Based on Equation (13), we can now process each 

item in our proposed Wilson’s primality test method, 
which involves multiplications and modulus inside each 
square bracket entry. Then we can square them in the last 
step. At last we use this modulus n to get the final result.

The proposed method is depicted as follows. These 
items inside the square bracket entries in Equation (12) 
can be represented in the following form:

' ' 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 1
1

2 2

* * * * * * *...* *k k n nA A A A A A A A A A A  


  ; k’ = 1, 3, 5, 7, 

9, …..., 
1

1
2

n 
 .

Hence, Equation (13) can also be represented by 
using a different form as follows.

' ' 1 1 2 3 4 1 1
1

2 2

( ) mod [( * ) mod ]*[( * ) mod ]*...*[( * ) mod ]k k n nA A n A A n A A n A A n  


 

,for k’ = 1,3,5,7,9, ……, 
1

1
2

n
                                      

(14)                                            
In this modification, based on the fundamental 

modular arithmetic, we need some variables during the 
following computational procedures to solve Equation 
(12).

a = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, ……, ( 



 

4

1n
-1),

b = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, ……, ( 



 

8
1n -1),



k’ = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, ……, ( 1

1
1

2k

n


    
),

k =1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ……, 



 

2

1
log2

n
.

Here we use the following procedures to evaluate 
Equation (12).

The first procedure:

1 ' ' 1 moda k kA A A n

1 2 3 4 1 1
1

2 2

[( * ) mod ]*[ * ) mod ]*...*[( * ) mod ]n nA A n A A n A A n 


     (15)

The second procedure:

2 1 1( 1) modb a aA A A n

11 12 13 14 1 1
1( 1) 1( )

4 4

[( * ) mod ]*[ * ) mod ]*...*[( * ) mod ]
n n

A A n A A n A A n
          

 (16)


The kth procedure:

' ( 1) ' ( 1)( ' 1) modkk k k k kA A A n  
( 1)1 ( 1)2 ( 1)3 ( 1)4 1 1

( 1)( 1) ( 1)( )
2 2

[( * ) mod ]*[ * ) mod ]*...*[( * ) mod ]k k k k n n
k k

k k

A A n A A n A A n        
     

      

 (17)
The final procedure:
We assure 2

'( ) modkkB A n                                    (18)
If B = -1, n is a prime number.
If B  -1, n is a composite number.
Complexity analyses
Now we generalize the above procedures from 

Equation (15) to Equation (18), and analyze the 
complexity of the proposed algorithm in detail as 
follows.

The first procedure:

( 



 

4

1n -1) modular multiplications are needed to 

evaluate Equation (15).
The second procedure:

( 



 

8

1n -1) modular multiplications are needed to 

evaluate Equation (16).

The kth procedure:

( 1

1
1

2k

n


    
) modular multiplications are needed to 

evaluate Equation (17).
In the above procedures, we proceed k’ numbers for 

each procedure, where

k’ = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, ……, ( 1

1
1

2k

n


     ),

and we need to execute k procedures, where

k =1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ……, 



 

2

1
log2

n .

The final procedure:
One modular square is needed to evaluate Equation 

(18).
To simplify the discussions in this paper, the 

modular operation is ignored and only the multiplication 
and the square are referred to [20, 23]. So we can sum up 
the computational amounts (the number of modular 
multiplication and modular square) in all of the above 
procedures below.

1

1 1 1 1 1 1
( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ... ( 1) 1

4 8 16 32 64 2k

n n n n n n


                                                   (19)

where k = 1, 2, 3, …, 



 

2

1
log2

n

We rearrange the above equation as follows.

1

1 1 1 1 1
[( 1 1) ( 1 1) ( 1 1) ( 1 1) ... ( 1 1)] 1

4 8 16 32 2k

n n n n n


    
                (20

)
where “+1” inside each parenthesis means we get the 

maximum for each item, which marks ceiling symbol in 

Equation (19).

Based on Theorem 3, we calculate Equation (20) to 
obtain the final result as follows.

1 1
*( 1)*[1 ( ) ] 1

2 2
kn    , where 2

1
log

2

n
k

    
.                  

(21)
The original Wilson’s primality test method is (n-1)!

≡ -1 mod n. From Table 2, we know the larger the test 
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number is, the larger the decimal-digit size is. However, 
by using the proposed algorithm, the maximum decimal-
digit size is generated by the (n-1)*(n-2) item. Note, this 
item should be bounded to 2q if we assume that the test 
number “n” has q decimal-digit size. Some experimental
results are shown in Table 2.

4 Example
Let us take n = 29 to depict our proposed Wilson’s 
primality test method and show the correctness of the 
proposed method. The Wilson’s primality test method is 
based on Equation (4):

( 1)! 1modn n   , where n represents a prime 
number. Based on Equation (5) to Equation (6), and 
Equation (10) to Equation (12), the original Wilson’s 
primality test method can be changed as follows.

2(1*2*3*4*5*6*...*11*12*13*14) mod 29 1mod 29 
(22)

Based on Equation (8) and Equation (22), our 
proposed method executes basically the following steps:

The first step,
2{[(1*2) mod 29]*[(3*4) mod 29]*...*[(11*12) mod 29]*[(13*14)mod 29]} mod 29 1mod 29 

 2{[2*12*1*27*3*16*8]mod 29} mod 29 1mod 29  .
The second step,

2{[(2*12)mod29]*[(1*27) mod29]*[(3*16) mod29]*[(8)mod29]} mod29 1mod29 

 2{[24*27*19*8]mod 29} mod 29 1mod 29  .
The third step,

2{[(24*27) mod 29]*[(19*8) mod 29]} mod 29 1mod 29 

 2{[10*7]mod 29} mod 29 1mod 29  .
The fourth step,

2{[10*7]mod29} mod29 1mod29 

 2{12mod 29} mod 29 1mod 29  .
The fifth step,

2{12} mod 29 1mod 29 

{144mod 29} 1mod29  .
From the first step to the fifth step, the proposed 

Wilson’s primality test method requires 7, 4, 2, 1 
modular multiplication and one modular square, 
respectively. To sum up, the whole evaluation of the 
proposed Wilson’s primality test method requires 14 
modular multiplications and one modular square.

5 Conclusions and future works
In this paper, we apply modular arithmetic to improve 
the original Wilson’s primality test method for reducing
the computational complexity and getting a better area 
usage. Compared these criterions depicted in [3] [4] with 
the proposed algorithm in this paper, we can clearly 
understand that the test number “n” becomes larger and 
the other two methods will require much space and time 
as shown in Figure 1 and Table 3. They become 
infeasible. By using our proposed algorithm, even though 
n grows larger, the space and time we require can be still 
under control and save much more.

In the future, we will try to further effectively 
improve the Wilson’s primality test method by 
transforming integer n from decimal number system into 
binary system [21, 27, 28] and reduce the redundant 
computational complexity [29-31]. Secondly, starting

from many studies emphasized in this field [32-33], we 
will further study and search for more efficient methods 
and useful mathematical theorem to speed up the 
Wilson’s primality test method. To sum up, we can 
therefore perform this deterministic primality test method 
more effectively when applying it in modern 
cryptosystem.
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Figure 1. Complexity comparisons between Naccache-
Donio’s method and the proposed method.

Table 3. Complexity comparisons using smaller test 
number “n”.

n Naccache-Donio’s 
method

Rosen’s 
method

The proposed 
method

3 2 22.6 2

5 4 26.96 2.5

7 12 55.17 3

11 240 131.64 6.25

17 80,640 284.02 8.875

19 725,760 342.85 10.375

23 79,833,600 470.64 12.25

29 174,356,582,400 684.399 15.0625

Naccache-Donio’s method:
1

2*[( )!]
2

n 
.

Rosen’s method: 2

2[ (log ) ]n n .

The proposed method:
1 1

*[1 ( ) ] 1
2 2

kn 
  ,where 2

1
log

2

n
k

     .
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Decision analysis can be defined as a set of systematic procedures for analysing complex decision 
problems. Differences between the desired and the actual state of real world geographical system is a 
spatial decision problem, which can be approached systematically by means of multi-criteria decision 
making. Many real-world spatially related problems give rise to geographical information system based 
multi-criteria decision making. Geographical information systems and multi-criteria decision making 
have developed largely independently, but a trend towards the exploration of their synergies is now 
emerging. This paper discusses the synergistic role of multi-criteria decisions in geographical 
information systems and the use of geographical information systems in multi-attribute decision 
analysis. An example is provided of analysis of land use suitability by use of either weighted linear 
combination methods or ordered weighting averages.

Povzetek: V prispevku predstavljamo porabo tehnologije GIS pri večkriterijskih odločitvenih postopkih.

1 Introduction
Decision making is based on numerous data concerning
the problem at hand. It has been estimated that 80% of 
data used by managers and decision makers are
geographical in nature [37]. Decision problems that 
involve geographical data are referred to as geographical
or spatial decision problems [21].

Informed decision making and problem solving rely 
on the effective communication and exchange of ideas 
and information, the type and amount of information 
available and necessary to tackle a particular decision 
problem being related to the complexity of the situation. 
Spatial decision problems often require that a large 
number of feasible alternatives be evaluated on the basis 
of multiple criteria. Spatial decisions are multi-criteria in 
nature [4, 26, 28]. 

The types of decision problems that are referred to as 
geographical involve a large set of feasible alternatives 
and multiple conflicting and incommensurate evaluation 
criteria. Accordingly, many real world spatial problems 
give rise to multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) 
based on geographical information system (GIS). These 
two distinct areas of research, GIS and MCDM, can 
benefit from each other. GIS techniques and procedures 
have assumed an important position in decision making 
in the sense that they offer unique capabilities for 
automating, managing, and analysing a variety of spatial 
data for decision making. On the other hand, MCDM and 
a wide range of related methodologies, such as multi-
objective decision making (MODM), multi-attribute 

decision making (MADM), multi-attribute utility theory 
(MAUT), public choice theory, and collaborative 
decision making, offer a rich collection of techniques and 
procedures with which to reveal decision makers' 
preferences and allowing their incorporation into GIS-
based decision making [21].

Spatial multi-criteria decision analysis can be 
thought of as a process that combines and transforms 
geographical data (input) into a resultant decision 
(output). Geographical information can be defined as 
georeferenced data that has been processed into a form 
meaningful to the recipient. The data in geographical 
information systems are most commonly organized by 
separate thematic maps or sets of data, referred to as a 
map layer, coverage or level. The alternative to the layer 
approach is object-oriented GIS, where the objects are 
intended to closely represent real world elements. 
Irrespective of spatial data organisation, the ultimate aim 
of GIS is to provide support for spatial decisions. The 
multi-criteria decision-making procedures define a 
relationship between “input maps” and “output maps” 
[21]. 

Maps have a long history of use in support of 
decision making. Ever since they first appeared as a 
means of navigation, they were also used as a form of 
decision support tool. Good maps often meant the 
differences between success and failure and it is not 
unusual to find that maps have played a very important 
role in modern decision making. The GIS environment 
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allows aggregation of qualitative and quantitative geo-
referenced data [14]. In this paper, the GIS capabilities 
for supporting spatial decisions are analyzed in the 
context of the major phases of the decision-making 
process, each stage of which requires different types of 
information. Tools such as GIS offer a unique 
opportunity to tackle spatial problems traditionally 
associated with more efficient and effective data 
collection, analysis, and alternative evaluation. 

Two methods of multi-criteria evaluation (MCE) in 
GIS, the Weighted Linear Combination (WLC) and the 
Ordered Weighted Average (OWA) methods are 
discussed. A generalised framework of GIS-based spatial 
decision-making procedure is defined and following the 
procedure proposed, an example of multi-attribute 
decision analysis (MADA) in GIS is performed using 
both WLC and OWA. A comparison of these two 
different approaches has been made, based on results of 
land-use suitability analysis for the study area, the 
municipality of Ig, Slovenia.

2 Multi-criteria decision making and 
GIS

2.1 Multi-criteria decision making
It is generally assumed that multi-criteria decision 
analysis (MCDA) originated at the beginning of 1960s. 
Most of practitioners of MCDA consider that their field 
stems largely from the early work on goal programming
and research of Simon [35]. He suggests a structure for 
analyzing human decision-making processes by 
distinguishing between the intelligence, design, and 
choice phases. 

Any decision-making process begins with the 
recognition of the problem to be decided. In the 
intelligence phase, a situation is examined for conditions 
calling for a decision. In the design phase, decision 
makers develop alternative solutions to the decision 
problem already identified. Typically, a formal model is 
used to support a decision maker in determining the set 
of alternatives. In the choice phase, decision makers 
evaluate the decisions and choose the best alternative. In 
the context of decision problems with a spatial 
connotation, the potential for application of spatially 
enabled methods in Simon’s decision phases has already 
been examined [21]. While the intelligence and design 
activities can mostly be covered by multi-purpose spatial 
analysis methods, the choice phase requires specific 
methods still absent from most GIS [2, 21, 24, 25, 32].

The choice phase requires formal methods (decision 
rules) to select feasible alternatives and to rank them with 
respect to the decision-makers’ preferences. As humans 
tend to base rational decisions on an assessment of 
multiple decision criteria, MCDA methods have become 
important tools in management sciences and operations 
research. By incorporating quantifiers (i.e. the relative 
importance of different criteria) for the decision-maker’s 
preferences, these types of decision rules are capable of 
solving semi-structured decision problems.

2.2 Geographical information and GIS
Most of definitions of GIS focus on two aspects: 
technology and/or problem solving. The technological 
approach defines GIS as a set of tools for the input, 
storage and retrieval, manipulation, analysis and output 
of spatial data. This approach however ignores the 
problem solving aspects of GIS and it has been argued 
that GIS functionality can play a crucial role in a 
comprehensive decision-making process [11, 12, 13, 20, 
21].

GIS have the ability to perform numerous tasks 
utilizing spatial and attribute data. Such functions 
distinguish GIS from other management information 
systems. Furthermore, GIS as an integrated technology 
allows for integration of a variety of geographical 
technologies (such as remote sensing, global positioning 
systems, computer-aided design, automated mapping and 
facilities management) that can be in turn integrated with 
analytical and decision-making techniques. The way in 
which data are entered, stored and analyzed must mirror 
the way in which information will be used for analysis or 
decision-making tasks. GIS should therefore be viewed 
as a process rather than as merely software or hardware. 
The system possesses a set of procedures that facilitate 
the data input, data storage, data manipulation and 
analysis, and data output to support decision-making 
activities [13].

In general, a GIS has three main components and is a 
computer system that includes hardware, software and 
appropriate procedures (or techniques and orders for task 
implementation). In addition, GIS are distinguished by 
their use of spatially (geographically) referenced data, 
and for carrying out various management and analysis 
tasks on these data. By allowing data to be organised,
presented and analyzed efficiently, by integrating them 
with other data and by the creation of new data that can 
be operated on in turn, GIS creates useful information t
which can help decision making [14]. Geographical 
information can be defined as georeferenced data that has 
been processed into a form that is meaningful to the 
recipient decision-maker and which is of real or 
perceived value in the decision-making process. In 
general, the MCDA in GIS should be viewed as a process 
of conversion of data to information that adds extra value 
to the original data [21, 22]. 

2.3 Multi-criteria decision problems
Multi-criteria decision-making problems can be 

classified on the basis of the major components of multi-
criteria decision analysis: multi-objective decision 
making (MODM) versus multi-attribute decision making
(MADM), individual versus group decision-maker 
problems, and decision under certainty versus decision 
under uncertainty. The distinction between MODM and 
MADM is based on the classification of evaluation
criteria into attributes and objectives. 

A criterion is the basis for a decision and can be 
measured and evaluated. In case of the spatial decision 
problem, attributes are the properties of geographical 
entities. More specifically, an attribute is a measurable 
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quantity or quality of a geographical entity or a 
relationship between geographical entities. In the context 
of a decision-making problem, the entities and the 
relationships are referred to as the objects of decisions.

Multi-attribute decision making methods are data-
oriented. An attribute is a concrete descriptive value, a 
measurable characteristic of an entity, including inter-
entity relationships. Multi-attribute techniques are 
referred to as discrete methods because they assume that 
the number of alternatives is explicit. Multi-attribute 
decision problems require that choices be made among 
alternatives described by their attributes. This implies 
that attribute-objective relationships are specified in such 
a form that attributes can be regarded as both objectives 
and decision variables. Attributes are used as both 
decision variables and decision criteria [21].

An objective is a more abstract variable with a 
specification of a relative desirability of the levels of that 
variable. The multi-objective methods are mathematical 
programming model-oriented, where the alternatives, 
identified by solving a multi-objective mathematical 
programming problem, must be generated [16]. Multi-
objective methods define the set of alternatives in terms 
of a decision model consisting of two or more objective 
functions and a set of constraints imposed upon the 
decision variables. The model implicitly defines the 
alternatives in terms of decision variables. Multi-
objective models are often approached by converting 
them to a single objective problem solvable by standard 
linear/integer programming methods [33]. It is significant 
however, that the definition of “objective” is somewhat 
broader than is typically encountered in the mathematical 
programming literature. In mathematical programming, 
the term objective is often used to refer to a specific 
objective function. An objective is a statement about the 
desired state of the system under consideration and 
includes purposes and perspectives of a decision making. 
It serves as the defining role as to how the decision is 
structured. Purposes define the number of alternatives to 
be considered and the nature of decision set; perspective 
determines the decision rule: what criteria will be chosen, 
how they are evaluated, and how the final decision is 
made [8].

Objectives are functionally related to, or derived 
from, a set of attributes. An objective indicates the 
directions of improvement (change) of one or more 
attributes. For a given objective, several different 
attributes might be necessary to provide a complete 
assessment of the degree to which the objective might be 
achieved. If there is a direct correspondence between 
attributes and objectives, the multi-objective problem 
becomes a multi-attribute problem. In multi-attribute 
decision analysis, attributes are used both as decision 
variables and decision criteria. Generally speaking, 
MADM approaches are searched-based approaches and 
in GIS they use raster-based data structure, while 
MODM are choice-based approaches and use vector-
based data structure [21, 23].

2.4 Framework for spatial decision making
Decision making is a sequence of activities starting with 
decision problem recognition and ending with a 
recommendation, and eventually with a final choice of 
alternative. As the storage and processing capacity of 
human memory is limited, humans develop simplifying 
cognitive shortcuts or processing rules to solve complex 
problem [5]. There being a number of alternative ways to 
organize the sequence of activities in the decision-
making process, the quality of the decision making 
arguably depends on the sequence in which the activities 
are undertaken [21]. 

According to Kenney [19], two major approaches 
include the alternative-focus approach, which focuses on 
generating decision alternatives, and the value-focus 
approach, which uses the values (evaluation criteria) as a
fundamental element of the decision analysis. The 
differences between these two approaches are related to 
the question of whether alternatives should be generated 
first followed by specification of the value structure, or 
conversely, the alternatives should be derived from the 
value structure (Figure 1). The general principle for 
structuring the decision-making process is that decision 
alternatives should be generated in such a way that the 
values specified for the decision situation are best 
achieved [19].

Any decision-making process begins with the 
recognition and definition of the decision problem, which 
is the perceived difference between the desired and 
existing states of a system. The intelligence phase of 
decision-making involves searching the decision 
environment for conditions requiring a decision: raw data 
are obtained, processed, and examined for clues that may 
identify opportunities or problems (Figure 1).

Figure 1: The sequences of alternative- and value-
focused approaches (based on Kenney [19]).

A significant proportion of human problems have a
geographical component. Decision making as a scientific 
discipline has a much longer history than GIS. Within the 
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wider field of decision research, computers have been 
used to develop decision-support systems (DSS). GIS has 
been referred to as a specific kind of decision-support 
system dealing with problems which involve a high 
degree of spatiality [14] and which can provide a 
framework for the development of spatial decision-

support system (SDSS), particularly when coupled either 
loosely or tightly coupled with other model software. 
Spatial decision-support system and decision-support 
system share the same characteristics but the former 
(SDSS) presents in fact an extension of DSS (Figure 2). 

Figure 2: Classic and GIS-based spatial decision-making procedures.
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One of the most important rules governing the use of 
GIS for SDSS is that GIS themselves do not make 
decisions – people do. In SDSS the emphasis is on the 
use of spatial data and in GIS it is on supporting decision 
makers in the decision-making process to choose the 
alternative (decision) which is the best solution to the 
problem that needs to be solved. Multi-criteria spatial 
decision support systems (MC-SDSS) integrate GIS-
based data processing and analysis techniques and multi-
criteria decision analysis. MC-SDSS, which is discussed 
more in detail below, can be viewed as a part of a 
broader field of spatial decision support systems.

Figure 2 shows the sequence of actions in classic 
spatial decision making and in GIS-based spatial decision 
making. Although the alternative-focused approach is 
mentioned in connection with the generation of
alternatives, values are in general more fundamental than 
alternatives with respect to a decision problem. In other 
words, alternatives are the means to achieving the more 
fundamental values. Once the decision problem is 
defined, the spatial multi-criteria analysis focuses on 
evaluation criteria, which means specifying a 
comprehensive set of objectives that reflects all concerns 
relevant to the decision problem, and measures for 
achieving those objectives. Such measures are called 
attributes. A measurement scale must be established for 
each attribute. The degree, to which the objectives are 
met, as determined by the attributes, is the basis for 
comparing alternatives. The evaluation criteria are 
associated with geographical entities and relationships 
between entities and therefore can be represented in the 
forms of maps (a raster or a vector model). GIS data-
handling and analysis capabilities are used to generate 
inputs to spatial multi-criteria decision analysis [21].

During the process of multi-criteria decision making, 
a decision variable is assigned to each alternative. 
Variables or “attributes” are used by the decision maker 
to measure the performance of alternative decisions. 
With respect to the evaluation criteria, the decision 
maker's preferences are incorporated into the decision 
model. The preferences are typically expressed in terms 
of the weights or relative importance assigned to the 
evaluation criteria under consideration. Given the set of 
alternatives, attributes and associated weights, the input 
data can be organized in the form of decision matrix or 
table. Eventually, the one-dimensional measurements (in 
GIS geographic data layers) and judgments (preferences 
and uncertainty) must be integrated to provide an overall 
assessment of alternatives. This is accomplished by an 
appropriate decision rule or aggregation function. Since a 
decision rule provides an ordering of all alternatives 
according to their performance with respect to the set of 
evaluation criteria, the decision problem depends on the 
selection of the best outcome (or an ordered set of 
outcomes) and the identification of the decision 
alternatives leading to this outcome [21].

After obtaining a ranking of alternatives, sensitivity 
analysis should be performed to determine robustness. 
This is aimed at identifying the effects of changes in the 
inputs (geographical data and the decision makers' 
preferences) on the outputs (ranking of alternatives). It 

helps to learn how the various decision elements interact 
to determine the most preferred alternative and which 
elements are important sources of disagreement among 
decision makers or interest groups. Spatial decision 
making typically involves a large numbers of alternatives 
evaluated on the basis of multiple, possibly conflicting 
criteria, and some systematic method of identifying the 
best alternatives (or classifying or ranking alternatives) is 
required.

The final result of a decision-making process is a 
recommendation for future action. The decision or 
recommendation should be based on the ranking of 
alternatives and the sensitivity analysis. It may include 
the description of the best alternative or a group of 
alternatives considered candidates for implementation. 
Visualisation techniques such as maps are of major 
importance in presenting and communicating the results 
to decision makers and interest groups [21].

3 Multi-attribute decision analysis
GIS-based multi-criteria decision analysis can be thought 
of as a process that combines and transforms spatial data 
into a resultant decision. The MCDM procedures are 
decision rules which define a relationship between the 
input maps and an output map. The procedures use 
geographical data, the decision maker’s preferences, data 
manipulation, and preferences according to decision 
rules. Two considerations of critical importance for 
spatial MCDA are the GIS capabilities of data 
acquisition, storage, retrieval, manipulation and analysis, 
and the MCDM ability to combine the geographical data 
and the decision maker’s preferences into one-
dimensional values of alternative decisions [22].

There are many ways in which decision criteria can 
be combined in MCDA. A Weighted linear combination
(WLC) and its variants [3, 7, 9, 31] requires summation 
of the weighted criteria. The Analytical hierarchical 
process (AHP), an adoption of WLC, can be used in two 
distinctive ways within the GIS environment: first, it can 
be employed to derive the weights associated with 
criteria map layers, and second, the AHP principle can be 
used to aggregate the priority for all hierarchical levels
including the level representing alternatives [1, 34]. 
Concordance-discordance analyses are methods in 
which each pair of alternatives, represented as raster 
pixels or polygons, is analysed for the degree to which 
one outranks the other in the specified criteria [3, 18, 27, 
29, 36]. The ideal point methods avoid some of the 
difficulties associated with the multi-attribute methods 
[15, 30]. These approaches order a set of alternatives on 
the basis of their distance from an ideal point. Recently, 
Malczewski [23] established a very good body of 
literature on GIS-based multi-criteria decision analysis.

Over the last decade, a number of multi-attribute (or 
multi-criteria) evaluation methods have been introduced 
in the GIS environment. Among these procedures, the 
WLC and Boolean overlay operations, such as 
intersection (AND) and union (OR), are considered the 
most straightforward and the most employed in the GIS 
environment [22]. The Ordered Weighted Averaging 
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(OWA) and its variant, Weighted Linear Combination 
(WLC) are discussed in this paper.

3.1 Weighted linear combination (WLC)
Weighted linear combination, or simple additive 
weighting, is based on the concept of a weighted average 
in which continuous criteria are standardized to a 
common numeric range, and then combined by means of 
a weighted average. The decision maker assigns the 
weights of relative importance directly to each attribute 
map layer. The total score for each alternative is obtained 
by multiplying the importance weight assigned to each 
attribute by the scaled value given for that attribute to the 
alternative and then summing the products over all 
attributes. The scores are calculated for all of the 
alternatives and that with the highest overall score is 
chosen. The method can be executed using any GIS 
system with overlay capabilities, and allows the 
evaluation criterion map layers to be combined in order 
to determine the composite map layer which is output. 
The methods can be implemented in both raster and 
vector GIS environments. Some GIS systems, e.g. Idrisi 
[9], have built-in routines for the WLC method, and there 
are available freeware modules or scripts, e.g. for 
ArcGIS [2], to perform that kind of MCDA of this sort.

With the weighted linear combination, factors are 
combined by applying a weight to each followed by a 
summation of the results to yield a suitability map:

 ii xwS (1)

where S is suitability, iw is weight of factor i , and ix
is the criterion score of factor i . In cases, where Boolean 
constraints also apply, the procedure can be modified by 
multiplying the suitability calculated from the factors by 
the product of the constraints:

  jii cxwS (2)

where jc is the criterion score of the constraint j . 

All GIS software systems provide the basic tools for 
evaluation of such a model [9].

3.1.1 Standardization of criterion scores
The first step in this process is digital GIS database 
development. Because criteria are measured on different 
scales, it is necessary that factors be standardized before 
combination, and that they be transformed, if necessary, 
so that all factor maps are positively correlated with 
suitability.

Voogd [36] reviewed a variety of procedures for 
standardization, typically using the minimum and 
maximum values as scaling points. The simplest is a 
linear scaling such as:
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where iR is the raw score of factor i , minR is the 

minimum score, maxR the maximum score, and SR is 

the standardized range.

The process of standardizing evaluation criteria can 
be seen also as one of recasting values into a statement of 
set membership [7, 9]. If the continuous factors are really 
fuzzy sets, this is easily recognizable as just one of many 
possible set membership functions. Eastmann [7] 
suggested the standardization of factors using a range of 
fuzzy set membership functions to either a 0-1 real 
number scale or a 0-255 byte scale. The latter option is 
recommended because it optimizes the computation. 
Importantly, the higher value of the standardized scale 
must represent the case of being more likely to belong to 
the decision set. Besides this deterministic (linear 
scaling) and fuzzy approach, there are other processes for
standardizing evaluation criteria, such as the value/utility 
function approach, and the probability approach [21]. 

A critical issue in the standardization of factors is the 
choice of the end points at which set membership reaches 
either 0.0 or 1.0 (0 or 255). Blind use of linear scaling (or 
indeed any other scaling) between the minimum and 
maximum values of the image is ill advised. In setting 
these critical points for the set membership function, it is 
important to consider their inherent meaning.

3.1.2 Evaluation of criterion weights
MCDM problems involve criteria of varying importance 
to decision makers and information about the relative 
importance of the criteria is required. This is usually
obtained by assigning a weight to each criterion. The 
derivation of weights is a central step in defining the 
decision maker's preferences. A weight can be defined as 
a value assigned to an evaluation criterion indicative of
its importance relative to other criteria under 
consideration. The larger the weight, the more important 
is the criterion in the overall utility [21].

A variety of techniques exist for the development of 
weights. In very simple cases, assignment of criteria 
weights may be accomplished by dividing 1.0 among the 
criteria. When more than a few criteria are involved and 
many considerations apply, it becomes difficult to make 
weight evaluations on the set as a whole. The weights are 
then usually normalized so that they sum to 1. In the case 
of n criteria, a set of weights is defined as follows:

),...,,...,,( 21 nj wwwww  , and 

  1jw .

There are four main groups of techniques for the 
development of weights [21]: 

- ranking methods, which are the simplest 
methods for assessing the importance of 
weights: every criterion under consideration is 
ranked in the order of the decision maker's 
preferences; 

- rating methods, which require the estimation 
of weights on the basis of predetermined scale; 

- pairwise comparison methods, which involve 
pairwise comparison to create a ratio matrix;

- trade-off analysis methods, which make use of 
direct trade-off assessments between pairs of
alternatives.
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In this paper, we focus on a pairwise comparison 
method which has the added advantages of providing an 
organized structure for group discussions, and helping 
the decision making group focus on areas of agreement 
and disagreement when setting criterion weights. 

The technique of pairwise comparisons has been 
developed by Saaty [34] in the context of a decision 
making process known as the Analytical Hierarchy 
Process (AHP). This technique was developed outside 
the GIS software using a variety of analytical resources 
and its first use with a GIS application was in 1991 [31]. 
In Saaty's technique, weights of this nature can be 
derived by taking the principal eigenvector of a square 
reciprocal matrix of pair-wise comparisons between the 
criteria. The comparisons deal with the relative 
importance of the two criteria involved in determining 
suitability for the stated objective. Ratings are provided 
on a nine-point continuous scale (Table 1).

Table 1: Scale for pairwise comparison [34].

Intensity of 
Importance

Definition

1 Equal importance
2 Equal to moderate importance
3 Moderate importance
4 Moderate to strong importance
5 Strong importance
6 Strong to very strong importance
7 Very strong importance
8 Very to extremely strong importance
9 Extreme importance

In developing weights, an individual or group 
compares every possible pairing and enters the ratings 
into a pairwise comparison matrix or ratio matrix. Since 
the matrix is symmetrical, only the lower triangle
actually needs to be filled in. The remaining cells are 
then simply the reciprocals of the lower triangle. 
Eastmann [9] noted that if empirical evidence about the 
relative efficacy of a pair of factors exists, this evidence 
can also be used.

The procedure then requires that the principal 
eigenvector of the pairwise comparison matrix must be 
computed to produce the best fit set of weights. A good 
approximation to this result can be achieved by following 
the operations below [21]: 

- sum the values in each column of the pairwise 
comparison matrix;

- divide each element in the matrix by its 
column total (the resulting matrix is referred to 
as the normalized pairwise comparison 
matrix); and 

- compute the average of the elements in each 
row of the normalized matrix, that is, divide 
the sum of normalized scores for each row by 
the number of criteria.

These averages provide an estimate of the relative 
weights of the relevant criteria. Here, the weights are 
interpreted as the average of all possible ways of 
comparing the criteria.

Since the complete ratio matrix contains multiple 
paths by which the relative importance of criteria can be 
assessed, it is also possible to determine the degree of 
consistency that has been used in developing the ratings. 
Saaty [34] describes a procedure by which an index of 
consistency, and a consistency ratio (CR), can be 
produced. The consistency ratio (CR) defines the 
probability that the matrix ratings were randomly 
generated and Saaty suggests that matrices with CR 
ratings greater than 0.10 should be re-evaluated. In 
addition to the overall consistency ratio, it is also 
possible to analyze the matrix to determine where the 
inconsistencies arise.

Estimation of the consistency ratio involves the 
following operations: 

- determination of the weighted sum vector by 
multiplying the weight for the first criterion 
times the first column of the original pairwise 
comparison matrix, then multiplying the 
second weight times the second column, the 
third criterion times the third column of the
original pairwise matrix, and so on to the last 
weight, and finally summing these values over 
the rows; and 

- determination of the consistency vector by 
dividing the weighted sum vector by the 
criterion weights determined previously. 

The consistency ratio is defined as:

RI

CI
CR  (4)

where RI is the random index, and CI is the 
consistency index which provides a measure of departure 
from consistency. 

The consistency index is calculated as:

1



n
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where  is the average value of the consistency vector, 
and n is the number of criteria.

The random index is the consistency index of the 
randomly generated pairwise comparison matrix. and
depends on the number of elements being compared. 
Table 2 shows random inconsistency indices (RI) for 
different numbers of criteria.

Table 2: Random inconsistency indices (RI) for different 
number of criteria [34].

n RI n RI n RI
1 0.00 6 1.24 11 1.51
2 0.00 7 1.32 12 1.54
3 0.58 8 1.41 13 1.56
4 0.90 9 1.45 14 1.57
5 1.12 10 1.49 15 1.59

3.1.3 Evolution using the WLC decision rule
The procedure by which criteria are selected and 
combined to produce a particular evaluation, and by 
which evaluations are compared and acted upon, is 
known as a decision rule. A decision rule might be as 
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simple as a threshold applied to a single criterion or it 
may be as complex as one involving the comparison of 
several multi-criteria evaluations. Decision rules 
typically contain choice function for combining criteria 
into a single composite index and a choice heuristics, 
which is a statement of how alternatives are to be 
compared. Choice functions and heuristics provide a 
mathematical means of comparing alternatives. Since 
they involve some form of optimization such as 
maximizing or minimizing some measurable 
characteristic, they theoretically require that each 
alternative must be evaluated in turn. Choice heuristics
specify a procedure to be followed rather than a function 
to be evaluated and are commonly used because they are 
often simpler to understand and also easier to implement 
[9]. 

Once the criteria maps (factors and constraints) are 
developed, an evaluation (or aggregation) stage is 
undertaken to combine the information from the various 
factors and constraints. The simplest type of aggregation 
is the Boolean intersection or logical AND. This method 
is used only when factor maps have been strictly 
classified into Boolean suitable/unsuitable images with 
values 1 and 0. The evaluation is simply the 
multiplication of all the images.

The weighted linear combination (WLC) aggregation 
method multiplies each standardized factor map (i.e., 
each raster cell within each map) by its factor weight and 
then sums the results. Since the sum of the set of factor 
weights for an evaluation must be one, the resulting 
suitability map will have the same range of values as the 
standardized factor maps that were used. This result is 
then multiplied by each of the constraints in turn to 
“mask out” unsuitable areas.

3.1.4 Limitations of WLC
There are some fundamental limitations, discussed by 
Jiand and Eastman (see [17]) in the use of weighted 
linear combinatorial procedures in a decision making 
process.

The first problem in using WLC as a decision rule 
concerns the different aggregation methods employed in 
decision making. Despite an expectation that the WLC 
method and Boolean method should yield similar results, 
they very often fail to do so because they cause logically 
methods of aggregation. In the WLC method, a low score 
on one criterion can be compensated by a high score on 
another; this is known as trade-off or substitutability and 
is quite different from the Boolean options, which are 
absolute in nature. 

The second problem of the WLC stems from its
standardization of factors. The most common approach
to this is to rescale the range to a common numerical 
basis by simple linear transformation. However, the 
rationale for doing so is unclear [10, 36] and in some 
cases, a non-linear scaling may seem appropriate. 

The third problem concerns decision risk which may 
be considered to be the likelihood that the decision will 
be wrong. For a Boolean procedure, decision risk can be 
estimated by propagating measurement error through the 

decision rule, thereby determining the risk that the 
decision made for a given location is wrong. Continuous 
criteria of weighted linear combination would appear 
however to express a further uncertainty that is not so 
readily estimated with stochastic methods. The 
standardized factors of WLC each express suitability: the 
higher the score, the more suitable the location is for the 
intended land use. There is no real threshold, however, 
that allows definitive allocation of areas to be chosen and 
areas to be excluded. Jiang and Eastmann [17] suggested 
that those kinds of problems could be solved by 
considering decision-making as a set problem and 
through the application of fuzzy measures in multi-
criteria evaluation. They suggested that the ordered 
weighted averaging approach may provide an extension 
to and generalization of the conventional map 
combination methods in GIS.

3.2 Ordered weighted averaging (OWA)
Ordered Weighted Averaging (OWA) uses a class of 
multi-criteria operators [38] and involves two sets of 
weights: criterion, or importance weights and order 
weights [2]. A criterion weight is assigned to a given 
criterion or attribute for all locations in a study area to 
indicate its relative importance, according to the 
decision-maker’s preferences, in the set of criteria under 
consideration. The order weights are associated with the 
criterion values on a location-by-location basis. They are 
assigned to a location’s attribute values in decreasing 
order with no consideration of the attribute source of 
each value. The re-ordering procedure involves 
associating an order weight with a particular ordered 
position of the weighted attribute values. The first order 
weight is assigned to the highest weighted attribute 
values for each location, the second order weight to the 
second highest values, and so on.

Order weights are central to the OWA combination 
procedures. They are associated with the degree of 
ORness, which indicates the degree to which an OWA 
operator is similar to the logical connective OR in terms 
of its combinatorial behaviour. Order weight is also 
associated with a trade-off measure indicating the degree 
of compensation between criteria. The parameters 
associated with the OWA operations serve as a 
mechanism for guiding the GIS-based land-use 
suitability analysis. The ORness measure allows for 
interpreting the results of OWA in the context of the 
behavioural theory of decision making. OWA operations 
for example facilitate the development of a variety of 
land use strategies ranging from an extremity pessimistic 
(the minimum-type strategy based of the logical AND 
combination) through all intermediate neutral-towards-
risk strategise (corresponding to the conventional WLC) 
to an extremely optimistic strategy, the maximum-type 
strategy based on the logical OR combination. 

Thus, OWA can be considered as an extension and a 
generalization of the conventional combination 
procedures in GIS [17]. Indeed, WLC is just one variant 
of the OWA technique [9].
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3.2.1 Order weights, trade-off and risk using 
OWA

In Weighted Linear Combination, factor weights are 
weights that apply to specific factors; all the pixels of a 
particular factor image receive the same factor weight in 
the raster data model. They indicate the relative degree of 
importance of factor in determining the suitability for an 
objective. In the case of WLC, the weight given to each 
factor also determines how it trades-off relative to other 
factors but, as described below, order weights in OWA 
determine the overall level of trade-off allowed. The use 
of order weights allows for aggregation solutions that fall 
anywhere along the risk continuum between AND and 
OR. 

Order weights are quite different from factor weights
because they do not apply to any specific factor. Rather, 
they are applied on a pixel-by-pixel basis to factor scores 
as determined by their rank ordering across factors at 
each location, or pixel. Order weight 1 is assigned to the 
lowest-ranked factor for that pixel (i.e., the factor with 
the lowest score), order weight 2 to the next higher-
ranked factor for that pixel, and so forth. It is possible 
that a single order weight could be applied to pixels from 
any of the various factors depending upon their relative 
rank order.

Boolean approaches are extreme functions that result 
either in very risk-averse solutions when the AND 
operator is used or in risk-taking solutions when the OR 
operator is used. The WLC approach is an averaging 
technique that softens the hard decisions of the Boolean 
approach, avoiding the extremes. In a continuum of risk,
WLC falls exactly in the middle; it is neither risk-averse 
nor risk-taking. But, any assignment of order weights 
results in a decision rule that falls somewhere in a 
triangular decision strategy space that is defined by the 
dimensions of risk and trade-off as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Triangular decision-strategy space defined by 
the dimension of risk and trade-off.

Table 3 shows, how order weights alter MCE results 
by controlling levels of trade-off and risk (see also [9]). 
Consider the case where factor weights are equal for 
three factors A, B, and C. Holding factor weights equal 
will make the effect of the order weights clearer. If a 

single pixel has factor scores A (210), B (197), and C 
(224), the factor weight for each of the factors will be
0.33. Ranking from minimum to maximum value, the 
order of these factors for this pixel is [B, A, C]. For this 
pixel, factor B will be assigned order weight 1, A order 
weight 2 and C order weight 3. In Table 3, there are 
thirteen sets of order weights that have been applied to 
this set of factor scores [197, 210, 224]. Each set yields a 
different MCE result even though the factor scores and 
the factor weights are the same in each case.

Table 3: Example of applied order weights to the set of 
factor scores (197, 210, 224).

Order weights
Result

min (1) (2) max (3)
1.00 0.00 0.00 197
0.90 0.10 0.00 198
0.80 0.20 0.00 200
0.70 0.20 0.10 202
0.50 0.30 0.20 206
0.40 0.30 0.30 209
0.33 0.33 0.33 210
0.30 0.30 0.40 212
0.20 0.30 0.50 214
0.10 0.20 0.70 219
0.00 0.20 0.80 221
0.00 0.10 0.90 223
0.00 0.00 1.00 224

The first set of order weights in Table 3 is [1, 0, 0]. 
The weight of factor B (the factor with the minimum 
value in the set [B, A, C]) will receive all possible weight 
while factors A and C will be given zero weight. Such a 
set of order weights makes the factor weights irrelevant. 
Indeed, the order weights have altered the evaluation 
such that no trade-off is possible. As it can be seen in the 
Table 3, this has the effect of applying a minimum 
operator to the factors, thus producing the traditional 
intersection operator (AND) of fuzzy sets. Similarly, the 
last set of order weights [0, 0, 1] has the effect of a 
maximum operator, the traditional union operator (OR) 
of fuzzy sets. Again, there is no trade-off and the factor 
weights are not employed. Where the order weights are 
equal [0.33, 0.33, 0.33], all ranked positions are assigned
the same weight; this makes trade-off fully possible and 
locates the analysis exactly midway between AND and 
OR. Equal order weights produce the same result as 
WLC. 

In each of these three cases, the order weights have 
determined not only the level of trade-off but have 
situated the analysis on a continuum from (risk-averse, 
minimum, AND) to (risk-taking, maximum, OR). The 
order weights are not restricted to these three options, but 
instead any combination of values that sum to 1.0 can be 
assigned. As already noticed any assignment of order 
weights results in a decision rule that falls somewhere in 
a triangular decision strategy space (see Figure 3).

The degree of trade-off in OWA is governed by the 
relative distribution of order weights between the ranked 
factors. If the sum of the order weights is evenly spread 
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between the factors, there is strong trade-off, whereas if 
all the weight is assigned to a single factor rank, there is 
no trade-off. Order weights of [0.5, 0.3, 0.2] would 
indicate a strong (but not perfect) degree of risk aversion 
and some degree of trade-off. Weights of [0, 1, 0], would 
imply neither risk aversion nor acceptance, and no trade-
off because all the weight is assigned to a single rank [9].

3.2.2 Evolution using OWA decision rule
There have already been several implementations in the 
last decade of OWA in GIS environments. As an 
example, OWA is already included for more than a 
decade in Idrisi GIS software [7]. Eastmann suggested 
the following guidelines for the use of the OWA option 
of MCE: (a) their criteria should be divided into three 
groups: hard constraints, factors that should, or should
not trade-off. For example, factors with monetary 
implications typically trade-off, while those factors 
associated with some safety (or environment) concern 
typically do not; (b) if factors both trade-off and do not 
trade-off, their consideration should be separated into 
two stages of analysis. In the first stage, aggregate the 
factors that trade-off using the OWA option. The degree 
of trade-off can be controlled by manipulation of the 
order weights. In the second, use the result of the first 
stage as a new factor that is included in the analysis of 
those that do not trade-off; (c) if you run an analysis with 
absolutely no trade-off, the factor weights have no real 
meaning and can be set to any value.

Boroushaki and Malczewski have implemented an 
OWA-approach in the ArcGIS environment, pointing out 
that OWA combination operators can be recognized as 
the conventional AHP combination with modified 
criterion weights [2]. The weights are obtained by 
multiplying the criterion weights by order weights. With 
different sets of order weights, one can generate a wide 
range of OWA operators including the three 

aforementioned  ii xwS special cases of the WLC, 

Boolean overlay combination AND and OR.

4 Application of WLC and OWA
To demonstrate the WLC and OWA techniques for 
development of factor weights, let us consider an actual
suitability problem. The objective is to find the suitable 
areas for residential development in the small 
municipality of Ig, which is a semi-rural community 
located near the Slovenian capital Ljubljana. 

The whole procedure of decision rule (the procedure 
by which criteria are selected and combined to arrive at a 
particular evaluation, and by which evaluations are 
compared and acted upon) will not be presented here. 
The evaluation of criterion weights, trade-off and risk 
using OWA as well as WLC techniques of real problem 
is discussed. An example has been implemented in Idrisi 
Andes GIS [9], using MCE and OWA modules.

4.1 Application of WLC
A group of professionals who had developed a 
professional basis for the spatial plan of municipality of 
Ig, identified seven factors as the most important in 
searching for suitable areas for residential development 
in the municipality; those were: (1) distance from an 
existing residential zones, (2) slope, (3) solar 
illumination radiation, (4) distance from state and 
municipal roads, (5) distance from bus stops, (6) distance 
from flowing water, and (7) distance from forest. Table 4 
shows pairwise comparison matrix (or ratio matrix) for 
these seven factors.

One of the advantages of the WLC method is the 
ability to give different relative weights to each of the 
factors by aggregation. Factor weights, sometimes called 
trade-off weights, are assigned to each factor. They 
indicate the importance of a factor relative to all other 
factors and they control how factors will trade-off or 
compensate for each other. In the case of WLC, where 
factors fully trade-off, factors with high suitability can be 
compensated for other factors with low suitability in a 
given location. The degree to which one factor can 
compensate for another is determined by its factor or 
trade-off weight.

Table 4: Ratio (or pairwise) matrix for seven factors.

(1) resid. zones (2) slope (3) solar rad. (4) roads (5) bus stops (6) flow. water (7) forest

(1)
resid. zones

1

(2)
slope

3 1

(3)
solar rad.

1 1/3 1

(4)
roads

3 1/3 4 1

(5)
bus stops

2 1/4 1/3 1/4 1

(6)
flow. water

1/3 1/6 1/3 1/6 1 1

(7)
forest

3 1/6 1/3 1/6 1/3 1 1
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Table 5: Factor weights using the WLC method (A - factor weights derived by the approximation method; B - factor 
weights resulting from eigenvector using module WEIGHT, Idrisi Andes; CR – consistency ratio).

Factor Factor weight - A Factor weight - B

(1) distance from existing residential zones 0.0806 0.0839
(2) slope 0.3375 0.3512
(3) solar illumination radiation 0.1228 0.1204
(4) distance from state and municipal roads 0.2596 0.2653
(5) distance from bus stops 0.0851 0.0953
(6) distance from flowing water 0.0463 0.0457
(7) distance from forest 0.0680 0.0382

CR = 0.06

After entry of the ratio matrix, factor weights were
calculated in two ways: (A) using the approximation 
method described in 3.1.2, or (B) using the module 
WEIGHT in Idrisi Andes GIS, which calculates the 
eigenvector directly. WEIGHT utilizes a pairwise 
comparison technique to develop a set of factor weights 
that will sum to 1.0. Factors are compared two at a time 
in terms of their importance relative to the stated 
objective (locating residential development). When all 
possible combinations of two factors have been 
generated, the module calculates a set of weights and, 
importantly, a consistency ratio. This ratio indicates any 
inconsistencies that may have been arisen during the 
pairwise comparison process. The module allows 
repeated adjustments to the pairwise comparisons and 
reports the new weights and consistency ratio for each 
iteration. Table 5 shows both factor weights as well as 
consistency ratio calculated in Idrisi Andes GIS.

One of the most common procedures for aggregating 
data by WLC method is to multiply each standardized 
factor by its corresponding weight. These data are then 
summed and the sum is divided by the number of factors 
[9]. Once this weighted average is calculated for each 
pixel, the resultant image is multiplied by the relevant 
Boolean constraints to mask out areas that should not be 
considered at all. The final image is a measure of 
aggregate suitability that ranges from 0 to 255 for non-
constrained locations (Figure 5a). The WLC aggregation 
method allows standardization of the criteria in a 
continuous fashion, retaining important information 
about degrees of suitability. It also allows differentially 
weighted criteria to trade-off with each other. In the next 
application, another aggregation technique, ordered 
weighted averaging is explored. This allows control of
the amount of risk and trade-off to be included in the 
result.

4.2 Application of OWA
The aggregation method of ordered weighted averaging 
(see 3.2) offers control over the position of the MCE 
along the risk and trade-off continuum. Using OWA, we 
can control the level of risk we wish to assume in our 
MCE, and the degree to which factor (trade-off) weights 
will influence the final suitability map [9]. OWA offers a 
wealth of possible solutions for our residential 

development problem. In our application, seven order 
weights were applied corresponding to the seven factors 
that were rank-ordered for each location after the 
modified factor weights were applied. Table 6, gives six 
typical sets of order weights for the seven factors: (a) 
average level of risk and full trade-off, (b) low level of 
risk and no trade-off, (c) high level of risk and no trade-
off, (d) low level of risk and average trade-off, (e) high 
level of risk and average trade-off, (f) average level of 
risk and no trade-off. Figure 4 shows the locations of 
typical sets of order weights in the decision-support 
space.

Figure 4: Decision-strategy space and typical sets of 
order weights (see Table 6).

It is evident that the set of order weights are in 
accordance with factor weights derived by WLC. The 
weight is distributed evenly among all factors regardless 
of their rank-order position from minimum to maximum 
for any given location. They are not skewed toward the 
minimum (AND operation) or the maximum (OR 
operation). As in the WLC procedure, the result of order 
weights (a) is exactly in the middle in terms of risk. In 
addition, because all rank order positions are given the 
same weight, no rank-order position will have a greater 
influence over another in the final result. Set (a) gives 
full trade-off between factors, allowing the factor 
weights to be fully employed. 
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Table 6: Typical sets of order weights for seven factors.

(a) Average level of risk and full trade-off
order weight 0.1428 0.1428 0.1428 0.1428 0.1428 0.1428 0.1428
rank 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th

(b) Low level of risk and no trade-off
order weight 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
rank 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th

(c) High level of risk and no trade-off
order weight 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
rank 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th

(d) Low level of risk and average trade-off
order weight 0.4455 0.2772 0.1579 0.0789 0.0320 0.0085 0
rank 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th

(e) High level of risk and average trade-off
order weight 0 0.0085 0.032 0.0789 0.1579 0.2772 0.4455
rank 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th

(f) Average level of risk and no trade-off
order weight 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
rank 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th

To produce a low risk result for the residential 
development problem, the one close to AND (minimum) 
on the risk continuum, then greater order weight is given 
to the lower rank-orders (the minimum suitability values) 
– set (b) in Table 6. Such a weighting results in no trade-
off. If a high risk result (OR (maximum)), is sought, then 
greater order weight has to be given to the higher rank-
orders (the maximum suitability values) – set (c).

Using the OWA approach, the order weights can be 
altered in terms of their skew and dispersion. It is 
possible to produce an almost infinite range of possible 
solutions to the problem. In our residential development 
problem, the decision-makers and administrators may be 
interested in a conservative or low-risk solution to the 
identification of suitable areas for development. They 
also know that their estimates for how different factors 
should trade-off with each other are important and 
worthy of consideration. An AND operation will not let 
them consider any trade-off, and the WLC operation, 
where they would have full trade-off, is too liberal in 
terms of risk. They will then want to develop a set of 
order weights that would give them some amount of 
trade-off but would maintain a low level of risk in the 
solution.

There are several sets of order weights that could be 
used to achieve this. Let us consider the set of order 
weights (d). These specify an operation midway between 
the extreme of AND and the average risk position of 
WLC. In addition, they set the level of trade-off to be 
intermediate between the no trade-off situation of the 
AND operation and the full trade-off situation of WLC.

While it is clear that suitability generally increases 
from AND to OR for any given location, the character of 
the increase between any two operations is different for 
each location. The extremes of AND and OR are clearly 
dictated by the minimum and maximum factor values, 
however, the results from the middle trade-off operations 
are determined by an averaging of factors that depends 
upon the combination of factor values, factor weights, 

and order weights [9]. In general, in locations where the 
heavily weighted factors (slopes and roads) have similar 
suitability scores, the three results with trade-off will be 
strikingly similar. At the locations where these factors do 
not have similar suitability scores, the three results with 
trade-off will be more influenced by the difference in 
suitability (toward the minimum, the average, or the 
maximum).

4.2.1 Grouping factors by trade-off
Eastmann [9] suggested that the OWA approach 

could also be used to aggregate the suitability maps of 
groups of factors. Our factors are of two distinct types: 
factors relevant to development cost and factors relevant 
to environmental concerns, which do not necessarily 
have the same level of trade-off. Factors relevant to the 
cost of development clearly can fully trade-off. Where 
financial cost is the common concern, savings in 
development cost in one factor can compensate for a high 
cost in another. Environmentally relevant factors on the 
other hand, do not easily trade-off. To cope with this 
discrepancy, we treated our factors as two distinct sets 
with different levels of trade-off specified by two sets of 
ordered weights. This yields two intermediate suitability 
maps, one the result of combining five financial factors, 
and the other the result of combining both environmental 
factors. We then combined these intermediate results 
using a third MCE operation.

We decided that factors relevant to cost (1-5) could 
fully trade-off and selected an average risk; for this 
reason, the WLC procedure to combine them has been 
used. For the second group of factors, those relevant to 
environmental concerns, we decided to use the same 
procedure as for those relevant to costs – however, 
environmental factors were treated separately. Table 7 
shows the revalued factor weights and the old factor 
weights, when all factors together (1-7) have been 
calculated (see 4.1).
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Table 7: Re-valued factor weights using WLC (relevant to development cost) and OWA (relevant to environmental 
concerns) (B - factor weights as the result of eigenvector using module WEIGHT, Idrisi Andes GIS before grouping).

Factors
Factor weight – B

(from Table 4)
Revalued factor 

weight
Cost factors
(1) distance from existing residential zones 0.0839 0.1040
(2) slope 0.3512 0.3834
(3) solar illumination radiation 0.1204 0.1314
(4) distance from state and municipal roads 0.2653 0.2896
(5) distance from bus stops 0.0953 0.0916
Environmental factors
(6) distance from flowing water 0.0457 0.5447
(7) distance from forest 0.0382 0.4553

The final step in defining the suitable areas for 
residential development was to combine two 
intermediate results using a third MCE operation. In that 
aggregation, factors relevant to costs and factors relevant 
to environment were treated as factors in a separate 
aggregation procedure. There is no clear rule how to 
combine these two results [9] and so we assumed that 
decision-makers would be unwilling to give more weight 
to either the developers' or the environmentalists' factors, 
these factor weights being equal, and they would not 
allow the two new consolidated factors to trade-off with 
each other, nor did they want anything but the lowest 
level of risk when combining the two intermediate 
results. For these reasons, we used an OWA procedure 
that yielded a low risk result with no trade-off (the order 
weights were 1 for the 1st rank and 0 for the 2nd).

Figure 5 shows both results of MCE: (a) using WLC 
approach, and (b) using OWA approach. Constraints 
including built-up zones, electric mains and water bodies 
have been applied to the final suitability maps to mask 

out unsuitable areas. The darker colours denote more 
suitable areas for residential development in the 
municipality of Ig.

4.3 Discussion
In this paper, two methods for MCE in GIS, 

weighted linear combination (WLC) and ordered 
weighted averaging (OWA), were presented and tested. 
Both techniques are used most effectively with factors 
that have been standardized to a continuous scale of 
suitability and weighted according to their relative 
importance. The relative importance weights of factors 
were estimated using the analytical hierarchy process 
(AHP). Constraints were defined as Boolean masks. The
methods have some similar procedures but, in this paper, 
they were based on different statements about how 
criteria dealing with land use suitability analysis could be 
evaluated. Consequently, they yielded to two different 
results (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Results of aggregation of weighted factors and constraints using WLC and OWA approaches (suitability for 
residential development).

unsuitable
(0.00) 

highly suitable
(250.00)

(a) WLC approach        (b) OWA approach
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The land evaluation was performed on a cell by cell 
basis. WLC allowed us to use the full potential of our 
factors as continuous surfaces of suitability. The 
identified factors were standardized using fuzzy 
functions, and then weighted and combined using an 
averaging technique. The factor weights used expressed 
the relative importance of each criterion to the overall 
objective, and they determined how factors were able to 
trade off with each other. The final map of continuous 
suitability for residential development (image (a) on 
Figure 5) is a result that is neither extremely risk-averse 
nor extremely risk-taking. In WLC, all factors were 
allowed to fully trade-off. Any factor could compensate 
for any other in proportion to its factor weight.

The second aggregation method we used OWA, gave 
us control over the position of the MCE along both the 
risk and trade-off axes (see Figure 4). It allowed control 
of the level of risk we wished to assume in our 
application, and the degree to which factor weights 
(trade-off weights) influenced the final suitability map. 
Control over risk and trade-off was made possible 
through a set of order weights for the different rank-order 
positions of factors at every location (pixel). With order 
weights we combined costs and environmental factors 
with a very low level of risk and no trade-off between 
them. So, the order weights first modified the degree to 
which factor group weights had influence in the 
aggregation procedure, thus they governed the overall 
level of trade-off. After weights were applied to the 
factor groups (to some degree dependent upon the overall 
level of trade-off used), the results were ranked from low 
to high suitability for each location. This had the effect of 
weighting factor groups based on their rank from 
minimum to maximum value for each location. The 
relative skew toward either minimum or maximum of the 
order weights controlled the level of risk in the 
evaluation. Additionally, the degree to which the order 
weights were evenly distributed across all positions 
controlled the level of overall trade-off, i.e., the degree to 
which factor group weights had influence.

In our application of WLC we used factor weights 
defined in Table 5 and Table 7, and in OWA we applied 
the order weights (1 for the 1st rank and 0 for the 2nd) that 
yielded a low risk result with no trade-off. Defined and 
fully traded-off weights in the WLC approach led to a
result in which a larger proportion of the municipality 
area was indicated as highly suitable for residential 
development, as compared to the result of OWA 
approach (see Figure 5). However, with the continuous 
result of WLC, the best locations for residential 
development can be defined by setting the lowest degree 
of suitability; e.g. 200 in Figure 5 (a).

The standardization and aggregation techniques 
discussed here are important in exploration of any multi-
criteria problem and they result in images that show the 
suitability of locations in the entire study area. Multi-
criteria problems often concern eventual site selection for 
some development, land allocation, or land-use change
and there are many techniques for site selection using 
images of suitability. However, the main purpose of this
application was not to suggest the best areas for 

residential development in tested area. It was rather to 
define and apply two methods of MCE (WLC and OWA) 
in GIS as the generalised framework of GIS-based spatial 
decision-making procedure, and to show the policy 
makers and decision makers what kind of tools useful for 
calculations of images of suitability. When our results are 
compared with the professional basis for spatial plan in 
Ig, made by classical approach as defined in Figure 2, the 
most similar result was from the OWA approach with 
low risk and no trade-off between costs and 
environmental factors.

The results of our research indicate that applications 
of decision making in GIS are multifunctional and can 
incorporate different levels of complexity of the decision 
problem. In this case, the choice of weights and 
weighting techniques played a crucial role. It is obvious 
that decision makers with a preference for a subjective 
scale may not arrive at the same weights for the factor 
criteria. This may lead to different results for suitability 
maps and can affect the final decision with regard to the 
overall objective. However, it must be noted that the 
presented methods are only tools to aid decision makers; 
they are not the decision itself.

5 Conclusions
Spatial multi-criteria analysis, with its explicit 

geographic component represents a significant departure 
from the conventional MCDM techniques. In contrast to 
the conventional multi-criteria decision making, spatial 
multi-criteria analysis requires both data on criterion 
values and the geographical location of alternatives. 
Increasing computer power, user-friendly GIS and 
decision support software, and increased access to and 
familiarity with computers among decision makers are a 
few of the reasons for the rapid growth in both research 
and practice in GIS-based multi-criteria spatial decision 
making. GIS technology provides the capabilities of data 
acquisition, storage, retrieval, manipulation, and data 
analysis to develop information that can support 
decisions. MCDM techniques provide the tools with 
which to integrate the geographical data and the decision 
maker's preferences into one-dimensional value array of 
alternative decisions. The use of GIS in SDSS in addition 
provides spatial data models, the means of entering and 
displaying spatial data and additional spatial analysis 
tools. A significant contribution of the SDSS concept to 
geographic information science is that it integrates 
distinct tool sets (data and models) into a unified whole 
more valuable than the sum of the parts.

The results presented in this paper demonstrate the 
application of weighted linear combination (WLC) and 
ordered weighted averaging (OWA) within a GIS for the 
purpose of determining the most suitable locations for 
residential areas in the municipality of Ig (see also [6]). It 
is clear that integrated decision support tools in the GIS 
software system allow exploration of variety of rationales 
and perspectives in suitability evaluation and land 
allocation. The test study of suitability analysis for a 
residential area is a simple case with only seven main 
attributes. In the real world, the situation is much more 
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complex. There are still several topics referring to the 
spatial multi-criteria decision analysis in GIS that must 
be investigated and developed. These include selection of 
attributes, which must take account of their 
completeness, independence and real influence, or 
weight; the scale and methods of aggregation of 
attributes; error assessment and finally, the incorporation 
of database and decision rule uncertainty and sensitivity 
analysis. The tools currently available however, offer 
significant advantages for decision makers in spatial 
decision problem fields. 
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Iris boundaries localization is a critical model in facial feature-based recognition systems. It has a close 
relationship to the results’ accuracy of these applications. In this paper, we propose a new algorithm 
based on the angular integral projection function (AIPF) to localize eyeball (iris outer boundary ) in iris 
images. The proposed  algorithm adopts  boundary points detection and curve fitting within gray level 
images. Mainly it finds the iris outer boundary’s features, the center and radius in three steps.  First, we 
detect the approximate position of iris center. Then, using AIPF, a set of  radial boundary points are 
detected. Finally, the features are obtained by fitting a circle to the detected boundary points. The 
experimental results on 756 iris images from CASIA show high accuracy and efficiency.

Povzetek: Razvit je nov algoritem biometričnega prepoznavanja na osnovi mrežnice.

1 Introduction
The localization of human facial features plays a very 
important role in biometric systems and has received a 
great deal of interest in recent years. Such biometric 
systems include iris recognition, face recognition, disease 
diagnosis and human-computer interaction. Iris feature is 
considered to be the most important feature among other 
facial features that include eyes, nose, mouth and 
eyebrows. Iris localization aims to find the parameters, 
the centers and radii, of the inner and outer boundaries of 
iris. However, the localization of eyeball or the iris outer 
boundary is more difficult since it is not sharp and  clear 
as the inner boundary, and due to the occlusion  caused 
by eyelashes and eyelids. As localization accuracy has 
great influence on subsequent feature extraction and 
classification, many different methods have been 
presented for the purpose of iris localization. For the first 
time, Daugman [4]  proposed an integrodifferential 
operator to detect both iris inner and outer  boundaries. 
Wildes [15] and Masek [8] used binary edge map and 
voting procedure, which realized by Hough transform, to 
detect iris boundaries. Further, Ma et al. [7] presented an 
iris segmentation method based on Canny edge detection 
and Hough transform, Tisse et al. [14] used 
integrodifferential operator with Hough transform, and 
Cui et al. [3] used Haar wavelet transform followed by 

Hough transform for detecting the iris inner boundary 
and differential integral operator for localizing the outer 
boundary. More recently, other iris localization 
algorithms have been proposed [5] [6] [13] [18] [12]. 
However, most of the localization algorithms mentioned 
above are based on edge detection followed by Hough 
transform, that is to search the iris boundaries over three-
parameter space exhaustively, which makes the process 
time-consuming ,thus they can not be employed in real 
time iris recognition systems. Moreover, they require 
threshold values to be chosen for edge detection and this
may cause critical edge points being removed, resulting 
in failure to detect circles. In this paper, we address these 
two problems and propose a new algorithm to localize
eyeball in iris images efficiently and accurately. As 
eyeball is almost circle, we localize it by extracting the 
features, the center and radius, of the iris outer boundary. 
Thus, through the paper we denote by iris features the 
center and radius of the iris outer boundary. The 
proposed algorithm adopts boundary points detection 
followed by curve fitting. It does not need to find all 
boundary points, so its localization speed is very fast. 

      In our earlier work [9], the AIPF has been 
developed as a general function to perform integral 
projection along angular directions, both the well known 
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vertical integral projection function (IPFv) and horizontal 
integral projection function (IPFh) can be viewed as 
special cases of AIPF. In our approach, AIPF is adopted 
to detect boundary points. First, the approximate position 
of the iris center is detected by calculating the center of 
mass for the binarized eye image. Then, a set of iris outer 
boundary’s radial points are obtained using AIPF. 
Finally, we get the precise iris features through fitting a 
circle to the above boundary points by making use of the 
least squares method. Being evaluated on 756 eye images
from CASIA [2] and quantitatively analysed based on 
own ground truth, the experimental results show high
accuracy and efficiency. The rest of this paper is 
organized as follows. In Section 2, integral projection 
functions are described. In Section 3, the algorithm of 
iris features extraction is detailed. Section 4 provides the 
experimental results of the algorithm on CASIA iris 
database. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Projection functions

2.1 Integral projection functions
Due to their simplicity and robustly, image integral 
projection functions have been used widely for the 
detection of the boundary between different image 
regions. Among them, the vertical and horizontal integral 
projection functions are most popular. Here, suppose 
I(x,y) is the intensity of a pixel at location (x,y), the 
vertical integral projection function IPFv(x) and 
horizontal integral projection function IPFh(y) of I(x,y)
in intervals [y1, y2] and [x1,x2] can be defined 
respectively as:

                                                                                    (1)

                                                                                     (2)

The above two functions are used to detect the boundary 
of different image regions in the vertical and horizontal 
directions. Assuming PF is a projection function and   is 
a small constant. Thus, if the value of PF rapidly changes 
form z0 to (z0+) , it indicates that z0 lie on the boundary 
between two homogeneous regions. In detail, given a 
threshold T, the vertical boundary in the image can be 
identified by:

                                                                                    (3)

where v is the set of vertical boundary points, such as { 
(x1, PFv(x1)), (x2, PFv(x2)),…,(xk, PFv(xk))}, which 
vertically divides the image into different areas. It is 

obvious that the horizontal boundary points can be 
identified similarly [17].

2.2 Angular integral projection function
Besides the sets of vertical and horizontal boundary 
points that can be detected using IPFv and IPFh

respectively. Other boundary point sets  can be identified 
on other directions rather than those are on the vertical 
and horizontal directions. Considering this fact and in 
order to capture the boundary point sets along  all 
directions within an image, the AIPF has been proposed 
in our earlier work [9] as a general function to perform 
integral projection along angular directions it is defined 
as: 

(4)
where (x0,y0) is the image center, I(x,y) is the gray level 
of the pixel at location (x,y), θ is the angle of the 
integration rectangle with x-axis,  = 0,1,…,w, w is the 
width of the integration rectangle, and h represents the 
height of the integration rectangle or the number of  
pixels to be integrated within each line. Specifically, the 
application of AIPF on θ direction carries out within an 
integration rectangle with wh dimensions, it extends 
along a central line irradiated from the image center and 
having θ with x-axis. Here, it is worth to mention that 
even the most commonly used projection functions IPFv

and IPFh can be implemented using AIPF by assigning 
θ=0,180 and θ=90,270 respectively.

3 Iris features extraction
In this section we are mainly concerned with the 
extraction of the iris features: iris center and iris radius in 
the segmented gray level eye images. Figure 1(a) shows 
an example of eye images used in this paper.

3.1 Approximate iris center detection
Since the centers of both iris and pupil are close to each 
other, we consider the pupil center as the approximate 
iris center. In order to determine the pupil center, the 
gray levels histogram is plotted and analysed. Figure 1(b) 
shows the histogram of gray levels for the image in 
Figure 1(a). Depending on the eye image histogram, a 
threshold value T is determined as the intensity value 
associated with the first important peak within histogram. 
Then, all intensity values in the eye image below or equal 
T are changed to 0(black) and above T are changed to 
255(white),as:

                                                                                    (5)

where I(x,y) is the intensity value at location (x,y), g(x,y)
is the converted pixel value and T represents threshold. 
This process converts a gray image to binary image and 
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efficiently segments the pupil from the rest of the image 
as shown in Figure 1(c). However, morphological 
processing is still necessary to remove pixels that located 
outside the pupil region. Figure 1(d) shows the clear 
pupil region obtained from Figure 1(c) after noise 
removing by using dilate operator. Now, the center of the 
segmented pupil can be easily determined. Basing on [1], 
the center of a simple object like circle and square 
coincides with its center of mass. The center of the mass 
refers to the balance point )( y,x of the object where 

there is equal mass in all directions:

                                                                               (6)
                                                                               

(7)

where g(x,y) is a pixel in the position (x,y), and F is the 
object under consideration. We make use of the 
equations (6) and (7) to find the pupil center P(xp,yp)
which approximates the iris center I(xi,yi). The pupil 
center detection process is shown in Fig. 1

Figure 1: The pupil center detection. (a) Original image. 
(b)Gray levels histogram. (c) Binary image. (d) Binary 
image after morphological dilation operation.

3.2 Iris radius estimation
After the approximate iris center is detected, the precise 
iris center and radius can be estimated as the center and 
radius of a circle fitted to the iris outer boundary. Here, 
in order to reduce computational time, two rectangles are 
set on both sides of  the iris basing on the estimated 
location of iris center and the number of integration 
rectangles that to be applied, as shown in Figure 3. In our 
approach, we divide the iris radius estimation task into 
three stages. In the first stage,  as an image  pre-
processing step, image nonlinear filtering is performed. 
In the second stage, iris outer boundary points are 
detected. Note that both the two previous stages are 

performed within the above predefined rectangles. 
Finally, in the third stage, a circle is fitted to these points 
using the least squares method. The reminder of this 
section details each of them.

3.2.1 Image pre-processing
As a preliminary stage to the iris boundary points 
detection, image filtering is performed to minimize the 
influence of the occlusion caused by the eyelashes in 
both iris’ left and right rectangles, which in turns help us 
to detect iris boundary accurately. In this work, a 
nonlinear filter is adopted basing on anisotropic diffusion 
(an image enhancement process that removes noise and 
irrelevant details while preserving the edges). The filter 
that we used is based on the formulation of Perona and 
Malik [10] for the anisotropic diffusion. Applying to an 
image, such a filter encourages intraregional diffusion  
while preserving contours  as shown in Figure 2. Thus, it 
serves to a better edge detection in a potential noisy 
image.

Figure 2: Anisotropic filtering based on Perona and 
Malik’s formulation [10]. (a) Original image. (b) Filtered 
image.

3.2.2 Boundary points detection
From the iris image shown in Figure 1(a), it is clear that 
the iris is circular and darker than the surrounding area. 
Accordingly, considering the approximate iris center 
detected in the previous section as the image center, 
AIPF can be applied to find a set of radial boundary 
points. Here, in order to reduce the influence of potential 
occlusion caused by eyelids or eyelashes to minimum, θ
is limited  in the ranges -30~ 5 and 175~ 210 within 
the right iris rectangle and the left iris rectangle
respectively. This is because that the iris region within 
these θ ranges are barely influenced by occlusion. Figure 
3 shows four integration rectangles within each of the left 
and right iris rectangles.  

    Next, we find only a radial boundary point for 
each integration rectangle on θ direction. This is 
accomplished by computing the gradient of the 
projection curve resulted by each application of AIPF. 
Then we obtain the iris’ boundary point by searching the 
gradient curve for the local maximum that corresponds to 
the iris edge. Clearly, the more integration rectangles 
thus iris’ boundary points, the finer iris outer boundary 
localization. However, as a circle can be fit through three 
boundary points, at least three integration rectangles have 
to be established within both iris rectangles, here a 
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reasonable angular shift between successive integration 
rectangles have to be considered.

3.2.3 Curve fitting
As iris boundary is considered as a circular contour. 
Hence, we get the precise iris center I(xi,yi) and radius Ri

through fitting a circle to the collection of the above iris’ 
boundary points. Figure 3 shows a circle fitted to iris 
boundary based on boundary point detected in previous 
section. Here, in order to obtain a best circle fit, we make 
use of the least squares method which minimizes the 
summed square of errors. The error for the ith boundary 
point ri is defined as the difference between the detected 
boundary point  p_detctedi and the fitted circle point 
p_fittedi, as:

                                                                                   (8)
Thus the summed square of errors is given by:

                                                                             (9)

where n is the number of the detected radial boundary 
points.

Figure 3:  An example illustrates the application of the
AIPF with: θ1=5, θ2=-5, θ3=-15, θ4=-25, and with
θ1=175, θ2=185, θ3=195, θ4=205, in the right iris 
rectangle and the left integration rectangle respectively
within an iris image. Each black rectangle represents an 
integration rectangle with w  h dimensions. The white 
rectangles are for the left and right iris rectangles. White 
cross denotes the center of the circle fitted to the iris
outer boundary.

4 Experimental results
We  perform experiments  to evaluate the performance of 
the proposed algorithm over iris images supplied by  
CASIA [2]. The algorithm was applied for each image in 
the database.  All experiments are performed in Matlab 
(version 6.5) on a PC with P4 3GHz processor and 512 
M of DRAM. Figure 4 shows part of the experimental 
results. 

Figure 4: Eyeball localization examples. Row 1 and 2  
show the localization results for typical  irises and irises 
with different  size and location. Row 3 and 4  show the 
localization results for irises occluded with eyelash 
and/or eyelid.  Six integration rectangles are used with: 
θ1=5, θ2=0, θ3=-5, θ4=-10, θ5=-15,θ6=-20, in the 
right iris rectangle and other six are used with: θ1=175, 
θ2=180, θ3=185, θ4=190, θ5=195,θ6=-200, in the left 
integration rectangle. Thus 12 radial edge points are 
considered here. It was assumed that w=60 and h= 15.

4.1 Database characteristics
The CASIA iris database was adopted for testing. Here, it 
must be mentioned that this database has been manually 
edited [11] but it does not effect the application of AIPF 
to detect iris’ edge points since editing was limited to the 
pupil region. CASIA V1.0 includes 108 classes and each 
class has seven iris images captured in two sessions, 
three in the first session and two in the second. Sessions 
were taken with an interval of one month. So there are 
totally 756 iris images with a resolution of 320280 
pixels. 

4.2 Result analysis
It is known that the evaluation of the localization results 
of an algorithm based on observation by eye is likely to 
be inaccurate. Thus to achieve quantitative analysis of 
our algorithm’s  results, an analysis approach based on 
ground truth is adopted. In such approach, getting an 
accurate ground truth is vital to evaluate the performance 
of results. Since no ground truth is available, we hand-
localized the iris center and radius for all iris images 
within the database, they serve as ground truth. Here, we 
localize the iris center and radius by manually fitting a 
circle on the iris outer boundary through three steps, all 
by hand. First, we identify the approximate iris center 
location, here we can show the location of  the calculated 
iris center as a reference point. Then, we estimate the iris 
radius by finding a point located on the iris outer 
boundary. Finally, considering the center and radius 
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obtained from the previous two steps, a moveable and 
resizable circle is fitted to the iris outer boundary. After 
that and according to [16], a circularity confidence 
interval centered at the hand-localized pixel with five
pixel radius, is defined. Let H(i,j) denote hand-localized 
pixel and E(i,j) the detected pixel. The distance Dis of H
and E is defined as ║H-E║2. Then the accuracy of the 
algorithm is:

                                                                              (10)
            

The satisfactory factor is set to 0.5 in Eq.(10). That is to 
say, the accuracy is 50% if the detected pixel position is 
on the boundary of the confidence interval. If it is out of 
the confidence interval, the accuracy is set to 0. 
Meanwhile, the accuracy  is 100% if the detected pixel 
and hand-localized one are at the same position. For 
more reliable performance evaluation, Daugman’s 
integrodifferential method [4] as a prevailing 
segmentation method, is also implemented on the same 
database. The experiments were done under the condition 
that the same initial estimate of iris center is provided for 
both AIPF and Daugman methods. For the application of 
AIPF, six integration rectangles were adopted with: 
(θ1=5, θ2=0, θ3=-5, θ4=-10, θ5=-15,θ6=-20) in the 
right iris rectangle, other six integration rectangles are 
adopted with: (θ1=175, θ2=180, θ3=185, θ4=190, 
θ5=195, θ6=-200) in the left integration rectangle, and 
each integration rectangle has  6015 dimensions. It is 
clear form Table 1 that AIPF method achieves better 
accuracy than that of Daugman since  72.75 % of the 
AIPF’s detected iris centers are within the 5-pixel 
confidence interval of the ground truth, and 89.4% of the 
AIPF’s estimated iris radii are within the confidence 
interval. Moreover, AIPF method performs faster than 
Daugman method. Therefore, the proposed method 
demonstrates high accuracy with faster execution.

Table 1. Performance of the AIPF method.

5 Conclusion
An algorithm for the localization of eyeball or the iris 
outer boundary is reported  in the paper. The proposed 
algorithm adopts radial edges detection with curve fitting 
in gray level iris images. First, the rough iris center is 
detected. Then, a set of radial edge points are detected 
based on AIPF. Finally, getting the precise iris features 
through fitting a circle to the detected edge points. 
Experimental results on a set of  756 iris images from 
CASIA V1.0 indicate high accuracy and faster execution 
due to its simplicity in implementation. Our future work 
has two fields. First, we will perform iris segmentation 
based on  AIPF for iris recognition. Second, we will 
utilize AIPF for detecting other facial features.
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A convertible authenticated encryption (CAE) scheme is a better way to simultaneously provide 
cryptographic schemes with the properties of confidentiality, authenticity and non-repudiation. The 
authors propose a RSA based secure CAE scheme which is different from previously proposed ones 
based on the discrete logarithms or elliptic curve discrete logarithms. The proposed scheme has the nice 
arbitration mechanism allowing the designated recipient to convert the authenticated ciphertext into an 
ordinary signature without any extra computation efforts or communication overheads for the public 
arbitration. Additionally, the security requirement of confidentiality against adaptive chosen ciphertext 
attacks (IND-CCA2) and that of unforgeability against existential forgery on adaptive chosen-message 
attacks (EU-CMA2) are proved in the random oracle model.

Povzetek: Predlagana shema se uporablja za sprotne zaupne transakcije.

1. Introduction
Since Diffie and Hellman [3] proposed the first public 
key system based on the discrete logarithms, the public 
key system has been widely applied to many fields. The 
encryption and the digital signature are two fundamental 
functions of public key systems. The former ensures the 
confidentiality while the latter ensures the authenticity 
and non-repudiation. Yet, some applications, such as the 
credit card transactions have to simultaneously fulfill the 
above properties. In 1994, Horster et al. [7] proposed an 
authenticated encryption (AE) scheme to realize the 
concept of providing digital signature schemes with the 
confidentiality. An AE scheme allows the signer to 
produce an authenticated ciphertext such that only the 
designated recipient has the ability to recover the 
message and verify its signature. It can be seen that the 
requirement of confidentiality is achieved in an AE 
scheme. In addition, it is not necessary to establish a 
session key between the signer and the designated 
recipient in advance. However, a later dispute over
repudiation might occur, since the authenticated 
ciphertext is not publicly verifiable. To deal with the 
problem, in 1999, Araki et al. [1] proposed a convertible 
limited verifier signature scheme with a signature 
conversion mechanism. To complete the signature 
conversion process, the signer has to release an extra 
parameter, which is considered unworkable if the signer 
refuses to cooperate with. Besides, the computation cost 
of the conversion is rather high. In 2002, Wu and Hsu 
[16] proposed a convertible authenticated encryption 
(CAE) scheme with the efficient signature conversion 

process. In their scheme, the converted signature is just 
embedded in the authenticated ciphertext. Therefore, the 
designated recipient can solely reveal the converted 
signature in case of a later repudiation. Because the 
converted signature is derived during the verification 
process of the authenticated ciphertext, the signature 
conversion takes no additional computation cost or 
communication overhead. Since then, several CAE 
variants were proposed. In 2005, Chen and Jan [2] 
proposed CAE schemes using self-certified public key 
system. Later, Peng et al. [14] proposed a publicly 
verifiable authenticated encryption scheme with message 
linkages for transmitting a large message. Lv et al. [11]
further proposed practical CAE schemes using 
self-certified public keys. Next, Wu et al. [17] proposed 
generalized CAE schemes based on elliptic curves [10, 
13] for facilitating gradually popular applications like 
mobile phones and PDAs. In 2008, Wu et al. [18] 
elaborated the merits of CAE and multi-signature 
schemes [4-6, 8] to propose a convertible 
multi-authenticated encryption (CMAE) scheme. 
Nevertheless, these schemes are primarily based on the 
discrete logarithm problem (DLP) [3] or the elliptic 
curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) [12] and not 
applicable to RSA-based systems [15].

1.1. Our Results
In this paper, the authors focus on the solution to
confidential transactions of RSA-based systems and 
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propose a secure CAE scheme based on RSA. The 
signer can generate an authenticated ciphertext and 
only the designated recipient has the ability to verify it. 
The proposed scheme is efficient because it is not 
necessary to establish a session key in advance. The 
arbitration mechanism enables the recipient to reveal 
the ordinary signature for the public verification 
without extra costs, since the converted signature is 
obtained during the verification process of the 
authenticated ciphertext. Moreover, the security 
requirement of confidentiality against adaptive chosen 
ciphertext attacks (IND-CCA2) and that of 
unforgeability against existential forgery on adaptive 
chosen-message attacks (EU-CMA2) are proved in the 
random oracle model.

2. Preliminaries
In this section, we first define involved parties of a CAE 
scheme and then review the security notions with respect 
to RSA cryptosystems [15]. 

2.1. Involved Parties
A CAE scheme has two involved parties: a signer and a 
designated recipient. Each is a polynomial-time-bounded 
probabilistic Turing machine (PPTM). The signer will 
generate an authenticated ciphertext and deliver it to the 
designated recipient. Yet, a dishonest signer might 
repudiate his generated ciphertext. Finally, the 
designated recipient decrypts the ciphertext and verifies
the signature.

2.2. Security Notions
Definition 1 (RSA Problem):
Let N = pq where p and q are two large primes, e an 
integer satisfying that gcd(e, (p  1)(q  1)) = 1 and d an 
integer such that ed = 1 mod (p  1)(q  1). Given c  m

e

(mod N) as the input, output the integer m satisfying m 
c

d
(mod N).

Definition 2 (RSA Assumption):
Let G be the RSA key generator which takes the security 
parameter 1

k
as its input and outputs (N, e, d, p, q). 

Given a RSA instance (N, e, c), the advantage for any 
probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) adversary A, every 
positive polynomial P() and all sufficiently large k to 
solve the RSA problem is at most 1/P(k), i.e., 

Pr[A(N, e, c) = m, c  m
e

mod N, m  ZN, (N, e, d, 
p, q)  G]  1/P(k).

3. Proposed CAE Scheme Based on 
RSA

In this section, we propose a CAE scheme based on RSA. 
The proposed scheme can be divided into three phases: 
the authenticated ciphertext generation, the message 
recovery and signature verification, and the signature 
conversion phases. Initially, each user chooses two large 
primes p, q, and computes N = pq. Next, each user 

chooses an integer e relatively prime to (p  1)(q  1) 
and computes d satisfying ed  1 (mod (N)) where (N) 
is the Euler function of N. Here, (N, e) and (p, q, d) are 
the public and the private keys of each user, respectively. 
Let h be a secure one-way hash function which accepts 
two variable-length inputs and generates a fixed-length 
output of size l. Details of each phase are described 
below:

The authenticated ciphertext generation phase: For 
signing the message M, the signer Us chooses an integer 

c  {0, 1}
l
and computes

r = Mc
c

mod Nv, (1)

,mod v
e Nct v (2)

,mod)),(( s
d NcMhs s (3)

and then deliveries the authenticated ciphertext (s, r, t) to
the designated recipient Uv. Note that l is a predefined 
security parameter to determine the output length of hash 
function.

The message recovery and signature verification phase: 
Upon receiving the ciphertext (s, r, t), Uv first computes

.mod v
d Ntc v (4)

He then recovers the message M as

,mod v
c NrcM  (5)

and checks the redundancy embedded in M. Uv can 
further verify (s, r, t) by checking

.mod),( s
e NcMhs s  (6)

The signature conversion phase: Since the parameter c
is obtained during the verification of the authenticated 
ciphertext, the recipient can easily reveal the converted 
signature (s, c) along with the message M in case of a 
later repudiation. One can see that the conversion 
process is efficient for that it will not incur extra 
computation costs or communication overheads. Anyone 
can perform Eq. (6) to verify the correctness of the 
converted signature.

4. Security Proof
In this section, we first prove that the security of our
proposed scheme is computationally related to RSA. We 
demonstrate that the proposed CAE scheme is correct
and achieves the security requirements of confidentiality, 
unforgeability and non-repudiation. Then we evaluate 
the performance of our scheme and compare it with 
some previous works.

4.1. Security Proof
Correctness. A CAE scheme is correct if the signer can 
generate a valid authenticated ciphertext and only the 
designated recipient is capable of decrypting and 
verifying it. We prove the correctness of our proposed 
scheme as Theorems 1 and 2.
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Theorem 1. The designated recipient Uv can correctly 
recover the message M with embedded redundancy by
Eq. (5).
Proof: From the right-hand side of Eq. (5), we have

crc

cc cMc  )( (by Eq. (1))

= M (mod Nv)
which leads to the left-hand side of Eq. (5).

Q.E.D.

Theorem 2. The designated recipient Uv can correctly 
verify the signature (s, c) with Eq. (6).
Proof: From the right-hand side of Eq. (6), we have

),( cMh

ss edcMh  ),(

)(mod s
e Ns s (by Eq. (3))

which leads to the left-hand side of Eq. (6).
Q.E.D.

Message Confidentiality. A CAE scheme satisfies the 
security requirement of message confidentiality if the 
resulted authenticated ciphertext is computationally 
indistinguishable even with respect to two candidate 
plaintexts. We prove that the proposed scheme achieves 
the IND-CCA2 security as Theorem 3. The proof idea is 
a security reduction from the RSA problem to the 
adaptive chosen ciphertext attacks against our proposed 

scheme in the random oracle model. Let t be the 
average running time of one oracle-query in the 
following proof.

Theorem 3. The proposed CAE scheme is (t', qh, qsig, 

qver, ')-secure against adaptive chosen ciphertext 
attacks in the random oracle model if there exists no 
probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm B that can (t, 
)-break the RSA problem, where

  (1/qh)(1  qverqh2
l

)', (7)

t < t' + t(qh+ qsig + qver). (8)

Proof: Suppose that A is a (t', qh, qsig, qver, ')-PPTM
that breaks the proposed CAE scheme with the chosen 
ciphertext attack, where t' denotes the running time, qh

the times of h-oracle queries, qsig the times of 

authenticated ciphertext oracle queries, qver the times 
of signature verification oracle queries and ' the 
probability that A succeeds. We will take A as a 
subroutine to construct a (t, )-algorithm B that solves 
the RSA problem with respect to the designated 
recipient’s key pair in time t with the probability . The 
algorithm B is said to (t, )-break the RSA problem. Let 
Uv be the designated recipient with the key par (Nv, ev) 

and (pv, qv, dv). The objective of B is to obtain  (

)(mod v
d Nb v ) by taking (Nv, ev) and b

vNZ as 

inputs. In this proof, B simulates a challenger to A in

the following game.
Phase 1: A issues the following kinds of queries 

adaptively:
–h-oracle query: When A issues a h-oracle query of h(M, 

c), B first randomly chooses a{0, 1}
l
, and computes 

).(mod s
e Nau s B then keeps (M, c, a, u) in a hash 

oracle query table and returns u as a result.
– Authenticated-ciphertext-oracle query: When A issues 

a authenticated ciphertext oracle query of a message M, 

B randomly chooses c{0, 1}
l
to compute

r = Mc
c

mod Nv,

.mod v
e Nct v

B then checks whether h(M, c) has been queried in the 
hash oracle query table. If it has not, B randomly 

chooses a{0, 1}
l

to compute ),(mod s
e Nau s

writes (M, c, a, u) into the hash oracle query table and 
sets s = a mod Ns; else, B finds the corresponding a

and sets s = a mod Ns. Finally, B returns the ciphertext
(s, r, t) as the result of authenticated-ciphertext-oracle
query for M.

– Signature-verification-oracle query: When A submits
an authenticated ciphertext  = (s, r, t), B searches the 
hash oracle query table of (M, c, a, u)’s. If one of them 

satisfies s = a and v
c NrcM mod , B outputs M. 

Otherwise, the � symbol is returned as a result to signal 
that the authenticated ciphertext is invalid.

Challenge: The PPTM A generates two messages, M0

and M1, of the same length. The challenger B flips a 
coin  ← {0, 1} and generates an authenticated 
ciphertext * = (s*, r*, t*) where t* = b (mod Nv) and 
(s*, r*) are randomly selected strings from some
appropriate space. 

Phase 2: A issues new queries as those stated in Phase 1. 
It is not allowed to make a signature-verification-oracle 
query for the target challenge *.

Guess: A outputs a bit  as the result. If  = , A wins 
this game. We define A’s advantage as Adv(A) = Pr[
= ] − 1/2.

Output: Finally, B randomly picks c from an entry (M, c, 
a, u) of the hash oracle query table and outputs it as the 

solution to ).(mod v
d Nb v The probability of 

outputting a correct answer and the running time are 
bounded by the inequalities of Eqs. (7) and (8).

Analysis of the game: If A guesses correctly, i.e.,  = , 
it has to compute 

,mod v
d Nt v

and query h(M , ) for checking whether

s
e NMhs s mod),(* 

holds or not. Then an entry (M, , ai, ui) should be 

recorded in the hash oracle query table for some ai and 

ui. It can be seen that the distribution of the PPTM A’s 
view in the simulation is identical to that A is playing 
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in a real CAE scheme except the failure of 
signature-verification-oracle queries for some valid 
authenticated ciphertexts. Since there are at most qh
queries, the probability of rejecting a valid 

authenticated ciphertext is not greater than qh2
l

. In 

addition, A makes at most qver signautre-verification-
oracle queries and  randomly chooses c from one of
at most total qh entries in the hash oracle query table. 

We can express the probability  as   (1/qh)(1 

qverqh2
l

)' which implies Eq. (7). The running time t

of B is that of all oracle queries along with that of the 

PPTM A. Consequently, we obtain t < t' + t(qh+ qsig + 

qver) which implies Eq. (8).
Q.E.D.

Unforgeability. A signature scheme fulfills the security 
requirement of unforgeability if it is secure against 
adaptive chosen-message attacks. The security of 
unforgeability against existential forgery on adaptive 
chosen-message attacks (EU-CMA2) is proved in the 
random oracle model as Theorem 4. The proof concept 
of Theorem 4 is a security reduction from the RSA 
problem to the existential forgery attack against our 

proposed scheme in the random oracle model. Let t be 
the average running time of one oracle-query in the 
following proof.

Theorem 4. The proposed CAE scheme is (t', qh, qsig, 

')-secure against existential forgery on adaptive 
chosen-message attack in the Random Oracle model if 
there exists no polynomial-time algorithm B that can (t, 
)-break the RSA problem, where

  (1/qh)', (9)

t < t' + t(qh + qsig). (10)

Proof: Suppose that A is a PPTM that can (t', qh, qsig, 

')-break the proposed scheme with the existential 
forgery attack, where t' denotes the running time, qh the 

times of h-oracle queries, qsig the times of 
authenticated-ciphertext-oracle queries and ' the 
probability that A succeeds. We will take A as a 
subroutine to construct a (t, )-algorithm B that solves 
the RSA problem with respect to the signer’s key pair
in time t with the probability . Let Us be the signer

with the key par (Ns, es) and (ps, qs, ds). The objective 

of B is to derive  ( ))(mod s
d Nb s by taking (Ns, es)

and b
sNZ as inputs. In this proof, B simulates a 

challenger to A in the following game. 
Phase 1: A issues h-oracle and authenticated-ciphertext-

oracle queries as those defined in Theorem 3
adaptively.

Challenge: The challenger B randomly chooses a 
message M* for A to forge a signature.

Phase 2: A issues new queries as those stated in Phase 1. 

It is not allowed to make an authenticated ciphertext 
oracle query for the target challenge M*. When A
issues a h-oracle query of h(M, c) with M = M* for the 
first time, B directly outputs b. Otherwise, B follows 
the same procedures as stated in Phase 1.

Response of forgery: A outputs a valid authenticated 
ciphertext (s, r, t) for M* with the probability '.

Output: B outputs s as the solution to ).(mod s
d Nb s

The probability of outputting a correct answer and the 
running time are bounded by the inequalities of Eqs. (9) 
and (10).

Analysis of the game: Consider the case when s  
(mod Ns), and then B has successfully computed  (

)).(mod s
d Nb s It can be seen that the distribution of 

the PPTM A’s view in the simulation is identical to that 
A is playing in a real CAE scheme. Besides, B has 
answered one of total qh h-oracles A queried with the 
value b which will lead to the forged authenticated 
ciphertext (s, r, t) with s   (mod Ns). Consequently, 
the success probability  to solve the RSA problem for
B can be further expressed as   (1/qh)' which implies 

Eq. (9). The running time t of B is that of all oracle 
queries along with that of the PPTM A. Therefore, we

can express it as t < t' + t(qh + qsig) which implies Eq. 
(10).

Q.E.D.

According to Theorem 4, the proposed scheme is 
secure against existential forgery attacks. That is, the 
signature key can not be forged and the signer can not 
repudiate having generated his signatures. Hence, we 
obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 1. The proposed CAE scheme satisfies the 
security requirement of non-repudiation.

4.2. Performance and Comparison
For facilitating the reader with the following 
performance evaluation, we first define some used 
notations:

Th: the time for performing a one-way hash function h;

Te: the time for performing a modular exponentiation
computation;

Tm: the time for performing a modular multiplication 
computation;

Ti: the time for performing a modular inverse 
computation;

Note that the time for performing modular addition and 
modular subtraction is ignored because it is negligible as 
compared to those of performing other computations.
The detailed evaluation of our proposed scheme in terms 
of computational costs is shown as Tables 1.
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Phase Computational costs

Authenticated ciphertext
generation 3Te + Tm + Th

Message recovery and 
signature verification 3Te + Tm + Ti + Th

Signature conversion 0

Table 1: Performance evaluation of proposed scheme.

We compare the proposed scheme with some
previous works including the Wu-Hsu scheme [16] (WH 
for short), Lv et al.’s [11] (LWK for short), Araki et al.’s 
scheme [1] (AUI for short) and Huang et al.’s [9] (HLL 
for short). Detailed comparisons in terms of the security 
and functionalities are demonstrated as Table 2. To the 
best of our knowledge, the proposed scheme is the first 
provably secure one based on RSA assumption.

  Scheme
Item

WH LWK AUI HLL
(2) Ours

No conversion 
cost

O O  O O

Security 
assumption

DLP DLP DLP RSA RSA

Confidentiality N.A. - - N.A.
IND-
CCA2

Unforgeability -
(1) - N.A. N.A.

EU-
CMA2

Table 2: Comparisons of proposed and other schemes.

Remarks: (1) It is unknown that what security level 
with respect to the evaluated item the 
scheme can achieve, since it provides no 
formal proofs.

(2). To obtain fair comparison results, we 
assume that only one signer is involved 
and responsible for generating the 
authenticated ciphertext.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, the authors proposed a secure CAE scheme 
based on RSA as a solution to confidential transactions
of RSA-based systems. The proposed scheme allows the 
signer to produce an authenticated ciphertext and only 
the designated recipient can recover the message and 
verify the signature for ensuring the confidentiality. The 
arbitration mechanism provides the designated recipient 
with the ability to solely reveal the ordinary signature for 
the public verification. It can be seen that the signature 
conversion process is rather simple and efficient for that 
the converted signature is obtained during the 
verification process of the authenticated ciphertext. That 
is, the conversion process takes no extra computation 
efforts or communication overheads. Moreover, the 
security requirement of confidentiality against adaptive 
chosen ciphertext attacks (IND-CCA2) and that of 
unforgeability against existential forgery on adaptive 
chosen-message attacks (EU-CMA2) are proved in the 

random oracle model.
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The association rules algorithms can be used for describing textures if an appropriate texture representation
formalism is used. This representation has several good properties like invariance to global lightness
and invariance to rotation. Association rules capture structural and statistical information and are very
convenient to identify the structures that occur most frequently and have the most discriminative power.
This paper presents the extended textural features which are based on association rules. We extend the basic
textural features of our algorithm ArTex in three ways, using (a) various interestingness measures, (b) the
multi-resolution approach, and (c) the meta-parameters. Results of our experiments show that the extended
representation improves the utility of basic textural features and often gives better results, comparable to
standard texture descriptions.

Povzetek: Z metodami asociacijskih pravil je razvit algoritem za analizo tekstur.

1 Introduction

Texture is a commonly used term in computer vision, al-
though it is difficult to precisely define it. We can re-
gard an image texture as a function of spatial variation
in pixel values. There exist many different approaches
to characterize textures. Most texture features are based
on structural, statistical or spectral properties of the im-
age. Well known statistical features are based on gray-level
cooccurrence statistics[12]. Examples of structural features
are features of Voronoi tesselation[27], representations us-
ing graphs[28], representations using grammars[22] and
representations using association rules[23]. We have
developed[2] a similar approach to that of Rushing et
al.[23]. We showed that our approach, implemented with
algorithm ArTex, as opposed to that of Rushing et. al,
is rotation-invariant as well as brightness-invariant, pro-
duces significantly smaller descriptions and is significantly
faster[2]. Due to excellent efficiency, we decided to up-
grade our approach with additional descriptors that may
lead to better descriptions of target images, although with
an increased time and description complexity. This paper
presents the extended textural features, based on associa-
tion rules, of algorithm ArTex, as described in Ref. [2]. We
extend the basic textural features in three ways, using (a)
various interestingness measures, (b) the multi-resolution
approach, and (c) the meta-parameters. We show that the
extended parameters together with the basic ones are ap-
propriate for effective description of images and can be ef-
ficiently induced. The purpose of using association rules
is to obtain a structural description of textures. The ulti-
mate goal, which we hope to reach in further work, is to
get higher order association rules, which would capture the

global structure of the image and would also allow for a
transparent (human readable) description of the image. The
present study is a step towards that goal.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a
brief definition of association rules, describes a texture rep-
resentation which is suitable for processing with associa-
tion rule algorithms, and shows how association rules are
used for feature description of textures with algorithm Ar-
Tex. In Section 3 we define the three extensions to the basic
feature set. The following section shows a comparison be-
tween the extended feature set and the basic one, as well
as the comparison with other algorithms for image descrip-
tion. In Section 5 we show the results of the Extended Ar-
Tex in four real world data sets, and finally the last section
concludes and gives ideas for further work.

2 Texture descriptions with
association rules

2.1 Association rules

Association rules were introduced by Agrawal et al.[1]
back in 1993. The following is a formal statement of the
problem: Let I = {i1, i2, ..., im} be a set of literals, called
items (also called transaction elements). Let D be a set of
transactions, where each transaction T is a set of transac-
tion elements such that T ⊆ I. We say that a transaction
T contains B, if B ⊆ T . An association rule is an impli-
cation of the form B =⇒ C, where B ⊂ I, C ⊂ I and
B ∩ C = 0. The rule B =⇒ C holds in the transaction set
D with confidence c if c% of transactions in D that contain
B also contain C. The rule B =⇒ C has support s in the
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transaction set D if s% of transactions in D contain B ∪C.
The problem is to find all association rules in transaction
set D with confidence of at least minconf and support of
at least minsup, where minconf and minsup represent the
lower boundaries for confidence and support of association
rules, respectively.

2.2 Texture representation
To apply association rules algorithms on textures one must
first define the terms which are used in association rules in
the context of textures.

Pixel ~A of a texture p is a vector ~A = (X,Y, I) ∈ p,
where X and Y represent absolute coordinates and I
represents the intensity of pixel A.

Root pixel ~K is the current pixel of a texture ~K =
(XK , YK , IK).

e neighborhood Ne, ~K is a set of pixels which are located

in the circular area of radius e with root pixel ~K at
the center. Root pixel ~K itself is not a member of its
neighborhood.

Ne, ~K = {(X,Y, I) |δ ≤ e} \ ~K

δ =

⌊√
(XK −X)

2
+ (YK − Y )

2
+ 0.5

⌋ (1)

Transaction Te, ~K is a set of elements based on its corre-
sponding neighborhood. The elements of transaction
are represented with Euclidean distance and the inten-
sity difference from the root pixel.

Te, ~K =
{
(δ, IK − I)| (X,Y, I) ∈ Ne, ~K

}
(2)

Transaction element is a two dimensional vector (r, i) ∈
Te, ~K , where the first component represents Euclidean
distance from the root pixel and the second component
represents the intensity difference from the root pixel.

Association rule is composed of transaction elements;
therefore it looks like this

(r1, i1) ∧ · · · ∧ (rm, im)
=⇒ (rm+1, im+1) ∧ · · · ∧ (rm+n, im+n)

Transaction set Dp,e is composed of transactions, which
are derived from all possible root pixels of a texture
p at certain neighborhood size e. Possible root pixels
are only those for which an e neighborhood would not
extend outside of the texture’s borders.

Dp,e =
{
Te, ~K

∣∣∣∀ ~K : ~K ∈ p
}

This representation of a texture replaces exact information
of the location and intensity of the neighboring pixels with

more vague information of distance and the relative inten-
sity of neighboring pixels. This description is also rotation
invariant.

The described representation is almost suitable for pro-
cessing with general association rule algorithms. What is
still to be considered is the form of a transaction element.
The association rule algorithms expect scalar values for
transaction elements, whereas our representation produces
a two dimensional vector for a transaction element. Let
us say that intensity of each texture point can have values
from interval [0.. (Q− 1)] and that the neighborhood size
is e. Take some transaction element (r, i), where i holds
a value from [− (Q− 1) ..+ (Q− 1)] and r holds a value
from [1..e]. What is needed here is a bijective mapping
that transforms each vector to its scalar representation. A
possible and quite straightforward solution is:

s = (2Q− 1) (r − 1) + i+ (Q− 1) (3)

Equation (3) maps each (r, i) pair into its unique scalar
representation s, so that values from [0..2Q− 2] represent
pixels which are located on distance 1 from the root pixel,
values from [2Q− 1..4Q− 3]) represent pixels which are
located in distance 2 from the root pixel, and so on.

The transformation is also reversible:

r = 1 + s div (2Q− 1)

i = s mod (2Q− 1)− (Q− 1)

Now it is possible to define a transaction that suits the gen-
eral association rule algorithms:

Te,Q, ~K =

{
s

∣∣∣∣
(r, i) ∈ Te, ~K ,

s = (2Q− 1) (r − 1) + i+ (Q− 1)

}

And finally we obtain the appropriate transaction set defi-
nition:

Dp,e,Q =
{
Te,Q, ~K

∣∣∣∀ ~K : ~K ∈ p
}

2.3 From association rules to feature
description

We are ready to describe the algorithm ArTex[2]. Prepro-
cessing consists of the following steps: conversion to gray
scale, pixel quantization to Q levels (to make it faster and
more accurate), and selection of the neighborhood size e
(there is a trade-off between better descriptions with greater
e and better time complexity with smaller e).

It is important to understand that ArTex does not per-
form the final concept induction, it extracts features from
images. These features are later used by external machine
learning algorithm to induce the model (for classification
of images). Let P represent the whole set of images. We
isolate a small subset of images Pf ⊂ P which will be used
for feature extraction, the rest of images Pl = P\Pf will
be used for learning. The selection of images for Pf is ran-
dom, but it has to be ensured that each class is represented
with equal amount of images.
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2.3.1 Feature extraction with ArTex

The whole algorithm ArTex is given in Algorithm 1. The
most important is the part that follows the preprocessing
phase and the image subset selection phase. This part of
the algorithm is denoted with lines from 6 to 12. Each
image from p ∈ Pf is transformed into a transaction set
Dp,e,Q. The process of this transformation is described in
Section 2.2. Transaction sets are then processed by algo-
rithms AprioriN and GenRulesN, which return most im-
portant coocurrencies of pixels in the form of association
rules.

2.3.2 Calculation of feature values

ArTex (Algorithm 1) is composed of two major parts. The
first part (lines from 2 to 12) is the feature extraction, and
the second part (lines from 13 to 16) is a process of evalu-
ating feature values. The second part iterates through im-
ages from Pl, where features for each image are evaluated.
There are two types of features: support and confidence for
extracted association rules. We presume that we have pre-
defined functions ρi(p, q) which evaluate feature q of type
i (support or confidence) on image p. The result is stored in
matrix d, where element dij represents the value of feature
j on image i.

2.3.3 Modifications of Apriori and GenRules

Original algorithm Apriori[1] (line 8 in Algorithm 1) takes
as a parameter the minimal required support (minsup) of
transaction tuples. It is impossible to know in advance what
is the appropriate value of minsup. If it is too large, no tu-
ples will be found, and if it is too small, too many tuples
will be generated which may drastically increase the time
complexity (and also the description complexity) of ArTex.
For that reason we use a slightly modified algorithm Apri-
ori which as the input takes the number of tuples (ntup) to
return, rather than the minimal support. It executes stan-
dard Apriori in an iterative manner, reducing the minimal
support in each iteration. The modified Apriori is much
more stable than standard Apriori and has no problems with
time and description complexity.

Similarly as we modified Apriori, we also modified the
GenRules algorithm, which is used to generate associa-
tion rules from tuples[1] (line 9 in Algorithm 1). The
same problem, as with minsup parameter in Apriori, algo-
rithm Genrules has with the parameter minconf (minimal
required confidence). We therefore use a modified Gen-
Rules algorithm which, instead of the minimal confidence,
takes the minimal number of rules (minrul) to return.

3 Extending the default feature set
Our model of texture is such that the structure of associa-
tion rules also describes some aspects of the textural struc-
ture. Since we are interested in parametric description of

1: procedure ARTEX(P set of images, e, Q, ntup, min-
rul)

2: for all p ∈ P do
3: quantize pixels of image p to Q levels;
4: end for
5: select feature extraction subset Pf and learn/test

subset Pl, P = Pf ∪ Pl;
6: for all p ∈ Pf do . feature extraction
7: represent p in transaction form Dp,e,Q;
8: rsup = apriori (Dp,e,Q, ntup);
9: rconf = genrules (rsup,minrul);

10: ρsup = ρsup ∪ rsup;
11: ρconf = ρconf ∪ rconf ;
12: end for
13: i = 0;
14: for all p ∈ Pl do . calculate feature values for Pl

15: j = 0;
16: for all % ∈ ρsup do
17: di,j = ϕsup(p, %)
18: j = j + 1
19: end for
20: for all % ∈ ρconf do
21: di,j = ϕconf (p, %)
22: j = j + 1
23: end for
24: i = i+ 1;
25: end for
26: return d; . returns a matrix of extracted features d
27: end procedure

Algorithm 1: Algorithm ArTex for feature extraction.
Note that the number of features is determined dynamically
and therefore the upper bounds for indices i and j cannot
be determined in advance.
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a texture, this structure has to be represented with one or
more numerical parameters (numerical features).

3.1 Using various interestingness measures

Until now we presented the algorithm which uses only
the basic interestingness measures support and confidence,
which were defined together with association rules[1].
Nowadays, they are still most widely used, but studies have
shown that there are some concerns especially with confi-
dence measure, which can be misleading in many practical
situations, as shown by Brin et al.[3]. They also offered an
alternative to evaluate association rules using the χ2 test.
Contrary to confidence measure, the χ2 test could be used
to find both positively and negatively correlated associa-
tion patterns. However, the χ2 test alone may not be the
ultimate solution because it does not indicate the strength
of correlation between items of the association pattern. It
only decides whether items of the association pattern are
independent of each other, thus it cannot be used for rank-
ing purposes.

We use χ2 test just to select interesting association pat-
terns, which are later described by the Pearson’s correlation
coefficient (φ-coefficient) as advised in Ref. [25]. Besides
φ-coefficient, ArTex can also compute seven additional as-
sociation rule interestingness measures, which are a subset
of collection made by Tan et al.[26]. Table 1 lists interest-
ingness measures that form an extended parameter set of
the Extended ArTex.

Table 1: Extended set of interestingness measures for asso-
ciation rules (A ⇒ B). P (X) represents the probability of
X .

# measure formula

1 φ-coefficient P (A,B)−P (A)P (B)√
P (A)P (B)(1−P (A))(1−P (B))

2 odds ratio P (A,B)P (A,B)

P (A,B)P (A,B)

3 conviction P (A)P (B)

P (A,B)

4 interest P (A,B)
P (A)P (B)

5 Jaccard P (A,B)
P (A)+P (B)−P (A,B)

6 Pia.-Shapiro P (A,B) − P (A)P (B)

7 J-measure P (A,B) log(
P (B|A)
P (B)

) + P (A,B) log(
P (B|A)

P (B)
)

8 gini index P (A)[P (B|A)2 + P (B|A)2] + P (A)[P (B|A)2+

P (B|A)2] − P (B)2 − P (B)2

It is possible now to define an upgraded version of ArTex
- ArTexG - which extracts features based on an arbitrary
set of interestingness measures. Besides other input pa-
rameters, ArTexG takes a list of interestingness measures
~ϕ and their corresponding constraints ~t. In the heart of
the algorithm is Genrulesk function, which extracts best

rules according to k-th function from Table 1. This func-
tion is obtained by replacing the confidence criteria in the
common GenRules algorithm with corresponding criteria
from Table 1. When the first part of the algorithm finishes
(lines from 1 to 14) it returns best association rules in sets
ρϕk

, which were selected according to the selection crite-
ria ϕk. The second part (lines from 15 to 31) is the feature
evaluation process, which is very similar to original ArTex
(Algorithm 1), except that it calculates feature values for
all types of features ~ϕ.

1: procedure ARTEXG(P set of images,e,Q,~ϕ measures,
~t constraints)

2: for all p ∈ P do
3: quantize pixels of image p to Q levels;
4: end for
5: select feature extraction subset Pf and learn/test

subset Pl, P = Pf ∪ Pl;
6: for all p ∈ Pf do . feature extraction
7: represent p in transaction form Dp,e,Q;
8: rsup = apriori (Dp,e,Q, t1);
9: ρsup = ρsup ∪ rsup;

10: for all ϕk do
11: rϕk

= genrulesk (rsup, tk); . uses the
k-th interestingness measure

12: ρϕk
= ρϕk

∪ rϕk
;

13: end for
14: end for
15: i = 0;
16: for all p ∈ Pl do . calculate feature values for Pl

17: j = 0;
18: for all % ∈ ρsup do
19: di,j = ϕsup(p, %)
20: j = j + 1
21: end for
22: for all ϕk do
23: for all % ∈ ρϕk

do
24: di,j = ϕk(p, %)
25: j = j + 1
26: end for
27: end for
28: i = i+ 1;
29: end for
30: return d; . returns a matrix of extracted features d
31: end procedure

Algorithm 2: General algorithm ArTexG for feature ex-
traction. Note that the number of features is determined
dynamically and therefore the upper bounds for indices i
and j cannot be determined in advance.

3.2 Using more than one resolution
Each induced association rule discovers a certain pattern in
the textures. The next extension of parameters comes from
the issue of the pattern’s scale. Not every combination of
scale and neighborhood size can guarantee that the pattern
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would be detected. The problem is illustrated in Figures 1
and 2, where a fixed neighborhood e requires an appropri-
ate resolution.

Figure 1: A very inadequate resolution for
a fixed neighborhood.

Figure 2: An adequate resolution for the
example from Fig. 1.

We use the following definition: An image T2 of size
M2 × N2 has a resolution 1

2R, if and only if an image T1

of size M1 × N1 has resolution R where M2

M1
= N2

N1
= 1

2
and images T1 and T2 represent the same pattern.

To increase the possibility that the pattern will be de-
tected, we propose a framework, where the extraction of
association rules is repeated at different texture resolutions.

3.3 Meta parameters
To supply the learning algorithm with a more general view
of the texture, we extended the parameter set with parame-
ters based on meta association rules.

Let us split the learning set of images as follows:

Pl = Pl1 ∪ Pl2 ,

Previously we defined Pf as a small subset that we use for
feature extraction (see Section 2.3), thus set Pf ∪ Pl rep-
resents all textures. Meta association rules are calculated
on a learning subset of images Pl1 . Further, let us denote
with ϕi the i-th interestingness measure, with ρpj ,ϕi

an as-
sociation rule that was discovered by using measure ϕi on
texture pj , and similarly with ρ∗,ϕi a set of association rules
that was discovered by using measure ϕi on the feature ex-
traction texture set Pf . The generation of meta-features is
divided into three steps as follows:

1. First a set of binary features is constructed by using
the default association rule set as follows. For each
texture p ∈ Pl1 and for each interestingness measure
ϕi and for each association rule % ∈ ρ∗,ϕi the value
of the binary feature is 1 if association rule % was se-
lected as important on texture p according to measure
ϕi, otherwise the value of binary feature is 0.

2. This feature set along with the texture classes are then
fed to an algorithm for generating associations rules,
which induces rules with only the class on the conse-
quent side. In our implementation we use algorithm
Tertius[8]. Therefore, the output of Tertius is a set of
rules of the form A ⇒ B where consequent B al-
ways consists only of the class, and features in the
antecedent A are directly responsible for the outcome
of the class. This way the output could easily be used
for classification. Note that the“useful knowledge” of
such a rule lies in the antecedent A which is a con-
junctive combination of the binary features that were
derived from the basic association rules.

3. The meta feature set is constructed by calculating the
rules’ antecedents A on each texture from Pl. Note
that the learning algorithm would have a trivial task
and a strong bias if the learning set would consist of
only of Pl1 , however, by adding Pl2 the task is hard
enough. The introduced bias (hopefully) expresses
the meta-regularity, discovered by the Tertius learn-
ing algorithm. Also note that meta features are binary
features.

4 Experimental evaluation of the
extended feature set

We performed experiments for comparing various versions
of our algorithm with each other and with other texture de-
scription algorithms. For that purpose we used publicly
available data bases.

4.1 Benchmark problem Domains
Here is a description of data bases used in our experiments:

– Outex[20]
This data base contains a large variety of surface tex-
tures. The collection is well defined in terms of vari-
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ations in illumination, rotation and spatial resolution.
We chose the following collections of textures from
the classification group:

– Outex 0
The collection contains 480 images of 24 tex-
tures (classes). Each texture has 20 images. The
dimension of images is 128 × 128 pixels. The
images contain no intentionally induced varia-
tion of illumination, rotation or spatial resolu-
tion.

– Outex 1
The collection is similar to Outex 0, except that
this collection contains 2112 images (88 per tex-
ture) and that they are of size 64× 64 pixels.

– Outex 2
The collection is similar to Outex 0, except that
this collection contains 8832 images (368 per
texture) and that they are of size 32× 32 pixels.

– Outex 10
The collection contains 4320 images, 24 tex-
tures; 180 images per texture. Textures are cap-
tured at different rotations of the surface: 0◦, 5◦,
10◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦, 90◦. The size of
images is 128× 128 pixels.

– Outex 11
The collection contains 960 images, 24 textures;
40 images per texture. Textures are captured at
two resolutions 100dpi and 120dpi. The size of
images is 128× 128 pixels.

– Outex 12
The collection contains 4800 images, 24 tex-
tures; 200 images per texture. The textures con-
tain illumination variations and are captured at
different rotations of the surface: 0◦, 5◦, 10◦,
15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦, 90◦. The size of images
is 128× 128 pixels.

– JerryWu[33]
This data base was composed by Jerry Wu for his
PhD. The collection contains 2100 images, 36 tex-
tures; 53 images per texture. Images were captured
at different surface rotations: 0◦, 30◦, 60◦, 90◦, 120◦,
150◦, 180◦ and different camera tilt angles. The size
of images is 128× 128 pixels.

– Brodatz A[29]
This collection contains a subset of textures from Bro-
datz album of materials[4]. It is composed of 2048 im-
ages of 32 textures, each texture is represented with
64 images, of which 16 are original images, 16 are
randomly rotated images, 16 are captured at different
resolutions and 16 are randomly rotated images at var-
ious resolutions. The size of images is 64× 64 pixels.

– Brodatz B[11]
This collection contains a subset of textures from Bro-
datz album of materials[4]. It is composed of 1248

images of 13 textures, each texture is represented with
96 images. Textures are captured at 6 different surface
rotations: 0◦, 30◦, 60◦, 90◦, 120◦, 150◦. The size of
images is 128× 128 pixels.

– Brodatz C[5]
This collection is also a subset of textures from Bro-
datz album of materials[4]. It is composed of 6720
images of 15 textures, each texture is represented with
448 images. Textures are captured at 6 different sur-
face rotations: 0◦, 30◦, 60◦, 90◦, 120◦, 150◦, 200◦.
The size of images is 32× 32 pixels.

4.2 Analysis of the extended feature set
In this section we present results of experiments on bench-
marck domains, described above. The quality of image de-
scriptions was tested by measuring the classification accu-
racy, obtained by algorithm SMO[21], a support vector ma-
chine variant, implemented in Weka data mining tool[32].
SMO was selected among a set of classifiers because it con-
sistently achieved the best classification accuracy in most
of the experiments. The presented results are obtained by
10-fold cross validation.

4.2.1 The effectiveness of additional interestingness
measures

The classification accuracies, obtained by extending the de-
fault parameter set each time with one of the measures from
Table 1, are presented in Table 2.

Due to unreliability of t-test[30, 6] we performed fur-
ther analysis using the Friedman test[9, 10], followed
with Bonferroni-Dunn test[7]. The tests confirmed that
seven measures significantly improved the results, while
the odds-ratio significantly decreased the accuracy. The
best result was obtained with J-measure. With further ex-
periments we tried to verify if the we can obtain a better ex-
tension of the default parameter set with several parameters
at once. The results were verified with Wilcoxson test[31]
which revealed that adding any other measure besides J-
measure does not improve the descriptions. Therefore, it is
sensible to extend the default parameter set with J-measure
alone.

Due to space limitation we do not show the analysis of
time complexity and the numbers of generated features.
The conclusions of this analysis is, that the generation of
the default parameter set and the extended parameter set
have approximately the same time complexity, however the
number of generated features is for the extended param-
eter set much greater (on average for 83%), as could be
expected.

4.2.2 The effectiveness of the multi-resolution
approach

In the experiments we extended the default parameter set,
with added J-measure, on original resolution R by adding
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Table 2: Classification accuracies (%) of SMO on the default description versus the extended ones by various interesting-
ness measures. The last four lines give averages and st. deviation over all datasets, the value of p for t-test and the number
of wins by the extended description.

default φ-k. Jacc. conv. gini inter J-meas odds. P.S.

outex 0 96.32 94.61 96.08 92.90 95.10 95.34 95.83 93.14 95.34
outex 1 83.04 82.45 82.99 82.06 82.84 83.63 83.53 81.86 83.38
outex 2 39.10 39.59 39.21 37.71 39.68 39.45 39.57 37.88 39.27

outex 10 93.48 94.66 93.81 94.37 94.37 94.14 94.63 94.07 93.74
outex 11 95.27 95.72 95.38 94.03 96.29 96.17 96.17 93.47 95.50
outex 12 96.62 97.50 96.64 96.81 97.19 97.12 97.19 96.64 96.66
JerryWu 86.29 98.59 87.85 98.34 97.02 84.97 96.12 95.61 93.80

brodatz B 89.75 91.57 90.16 92.23 91.15 91.40 91.40 91.40 89.50
brodatz A 78.13 84.63 79.41 85.96 82.22 85.04 82.32 82.12 79.61
brodatz C 57.36 58.20 57.71 58.05 58.16 59.12 58.41 57.23 57.72

average 81.54 83.75 81.92 83.25 83.40 82.64 83.52 82.34 82.45
st. dev. 19.05 19.60 19.03 19.84 19.46 18.84 19.45 19.57 19.23

p (t-test) 0.06 0.03 0.14 0.06 0.08 0.03 0.25 0.13
wins 8 8 6 8 8 9 5 8

parameters for resolutions 1
2R and for resolutions 1

2R+ 1
4R

(therefore, in the latter case the feature extraction was run
three times, each time on a different resolution). Table 3
gives classification accuracies of SMO classifier on all ben-
chamark datasets for three sets of resolutions. The Fried-
man test shows (p < 0.05) that the differences are sig-
nificant, and the Bonferroni-Dunn test confirms that both
multiresolutional descriptions (with two and three resolu-
tions) achieved significantly better results than the single
resolution description, however, the former two do not dif-
fer significantly between each other. The number of ex-
tracted features, as expected, increases approximately lin-
early with the number of additional resolutions, and the
time complexity increases somewhat less than linearly.

4.2.3 The effectiveness of meta parameters

We compared the quality of description of the default pa-
rameter set, extended with J-measure, on two resolutions
(R and 1

2R), with the same description, extended with meta
parameters, as described in Section 3. The classification ac-
curacies for both descriptions are given in Table 4. In seven
out of ten domains the meta parameters helped to improve
the description, however, the Wilcoxson test (p < 0.05)
shows that overall there are no significant differences be-
tween the two descriptions. The number of features in-
creases for 12% on average, and the average time complex-
ity is 7 times higher for the extended description.

4.3 Comparison of Extended ArTex with
other algorithms

We compared the Extended ArTex with several other algo-
rithms that describe images in terms of a set of numerical

Table 3: Classification accuracy (%) of SMO using the de-
fault parameter set, with J-measure included, when gener-
ated on one resolution R, two resolutions R + 1

2R, and
three resolutions R + 1

4R + 1
8R. The last four lines have

the same interpretation as in Table 2.

R R+ 1
2
R R+ 1

2
R+ 1

4
R

outex 0 95.83 98.05 95.11
outex 1 83.53 83.97 81.32
outex 2 39.57 52.26 54.78

outex 10 94.63 98.38 98.26
outex 11 96.17 97.07 95.84
outex 12 97.19 97.95 97.84
JerryWu 96.12 99.40 99.75

brodatz B 91.40 97.60 97.60
brodatz A 82.32 94.01 94.77
brodatz C 58.41 60.93 58.41

average 83.52 87.96 87.37
st. dev. 19.45 17.24 17.03

p (t-test) 0.01 0.03
wins 10 7

features. We selected the following algorithms: a similar
algorithm to ArTex, also based on association rules, de-
veloped by Rushing et al.[23], second order statistics as a
standard benchmark algorithm[12] and the three advanced
approaches which are effective and also often applied[13]:
Laws filters[18], Haar waves, and Gabor waves[19]. Ta-
ble 5 gives the classification accuracies of SMO algorithm
using the 10-fold cross-validation.

The Friedman test (p < 0.05) followed by the
Bonferroni-Dunn test (p < 0.05), shows that the Extended
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Table 4: Classification accuracy (%) of SMO using the default parameter set, with included J-measure, on two resolutions
R+ 1

2R, without and with added meta-parameters. The last four lines have the same interpretation as in Table 2. Columns
d in |d| represent the difference of classification accuracies and its absolute value, and the last column contains ranks for
|d|, used by the Wilcoxson test.

without meta p. with meta p. d |d| rank

outex 0 98.05 97.92 -0.13 0.13 2
outex 1 83.97 87.71 +3.74 3.74 9
outex 2 52.26 55.00 +2.74 2.74 7

outex 10 98.38 98.54 +0.16 0.16 3
outex 11 97.07 97.50 +0.43 0.43 4
outex 12 97.95 98.96 +1.01 1.01 6
JerryWu 99.40 99.41 +0.01 0.01 1

brodatz B 97.60 96.84 -0.76 0.76 5
brodatz A 94.01 97.19 +3.18 3.18 8
brodatz C 60.93 53.12 -7.81 7.81 10

average 87.96 88.22
st. dev. 17.24 18.31

p (t-test) 0.40
wins 7

ArTex is significantly better than the second order statis-
tics, while there are no significant differences between Ar-
Tex and other algorithms. This confirms that the Extended
ArTex achieves the performance of best algorithms for gen-
erating texture descriptions. With respect to the time com-
plexity, the most time consuming algorithms are Gabor
waves, Rushing and Extended Artex. When compared with
Extended Artex, the Gabor waves algorithm is on average
141 times slower, the algorithm by Rushing et al. has on
average the same time complexity, while the Laws filters
are 2 times faster, the second order statistics 10 times faster
and the Haar waves 15 times faster.

Table 5 indicates that the Extended ArTex achieves best
results in domains with relatively large images (128× 128
or more), and performs relatively poorly on domains with
small images, like Outex 2 and Brodatz C. This is in ac-
cordance with our expectations. For reliable description of
images, ArTex requires a large texture in order to be able
to reliably evaluate the values of parameters - statistical es-
timates - whose accuracy depends on the number of pixels.

5 The performance of Extended
Artex in several real-world
applications

In this section we provide the performance comparison
with other feature extraction algorithms in some applica-
tions which were implemented at our institution by using
the Extended ArTex. We briefly outline the real-world data
sets and then we provide the results.

We applied our approach on four real-world problems:

– pH6pH10
The problem is to differentiate microscopic pictures of
0.1% suspension of Al2O3 in destilled water (H2O)
with two different acidities: pH6 and pH10. The pic-
tures were prepared at the University of Stuttgart[16,
17]. The size of images is 300×300 pixels. There are
30 images for each of the two classes.

– Materials
Each of six different materials was photographed 50
times on various places. The size of images is 200 ×
200. Therefore this domain consists of six classes,
where each class contains 50 samples. The task is to
classify new images into one of six classes.

– SyringeStactometer
This domain consists of two classes of microscopic
images of dried drops of tap water, that have to be
differentiated. The first class of 52 drops was created
using a syringe, whereas the second class of 61 drops
was created using a stactometer. The size of images is
640× 640.

– Coronas
This domain consists of GDV images of human finger-
tips. GDV images are obtained from BEO GDV Cam-
era, developed by Korotkov[15]. The camera captures
320×240 gray scale images. The first class of 289 im-
ages consists of fingertips of humans in normal state,
and the second class of 217 images consists of finger-
tips of humans in the altered state of consciousness.
Most of images were obtained from Technical Uni-
versity SPIFMO in St. Petersburg, Russia. The task
is to automatically detect the altered state of human
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Table 5: Classification accuracies (%) of SMO using descriptions of various feature extraction algorithms. The last four
lines have the same interpretation as in Table 2.

Ext.ArTex Laws Haar 2ndStats Gabor Rushing

outex 0 97.92 91.25 93.13 72.29 99.38 97.07
outex 1 87.71 90.25 89.39 71.73 98.30 87.40
outex 2 55.00 84.59 72.09 59.70 94.49 24.35

outex 10 98.54 83.96 86.94 82.62 97.80 86.16
outex 11 97.50 92.19 93.75 75.63 99.79 97.97
outex 12 98.96 82.72 87.81 76.98 96.83 86.23
JerryWu 99.41 22.95 83.19 75.86 53.76 83.51

brodatz B 96.84 78.21 94.07 96.00 86.70 69.15
brodatz A 97.19 62.30 65.43 18.31 87.89 12.96
brodatz C 53.12 66.96 65.43 48.88 70.77 11.73

average 88.22 75.54 83.12 67.80 88.57 65.65
st. dev. 18.31 20.99 11.34 21.43 15.12 35.07

p (t-test) 0.10 0.14 0.01 0.47 0.01
wins 3 3 1 5 2

consciousness, using the GDV camera.

Table 6 gives the classification accuracies of SMO
obtained by 10-fold cross-validation on the described
datasets. The best results were achieved by the Extended
ArTex, except in domain Coronas, where the second order
statistics perform the best.

6 Conclusions
We described the extended textural features which are
based on association rules. We extended the basic textu-
ral features of our algorithm ArTex[2] in three ways: by
using various interestingness measures, by using the multi-
resolution approach, and by using the meta-parameters.

Among various interestingness measures, the most
promising results were achieved with J-measure. J-
measure is, as far as we know, the best measure for eval-
uating the quality of decision (if-then) rules, developed by
Smyth and Goodman back in 1990[24]. It has nice prop-
erties, such as nonnegativity, transparent interpretation (the
sum of J-measures over all possible values is equal to the
information gain[14]), it is possible to estimate the upper
bound, and it is approximately χ2 distributed. Therefore,
it is not surprising, that it achieves the best results in our
experiments.

Results from our experiments show that the multi-
resolution approach enables to obtain significantly better
descriptions of images. For texture descriptions with as-
sociation rules this could be expected. Not every combi-
nation of scale and neighborhood size can guarantee that
the pattern would be detected. As illustrated by Figures 1
and 2, the effectiveness of descriptions, which use an up-
per bound for the neighborhood around the central pixel,
highly depends on the scale. As it is not known in advance

which resolution will provide the best results, our approach
combines the features, obtained from several resolutions.
In our current research we try to develop an efficient algo-
rithm for automatic detection of a small subset of relevant
resolutions.

Our definition of meta-parameters is the first step to-
wards the ultimate goal, which we hope to reach in further
work: to get higher order association rules, which would
capture the global structure of the image and would also
allow for transparent (human readable) description of the
images. The results, presented in this paper, are promising
and have encouraged us to continue with research in this
direction.

Overall, the extended representation improves the utility
of basic textural features and often gives better results with
respect to basic features, derived from association rules, as
well as with respect to standard texture descriptions. The
results in real-world applications prove the utility of our
approach.

Our current research is devoted to describe medical im-
ages in order to obtain reliable diagnostic rules. The pre-
liminary experiments in two medical domains are quite
promising. In diagnosing the coronary artery disease from
myocardial perfusion scintigraphy images the preliminary
results show the significant improvement over the accuracy
of physicians experts. In another diagnostic problem, based
on the whole-body bone scintigrams, the picture is not so
clear, still however, the Extended Artex achieves signifi-
cantly better results than any other approach to feature ex-
traction.

Yet another line of research is the visualization of tex-
tures from their association rule descriptions. As the num-
ber of extracted features may be relatively large (typically
several hundreds of features are generated in each problem
domain), such amount of features cannot be transparent to
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Table 6: Classification accuracies (%) on real-world data sets of SMO using descriptions of various feature extraction
algorithms. The last four lines have the same interpretation as in Table 2.

Ext.ArTex Laws Haar 2ndStat. Gabor Rushing

pH6pH10 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Materials 100.00 97.00 99.67 99.00 100.00 100.00

Syrin.Stact. 89.91 87.42 86.74 85.96 85.83 80.73
Coronas 82.80 80.25 80.23 84.78 78.81 70.00
average 93.18 91.17 91.66 92.44 91.16 87.68
st. dev. 8.40 9.04 9.81 8.18 10.60 14.88

p (t-test) 0.03 0.08 0.30 0.09 0.10
wins 0 0 1 0 0

a human expert. To overcome this we plan to develop a vi-
sualization tool for a user-friendly presentation of derived
(large) sets of features in the form of artificial textures. The
preliminary results in this area indicate that users may find
on such artificially generated textures important patterns,
related to the target concepts, and that users may be able to
notice also more or less obvious differences in artificially
generated textures for different classes of images.
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To provide hierarchical description from different software architectural viewpoints we need more than 
one abstraction hierarchy and connection mechanisms to support the interactions among components. 
Also, these mechanisms will support the refinement   and traceability of architectural elements through 
the different levels of each hierarchy. Current methods and tools provide poor support for the challenge 
posed by developing system using hierarchical description. This paper describes an architecture-centric 
approach allowing the user to describe the logical architecture view where a physical architecture view 
is generated automatically for all application instances of the logical architecture.

Povzetek: Prispevek se ukvarja s povezovalnimi mehanizmi za podporo interakcijam med komponentami 
na področju programskega inženirstva.

1 Introduction
Modeling and representation of software architectures 
are the main phases of the development process of 
complex software systems [36]. The representation of an 
architecture is based on the concepts of component (loci 
of computation), connector (loci of communication), and 
configuration (arrangement of components and 
connectors, and properties of that arrangement) in order 
to describe the structure of the system at a higher level of 
abstraction than objects or lines of code. This 
representation provides several advantages over the life 
cycle of a software [10]. 

Components have always been considered to be the 
fundamental building blocks of software systems. The 
ways the components of a system interact are 
determinant for establishing the global system properties 
that emerge from the way the individual components are 
interconnected. Hence, component interactions have been 
promoted to first class design entities as well, and 
architectural connectors have emerged as a powerful tool 
for supporting the design of these interactions [29, 32].

Although the use of connectors is widely accepted at 
the conceptual level, their explicit representation at the 
implementation level is not always left to be necessary. 
For example, the Darwin [14] architecture description 
language does not include connectors. However, we feel 
that distinct conceptual entities should correspond to 
distinct implementation entities, so that they can truly 
become first-class and be manipulated as such. In fact, as 
argued in [20], the current level of support that ADLs 
provide for connector building is still far from the one 
awarded to components. For instance, although a 
considerable amount of work can be found on several 

aspects of connectors [2, 20, 33, 35]. Further steps are 
still necessary to achieve a systematic way of 
constructing new connectors from existing ones. Yet, the 
ability to manipulate connectors in a systematic and 
controlled way is essential for promoting reuse and 
incremental development, and to make it easier to 
address complex interactions.

Certainly, having a representation of the software 
architecture allows an easy exchange between the 
architect and programmer. Also, during the phases of 
maintenance and evolution, this representation helps to 
locate defects and reduces the risk of improper assembly 
of a new feature in the system. In addition, the distinction 
which exists between components and connectors allows 
a more explicit representation between the functional 
aspects and these of communication and therefore, makes 
the system easier to understand and to change. Finally, 
architecture-based components are also useful to 
facilitate the reuse of certain parts of the system 
represented by configurations [1].

In contrast to the industrial world, which offers 
components strongly linked to servers, systems or 
models owners [30], the academic approach is interested 
in formalizing the notion of software architecture (ADL). 
The ADLs provide a high level of abstraction for the 
specification and development of software systems. 
Today, several ADLs are defined, to help in the 
development of component-based systems, such as 
Rapide [11], SADL [22], UniCon [34], C2 [37], Darwin 
[12], MetaH [31], Wright [1], and ACME [9, 10] from 
the “first generation” of ADLs and UML 2.0 [5] , AADL 
[3], Koala [25], and xADL 2.0 [7] from the “second 
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generation” of ADLs. The classification of ADLs in 
generations has been introduced by Medvidovic [19].

In this article, we take a step towards this goal by 
proposing a metamodel for the description of software 
architecture called C3 (three “C” for Component, 
Connector, and Configuration). The specificities of this 
metamodel are: First, proposing a new structure and new 
types of connectors, second, definition and manipulation 
of configurations as first classes entities and third, 
description of architectures from two different views, a
model architecture view (logical architecture) created by 
the architect and an application architecture view 
(physical architecture instances of the logical 
architecture) generated automatically which serves as 
support to maintain the consistency and the evolution of 
the application architectures.

After this introduction, the remainder of this article 
is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the 
motivations of our research. In section 3 presents the 
concept of a logical architecture with the key elements of 
the proposed metamodel. The physical architecture is 
defined in section 4. The last section concludes this work 
with a summary of our ongoing research. 

2 Motivations
Our main motivation is to propose a metamodel to 
maintain the consistency of an architecture using new 
types of connectors with a richer semantics. Using these 
connectors, systems are built like a Lego Blocks (Puzzle) 
by assembling components and connectors, where each 
element can be only placed in the right place in the 
architecture puzzle. We find in most existing ADLs and 
notation languages that: 
 The definition and instantiation of connectors are 

often merged in a single operation.
 The management of connectors does not take into

account the semantic composition hierarchies when 
positioning and establishing links between 
components and their composites.

 Few models allow reuse connectors (for example 
through inheritance) and to define new connectors 
by their reuse.

 There is no direct and automatic correspondence 
between architectures (models) and applications built 
following these architectures (instances).

In order to overcome these shortcomings we propose in 
this paper, a metamodel (C3) for describing hierarchical 
software architecture, based on the definition of two 
types of architecture. A logical architecture defined by 
the user and a physical architecture built by the system 
and conforms to the logical architecture. The metamodel 
will make its contribution towards the following 
objectives:
O1: Provide a higher abstraction level for connectors in 

order to make them more generic and more 
reusable.

O2: Take into account the semantics of several types of 
relationships. In our case; we explore the 

association relationship between components, the 
composition relationship among architectural 
elements, and the propagation relationship to 
describe software systems at different levels of 
details.

O3: Promote the maintenance and the evolution of 
architectures by the possibility of adding, deleting
and substitution of different elements in the 
architecture.

O4: The principle of reuse should be widely exploited. 
New components and connectors can be defined by 
combining already existing elements through 
inheritance and/or composition mechanisms.
Basically, we have defined a set of generic, reusable 
connectors and extensible to support new structural 
and behavioural relations among components.

O5: Explicit connectors must be preserved through a 
declarative interface that hides the management 
mechanism of the inside glue-protocol. 

O6: Using the physical and the logical architecture, we 
can separate the functional aspects of architectural 
elements and the non-functional aspects related to 
the management of their consistency.

3 Logical Architecture (LA)
Our approach is based on the description of software 
architecture following two architectural views. The first 
one is a logic view defined by the architect by
assembling the compatible elements available in the 
library of element types and the second one is a physical 
view constructed automatically by the system and serves 
as a support for user applications built in accordance with 
the logical architecture.

The large majority of ADLs consider components as 
entities of first class. So, they make a distinction between 
component-types and component-instances. However, 
this is not the case with other concepts such as 
connectors and configurations. In our metamodel we 
consider each concept recognized by the C3 metamodel 
as an architectural element of the first class citizen. So, 
each architectural element may be positioned on one of 
the three abstraction levels defined in the following 
section. We believe that it is necessary to reify the core 
architectural elements in order to be able to represent and 
manipulate them and let them evolve easily.

3.1 Abstraction levels 
In our approach, software architectures are described in 
accordance to the first three levels of modelling defined 
by the OMG [23, 24]. The application level (A0) which 
represents the real word application (an instance of the 
architecture), the architecture level (A1) which represents 
the architecture model and meta-architecture level (A2) 
which represents the meta-language for the description of 
the architecture. The three abstraction levels are defined 
as follows (on Figure 1).
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3.1.1 Meta-architecture level (A2)
In this level we find the standard definition of any 
architectural element proposed by a large set of ADLs to 
describe software architectures. We consider the most 
common elements namely components, connectors, and 
configurations. Section 3.2 will summarize the 
description of the core elements of the C3 metamodel.

3.1.2 Architecture level (A1)
This level is used to describe any architecture model 
using one or more instances of architectural building 
blocks defined at the meta-architecture level (A2). Figure
1 shows a client/server architecture configuration 
(CSconfig) type which is defined using the following 
three components types: client component type, server
component type and data base component type; and two
variants of RPC connector types: N1 between the client 
type and the server one, and N2 between the server type 
and the data base type.

3.1.3 Application level (A0)
At this level (implementation level) one or more 
applications can be built according to the architecture 
described at the above level (A1). Each architectural 
element of the implementation level is an instance of an 
element-type of the architecture model. For example we 
can build from the previous client/server architecture the
application SCapp (Figure 1) which is an instance of the 
CSconfig configuration assembled from C1 and C2

instances of the client component; DBOracle instance the 
Data base component; S1 instance of the server 
component; N11 and N12 instances of connector type N1

and finally N21 instance of connector type N2. This figure 
shows only one application architecture (CSapp), more 
application architectures could be instantiated.

We have presented in this section the concept 
software architecture through its core concepts and its
various abstraction levels. We have focused on the 

important concepts to address the key issue of connectors 
in software architecture description.

3.2 Basic concepts of C3 metamodel

3.2.1 Architectural elements
In our metamodel described in Figure 2, an architectural 
element may be a component, a connector or 
architectural configuration1. A configuration represents a 
graph of components and connectors. A component or a 
connector is a composite when it is composed of other 
internal architectural elements. A component or 
connector is primitive when it is atomic (without internal 
structure).

An architectural element may have several properties 
as well as constraints on these properties, as it may have 
one or more possible implementations. The interaction 
points of each architectural element with its environment 
are the interfaces. Each architectural element is defined 
by its interfaces through which they publish its required 
and provided services to and from its environment. Each 
service may use one or more ports. We approach in the 
following sections with more detail the most important 
concepts of our C3 metamodel.

3.2.2 Component
A generally accepted view of a software component is 
that it is a software unit with provided services and 
required services. The provided services are operations 
performed by the component. The required services are 
the services needed by the component to produce the 
provided services. The interface of a component consists 
of the specifications of its provided and required 
services. It should specify any dependencies between its 
provided and required services. To specify these 
dependencies precisely, it is necessary to match the 
required services to the corresponding provided services. 
Services are carried using ports. Thus, we can define a 
generic interface of a component type as follows:

Component typeName ( requiredInterf , provideInterf);

3.2.3 Connector
Connectors are architectural building blocks used to 
model the interactions between components and rules 
that govern these interactions. They correspond to lines 
in box-line descriptions. Examples are pipes, procedure 
call, method in-vocation, client-server protocol, and SQL 
link between database and application. Unlike 
components, connectors may not correspond to 
compilation entities. However, the specifications of 
connectors in an ADL may also contain rules to 
implement a specific type of connectors. In general 
connectors have been developed without regard to reuse 
or extension. Current ADLs can be classified into three 
different kinds: 1- ADLs without connectors, ADLs with 

                                                          
1

“Architectural configuration” will, at various times in this paper, be 
referred to simply as “graph” or “topology”.

Legend:      Required Port,   Provided Port
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predefined set of connectors, and ADLs with explicit 
connector types. 
 ADLs with implicit connectors. There are ADLs 

that prefer the absence of connector because they 
distort the compositional nature of software 
architectures. Some ADLs, such as Darwin [13], 
Leda [6], and Radipe [11] do not consider connectors 
as first class citizens. However these ADLs make 
difficult the reusability of components because they 
have the coordination process tangled with the 
computation inside them, and they are aware of the 
coordination process that has to happen in order to 
communicate with the rest. The notion of connector 
emerges from the need to separate the interaction 
from the computation in order to obtain more 
reusable and modularized components and to 
improve the level of abstraction of software 
architecture description [18]. Mary Shaw [32] 
presents the need for connectors due to the fact that 
the specification of software systems with complex 
coordination protocols is very difficult without the 
notion of connector. Hence, connector provides not 
only a high level of abstraction and modularity to 
software architectures, but also an architectural view 
of the system instead of the object-oriented view of 
compositional approaches. So, it is important to 
defend the idea of considering connectors as first-
order citizens of ADLs. 

 ADLs with predefined set of connectors. UniCon 
[33, 34] is a typical representative of ADLs 
supporting a predefined set of built-in connector 
types only. The semantics of built-in connector types 
are defined as part of the language, and are intended 
to correspond to the usual interaction primitives 
supported by underlaying operating system or 
programming language. A connector in the UniCon 
language is specified by its protocol. A connector’s 
protocol consists of the connector’s type, specific set 
of properties, and a list of typed roles. Each role 
serves as a point through which the connector is 
connected to a component. UniCon currently 
supports seven built-in connector types which 
represent the basic classes of interactions among 
components: Pipe, FileIO, Procedure Call, Remote 
Procedure Call, Data Access, RT Scheduler, and PL 
Bundler. These connectors cannot be instantiated nor 
evolved. Composite connectors are composed only 
from connectors.

 ADLs with explicit connector types. Most ADLs 
provide connectors as first order citizens of the 
language such as: ACME [10], Aesop [8], C2 [15, 
16, 17], SADL [21], Wright [1], ArchWare’s π-ADL 
[26, 27], xADL [7], AADL [3] etc. All of these 
languages go a step forward with regard to the 
previous kind of ADLs. They improve the 
reusability of components and connectors by 
separating computation from coordination. 
In our approach we opt for the third category of 

connectors (explicit connector types). So, in the C3 
metamodel we present some explicit and generic types of

connectors that the user can specialize following her/his 
needs in each application field. We will focus with
details on this concept in section 3.3.

3.2.4 Configuration
A configuration represents a graph of components 

and connectors. Configuration specifies how components 
are connected with connectors (Figure 3). This concept is 
needed to determine if the components are well 
connected, whether their interfaces agree, and so on. A 
configuration is described by an interface which enables 
the communication between: the configuration and its 
external environment, and the configuration and its 
internal components.

Configuration typeName (requiredInterf, provideInterf);

The following UML diagrams (Figure 2 and 3) 
represent the main elements of C3 metamodel. For clarity 
reason, these diagrams present a simplified version of our 
metamodel. In the rest of this article we will only deal 
with connectors with more detail as they represent the 
mainstream of our research topic in this paper. In 
addition, the relationship connector-configuration and 
connector-component will be highlighted in the text.

Figure 2:  Structure of an architectural element in C3.

Figure 3: Component, connector, and configuration in C3.

3.3 Connector in C3
A connector is mainly represented by an interface and a 
glue specification [28]. Basically, the interface shows the 
necessary information of the connector, including the 
number of interaction points, service type that a 
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coordination, facilitation), connection mode 
(synchronous, asynchronous), transfer mode (parallel, 
serial) etc. In C3 interaction points of an interface are 
called Ports. A port is the interface of a connector 
intended to be tied to a component interface (a 
component’s port). In the context of the frame, a port is 
either a provided port or a required port. A provided port
serves as entry point to a component interaction 
represented by a connector type instance and it is 
intended to be connected to the required port of a 
component (or to the required port of another connector). 
Similarly, a require port serves as the outlet point of a 
component interaction represented by a connector type 
instance and it is intended to be connected to the provide 
port of a component (or to the provide role of another 
connector). The number of ports within a connector 
denotes the degree of a connector type. For example, in 
client-server architecture a connector type representing 
procedure call interaction between client and server 
entities is a connector with degree two. More complex 
interactions among three or more components are 
typically represented by connector types of higher 
degrees. Consequently, the interface is the visible part of 
connector; hence it must contain enough information 
regarding the service and the type of this connector. By 
doing this, one can decide whether or not a given 
connector suits its qualifications by examining its 
interface only.

The glue specification describes the functionality 
that is expected from a connector. It represents the 
hidden part of a connector. The glue could be just a 
simple protocol links ports or it could be a complex 
protocol that does various operations including linking, 
conversion of data format, transferring, adapting, etc. in 
general the glue of a connector represents the connection 
type of that connector. Connectors can also have an 
internal architecture that includes computation and 
information storage. For example a connector would 
execute an algorithm for converting data from format A 
to format B or an algorithm for compressing data before 
it transmits them. Hence, the service provided by 
connectors is defined by its glue; the services of a 
connector could be either communication service, 
conversion service, coordination service, or facilitation 
service. 

In case of composite connectors the sub-connectors 
and sub-components of the composite connector must be 
defined in the glue, as well as the binding among the sub-
connectors and sub-components. 

The general signature form of the connector interface 
is a follows:

Connector typeName (requiredInterf, provideInterf);

3.3.1 Connector structure
Our contribution at this level consists in enhancing the 
structure of connectors by encapsulating the attachment 
links (figure 4). So, the application builder will have to 
spend no effort in connecting connectors with its 

compatible components and/or configurations. 
Consequently, the task of the developer consists only in 
choosing from the library the suitable type of connectors 
where its interfaces are compatible with the interfaces of 
component/configuration types of which are expected to 
be assembled. 

Figure 4: Connector structure.

In order to illustrate the properties of C3 metamodel 
and the associated connector definition, a case study is 
going to be used throughout the paper. The case study 
is a client-server configuration (CS-config) organized 
around a client-server relationship. In this 
configuration we have a client and a server. The server
component itself is defined by a configuration (S-
config) whose internal components are Coordinator 
(Coor.), securityManager (SM) and dataBase (DB). 
These elements are interconnected via connector 
services that determine the interactions that can occur 
between the server and client on one hand and between 
the server and its internal elements on the other hand. 
These connectors are represented in Figure 5 by solid-
lines.

Figure 5: Client–Server Architecture.

In Figure 6.a we describe the structure of the RPC 
connector used to connect the client component (C) with 
the server component (S). In this new structure the RPC 
connector encapsulates attachments that represent links 
between the client and server.

Figure 6.a:  Connector structure in C3.
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Figure 6.b:  Connector description in C3.

Figure 6.b represents the signature specification of 
the connector RPC. Inside this connector type we have 
the glue code which describes how the activities of the 
client and server are coordinated. It must indicate that the 
activities should be sequenced in a well defined order: 
the customer asks for a service, the server processes the 
request, the server provides the result and the customer 
gets the result. 

So, by encapsulating attachments inside connectors and 
having well defined connector interfaces with previously 
known element types to be connected by each connector 
type components and/or configurations are assembled in 
an easy and coherent way in the form of an architectural 
puzzle (Lego Blocks) without any effort to describe links 
among components and connectors or between 
configurations and connectors. Consequently, this 
approach accelerates the development of component-
based systems, improves their evolution, coherence, 
maintainability and promotes component markets [4].

3.3.2. Connector taxonomy
In C3 we have defined three connector types as 

illustrated in Figure 3: the connection connector type 
(CC), the composition decomposition connector type 
(CDC), and expansion compression connector type 
(ECC). Each type has its own semantic and has the 
following signature form:

Connector typeName (requiredInterf, providedInterf);

Where requiredInterf represents all required ports 
and services and providedInterf represents all provided 
ports and services of a connector. Obviously each 
interface also contains services, but in the following 
definitions we focus only on structural aspect of the 
interface (ports). The functional aspect (services) will not 
be addressed in this paper and therefore they will not be 
specified in the descriptions that follow. Consider that 
each service can use one or more ports of the same 
interface. In the following we give the exact function of 
each type of connector in C3 metamodel.

Connection connector (CC)

CC connector type is used to connect components and / 
or configurations belonging to the same level of 
decomposition (the same abstraction level) as illustrated 
by Figure 7.a. The ports of this type of connector can be 

“required” or “provided”. Thus, through these ports 
elements can exchange services between them.

Connector CC ( {Xi.requiredPort}, {Yj.providedPort} )

where  Xi , Yj   {component, configuration},
            Xi , Yj     Lk ;   //  the same hierarchical level (Lk),
            Xi.Level = Yj.Level,  with 
            i = 1, 2, .., M ;   j = 1, 2, .., N, k = 1, 2, .., R.

Where (M+N) is the maximum number of elements 
which can be linked by CC connector. Hence, CC may 
have to (M+N) ports. The mapping between the inputs 
and outputs is described by an exchange protocol called 
glue defined inside of the connector. The various 
possibilities of links that a connection connector can
have are depicted in Figure 7.a.

Figure 7.a:  Possible links of CC Connector

Figure 7.b represents CC1 a connection connector 
type used to link a client component with s-config
configuration of the previous example. This type 
connector has two ports: portC1 in client side and portS1
in server side. Hence, the interface CC1 will be defined as 
follows:

Connector CC1 (portC1, portS1);

Figure 7.b:  Connector CC1 in client-server architecture

Composition / decomposition connector (CDC) 

CDC connector type is used to realize a top-down 
refinement (i.e. to link a configuration with its internal 
elements) also we call this relationship a decomposition 
model.  Likewise CDC connector can be used to realize 
bottom-up abstraction (i.e. to link a set of elements to 
their container or configuration) also we call this 
relationship a composition model. However, this type of 
connectors can play two semantic roles with two 
different glue protocols. The first one is the 
decomposition process of a configuration and the second 
one is composition process of a configuration.

CC

Configur ationComponent

from1
to2

to1

from3/to4 from4/to3

from2

CC1Client S-Config

portS1portC1

Legend:           Component              Connector
                       Required Port        Provided Port

Connector  RPC ( C.P1, S.P1  )     // Connector interface
{   
    Proprieties = { List of  properties };
    Constraints = { List of  constraints };  
   Services = { List of services };

   HierarchicalLevel = (C.Level = S.Level); //decomposition level
    Glue = {Roles ={{R1 , R2}; R1 = R2 }};  // simple case of a glue
    Attachments = { R1 to C.P1, R2 to S.P1 }; //attachments

}
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 Decomposition of a configuration X to its internals 

    Connector  CDC( X.requiredPort, { Yi .providedPort} );

 Composition of Yi elements to constitute a configuration X

    Connector  CDC( {Yi.requiredPort}, X.providedPort ); 

where   X is a configuration,
             Y  {component, configuration}, i =1,2,..,N ,

       X    Lk and Yi    Lk-j (i.e. X.Level > Yi.Level)
            Lk is the hierarchical level.

Thus, a CDC connector will have (N+1) ports, where
N is the number of internal elements in the corresponding 
configuration. This type of connector has the following 
interests: first it allows us to shape the genealogical tree 
of the different elements deployed in an architecture, 
second it enables a configuration to spread information to 
all these internal elements without exception (to-down 
propagation) and inversely (i.e. it allows any internal 
element to send information to its configuration). 
Therefore, when designing this type of connector we can 
choose to define the glue corresponding to the 
decomposition function or that corresponding to the 
composition function. Also, we can define glue 
corresponding to the two functions together in the same 
connector type. Figure 8.a represents the possible links 
that a CDC connector type may have in a given 
architecture.

Figure 8.a:  Possible links of CDC Connector

Figure 8.b represents CDC1 a decomposition 
composition connector type used to link client-server 
configuration (CS-config) defined at the hierarchical 
level (L2) with its internals namely client component
(Client) and server configuration (s-config) defined at the 
lower hierarchical level (L1). Consequently, the interface 
of CDC1 connector type will be specified as follows:

Connector CDC1 ( portCS2, portC2, portS2);

Where portC2, portS2, and portCS are respectively 
used to connect CDC1 with the client component, the 
server configuration, and client-server configuration (CS-
config). 

Figure 8.b:  Possible links of CDC1 connector

Expansion/compression connector (ECC)

The ECC is used to establish a service link between 
a configuration and its internal elements. Also, ECC can 
be used as an expansion operator of services to several 
sub-services and it can be used in reverse as a 
compression operator of set of services to a global 
service. The CDC may have an interface for expansion 
and another for compression. So, these interfaces are 
defined as follows:

 Expansion role

Connector  ECC ( X.requiredPort , { Yi.providedPort } 
) ; 

   

 Compression role

Connector  ECC ({ Yi.requiredPort } , X.providedPort  
) ; 

where   X is a configuration, 
             Y  {component, configuration}, 

      i =1,2,..,N,  and N ≤ number of internal elements.
        X    Lk et  Yi    Lk-1 ; (i.e. X.Level > Yi.Level)

            L is the hierarchical level.

ECC connector type can be implemented using either 
single glue for one function (expansion or compression) 
or using two separate glues for expansion and 
compression functions. This will depend on the design 
decision.

Figure 9.a represents the various possibilities of 
connections that an ECC connector type can have in a 
given architecture. So, in this case the configuration 
config0 contains two components (comp1 , comp2) and 
two configurations (config1 , config2) but config0 have 
only two service relationships with comp1 and config1

and no service relationship with comp2 and config2.

CDC

Component

Configuration1

to1

from2from1

Configuration2

to2

CS-Config

S-ConfigClient

L2

L1

portCS2

p
ortS2

portC2

Legend:        Component             Connector          Configuration
                       Required Port        Provided Port

L
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Figure 9.a:  Possible links of ECC connector

Figure 9.b illustrates the connector type ECC1 which 
allows exchange of information between the server 
configuration (s-config) and the coordinator component 
(Coor.). Thus, to achieve a bidirectional communication
between the server and coordinator, ECC1 must have the 
following ports: 

portS3 and portCo1 are used to ensure the expansion 
function from the server to coordinator. The portCo2 and 
portS4 are used to ensure compression function. The 
interface of this ECC1 type will be as follows:

Connector ECC1 (portS3, portCo1, portS4, portCo2) ;

Figure 9.b:  Possible links of ECC1 connector in
client-server architecture

4 Physical Architecture (PA)
The physical architecture is a memory image of the 
application instance of the logical architecture. This 
image is built in the form of a graph whose nodes are 
instances of a connections manager. Each instance 
created corresponds to a component or a configuration 
instanced to construct the real application. Nodes of this 
graph are connected by arcs. We have three types of arcs. 
Each type of arc corresponds to specific type of 
connector. The physical architecture is built to serve as 
support for updating and evolution operations of the 
application instance like addition, removal, and 
replacement of elements in the application instance.

4.1 Connections Manager (CM)
The physical architecture is described using only two 
levels of abstractions; model or type level and level 
instance level as illustrated in Figure 9.a. In the type 
level we have the connections manager type represented 
by a class that encapsulates all different link of
information on the links that a component or a 
configuration may have with its environment.

Figure 10.a: Abstraction levels in physical architecture

Each CM is identified by a name and has four
attributes as indicated in Figure 10.b.

Figure 10.b: Structure of a connections manager

• ElementName: represents the name of the 
architectural element associated with this CM (i.e. the 
name of the component or the configuration 
corresponding);

• CC_Links: list of connection connector names 
connected to the element associated with this CM;

• CDC_link: the name of the composition
decomposition connector connected to the element 
associated with this CM;

• ECC_Link: the name of the expansion compression 
connector connected to the element associated with this 
CM;

4.2 Operations on Connections Manager 
The possible operations on the connections manager are:

• Instantiation: the connection manager is 
instantiated at the instance level (A0) of the physical 
architecture. Whenever a configuration or component is 
instantiated at the application level the associated CM is 
automatically created in the physical architecture. 

• Installation: each time a connector is installed at 
the application level between a set of element instances, 
so the attributes of the associated CMs are updated with 
the necessary information about this connector instance.

connectorManager  Name
{
       ElementName : string ;
       CDC_Link : string ;
       CC_Links : list ;
       ECC_Link : string ;
}
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Type level 
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• Propagation: the mechanism of propagation is 
used to update information about links needed between 
CMs. These links are published by the interface of the 
connector installed at the application level.

The physical architecture corresponding to the 
application instance of client-server architecture is 
illustrated in Figure 11. In this application we assume 
having two clients connected to a single server.

Figure 11: Physical architecture of client-server 
application .

Once the application is built by the user, the 
corresponding physical architecture is also built in 
parallel. Thereafter if we need to intervene on the 
application to maintain or evolve it we must locate the 
concerned elements on the physical architecture using 
graph searching routines and graph updating operations 
like add (node), delete (node) or replace (node).

Finally we can represent the logical architecture 
(LA) and the physical architecture (PA) and their 
relationship by an architecture model described in C3 
metamodel. Thus, the LA and the PA are represented by 
two components and the relationship between them by a 
connection connector (Figure 12). Any action performed 
at the LA level causes a sending a message to the PA 
level. This message will be interpreted as an action to be 
performed by the PA. Exchanged messages (services)
between these two types of architectures are:

 A component instantiation at the LA level causes 
sending a message “CM_creation” from LA 

interface (LI) to PA. When this message is received 
by the PA interface (PI) a connection manager 
instance will be created to represent this component 
at the PA level. 

 A connector instantiation at the LA level causes 
sending a message “CM_connection” from LA to 
PA. When this message is received by the PA a set 
of links are created to link CM instances 
corresponding to all components connected by this 
connector instance.

 Any updating action at the LA level causes sending a 
message “CM_update” from LI to PI. When this 
message is received by the PA a set of updating 
operations are performed to rearrange links among 
the corresponding CMs.

5 Conclusion
In this article we have presented the core elements of 

C3 metamodel and how to describe software architecture 
using C3. The elements defined by C3 are assembled 
through their interfaces to build software architectures.
So, we must ensure syntactic checks by checking the 
compatibility of interfaces types of various elements 
assembled in the architecture and are in interaction with 
each other.

Mainly, our approach is defined by two types of 
architectures. A logical architecture described by the 
architect. And a physical architecture generated 
automatically by the system. The logical architecture 
uses architectural concepts most commonly accepted by 
all ADLs namely components, connectors and 
configurations. 

We found interesting to give a new structure for 
connectors in which attachments are encapsulated within 
the definition of connectors. Hence, the interface 
connector is now a set of services and ports. This new 
structure allows us to assemble connectors only with 
elements that are defined in its interface.

We have defined a set of generic, reusable 
connectors and extensible to support new structural and 
behavioural relations among components and we have 
identified three types of connectors. Connection
Connectors (CC) which refer to the links among 
components belonging to the same level of 
decomposition. Composition / Decomposition 
Connectors (CDC) which refer to the links between a 
configuration and its internal components and 
connectors. Expansion/Compression connectors (ECC) 
which refer to the links used to realize any 
transformation of information or data exchanged between 
a configuration and its internal components. 

Also, we have defined a physical architecture as a 
graph whose nodes are connections managers associated 
with architectural elements and arcs represent links that 
correspond to the connectors. The physical architecture 
reflects the application architecture which is an instance 
of the logical architecture and serves as a support for 
maintenance and evolution operations applied on 
architecture of the application.

Legend:         : CDC                    :   ECC                       : CC
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CMserverCMclient1
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As extension for this work, we planned to define 
more than one hierarchical view to describe component-
based architectures. Among those hierarchies we will use 
a structural hierarchy to develop the structural aspects of 
any architecture described according to C3 metamodel, a 
behaviour hierarchy to make explicit functional aspects
of the system, a conceptual hierarchy to clarify the 
relationships between different elements types developed 
by the architects and stored in libraries, and 
metamodeling hierarchy to define the core elements of 
our C3 metamodel and locate its position in the pyramid 
of abstraction levels defined by OMG’s standards. 
Obviously, we will focus also on the relationship 
between these hierarchies, and the different connection 
mechanisms used to enable interactions between 
elements from different hierarchy views.
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We indicate the existence of a logical flaw in a recently published recovery algorithm for distributed sys-
tems and suggest a correction. We also improve the associated communication protocol, the prevention of
multiple concurrent instantiations of the algorithm, the handling of obsolete messages and the organization
of the stable storing of the relevant data.

Povzetek: Opozarjamo na logično napako v pred kratkim objavljenem algoritmu za okrevanje v porazdel-
jenih sistemih in predlagamo popravek.

1 Introduction

Gupta, Rahimi and Yang recently proposed a novel recov-
ery algorithm for distributed systems in which checkpoints
are taken asynchronously [1]. A checkpoint taken by a pro-
cess is a snapshot of its local state, stored in a stable stor-
age, so that the process can roll back to it, if this becomes
necessary. The start of a process is also one of its check-
points. Asynchronous checkpointing means that processes
take their checkpoints independently.

A failure in a distributed system in principle requires
that all its constituent processes roll back, to a global state
from which the system can resume its operation as if it
had started from it, i.e., to a globally consistent set of lo-
cal checkpoints (GCSLC), ideally to the so called maxi-
mum GCSLC, in which every local checkpoint is as recent
as possible. In the case of asynchronous checkpointing,
when a failure occurs, the processes have yet to find the
maximum GCSLC. They do that by running a checkpoint
coordination algorithm (CCA).

Alternatively, the processes might agree to restart from
the GCSLC which they currently treat as the starting state
of the system, i.e., from the current recovery line. This
is the most recently computed maximum GCSLC, initially
the actual starting state of the system. [1] suggests that the
processes occasionally initiate a CCA just for advancing
the recovery line.

In this paper, we demonstrate that, because of a subtle
logical flaw, the CCA of [1] sometimes returns a check-
point set which is not globally consistent. We correct the
flaw and also suggest some other improvements. The rest
of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
we describe the system and the testing of checkpoint con-
sistency and give a brief outline of the CCA of [1]. In
Section 3, we explain and correct the flaw. In Section 4,

we suggest several other improvements of the CCA. A de-
tailed specification of the improved CCA is given in Sec-
tion 5. Section 6 suggests that checkpointing and recovery-
line advancing in the absence of failures should be more
flexible. As the proposed CCA correction increases the us-
age of the local stable storages, we in Section 7 suggest
how to organize them. Section 8 comprises a discussion
and conclusions.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 System properties
Of the assumptions explicitly or implicitly stated in [1] for
the distributed system considered, the following seem im-
portant:

– The set of the constituent processes is a fixed {Pj |j ∈
N} with N a {1, . . . , n}. Every process is virtually
always aware of the global time.

– From every process Pj to every other process Pj′ ,
there is virtually a reliable first-in-first-out channel
with the worst-case transit delay not exceeding a pre-
defined Tj,j′ . The channels are the only means of
inter-process communication. Processes exchange ap-
plication messages (AMs) and CCA messages (CMs).

– When a process fails, no other process fails simulta-
neously and the system does not experience another
failure until every process restarts.

2.2 Testing checkpoint consistency
A GCSLC is characterized by all its members being mutu-
ally consistent. A checkpoint Cj,r of a process Pj is con-
sistent with a checkpoint Cj′,r′ of a process Pj′ if none of
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the processes has recorded a reception of an AM from the
partner for which the partner has not recorded a transmis-
sion [1].

As channels are reliable queues, it is acceptable that pro-
cesses record their AM transmissions and receptions sim-
ply by counting them, relative to the recovery line [1], for
this is where the system virtually started. For a checkpoint
Cj,r and a process Pj′ , let Sj,r,j′ and Rj,r,j′ indicate how
many AMs Pj has sent to or, respectively, received from
Pj′ , where Sj,r,j and Rj,r,j are by definition zero.

Suppose that the currently considered checkpoint set
is a {Cj,r(j)|j ∈ N}. To check that it is a GCSLC,
one in principle has to check Rj,r(j),j′ ≤ Sj′,r(j′),j
for every two processes Pj and Pj′ . This is what the
CCA of [2] does, by letting every process Pj check∧

j′∈(N\{j})(Rj,r(j),j′ ≤ Sj′,r(j′),j). The CCA of [1]
works under the assumption that this can be done simply
by letting every process Pj check

∑
j′∈(N\{j}) Rj,r(j),j′ ≤∑

j′∈(N\{j}) Sj′,r(j′),j . In both CCAs, if the adopted
test fails for a Pj , the process starts considering an
earlier checkpoint, namely the most recent checkpoint
Cj,r′(j) with

∧
j′∈(N\{j})(Rj,r′(j),j′ ≤ Sj′,r(j′),j) or∑

j′∈(N\{j}) Rj,r′(j),j′ ≤ ∑
j′∈(N\{j}) Sj′,r(j′),j , respec-

tively.

2.3 Outline of the algorithm

In the CCA of [1], all communication goes over the initia-
tor of the particular algorithm instance (see Example 1 in
the next section). The initiator process repeatedly polls ev-
ery process, virtually also itself, for the value of the trans-
mission counters of the local candidate for a recovery-line
checkpoint. Every such request carries all the informa-
tion on the transmission counters of the current candidate
checkpoints, if any, which the recipient needs for deciding
which checkpoint to consider in the next iteration. The first
candidate checkpoint of a process is always its most recent
checkpoint.

After every process replies, the initiator might detect that
the candidate checkpoint set has changed. In that case, it
starts another iteration. Otherwise, it broadcasts an indi-
cation that a GCSLC has been found. Finally, every pro-
cess promotes its currently considered checkpoint into its
recovery-line checkpoint, from which it, if so requested by
the initiator, subsequently restarts. The algorithm covers
also the possibility that the initiator requests an immediate
restart, from the current recovery line.

3 A flaw and a correction

3.1 The problem of inaccurate information

When a {Cj,r(j)|j ∈ N} is checked for being a GCSLC,
each Sj,r(j),j′ may be any natural up to and including the
number of the AMs sent from Pj to Pj′ , and each Rj,r(j),j′

may be any natural up to and including the number of the

[ S 1 , 1 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ]
[ R 1 , 1 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ]
C 1 , 1

[ S 2 , 1 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ]
[ R 2 , 1 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ]
C 2 , 1

[ S 3 , 1 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ]
[ R 3 , 1 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ]
C 3 , 1

[ S 2 , 2 , ? ] = [ 3 , 0 , 0 ]
[ R 2 , 2 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ]
C 2 , 2

[ S 1 , 2 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ]
[ R 1 , 2 , ? ] = [ 0 , 4 , 5 ]
C 1 , 2

[ S 3 , 2 , ? ] = [ 7 , 0 , 0 ]
[ R 3 , 2 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ]
C 3 , 2

P 1

P 2

P 3

Figure 1: The situation considered in Examples 1–5. The
black checkpoints represent the maximum GCSLC. The
dashed message is the one making C1,2 inconsistent with
C2,2.

AMs received at Pj from Pj′ , for remember that the check-
pointing is entirely asynchronous. It might, hence, hap-
pen that for a process Pj , the test

∑
j′∈(N\{j}) Rj,r(j),j′ ≤∑

j′∈(N\{j}) Sj′,r(j′),j adopted by [1] succeeds in spite of∧
j′∈(N\{j})(Rj,r(j),j′ ≤ Sj′,r(j′),j) false, so that Pj fails

to detect that {Cj,r(j)|j ∈ N} is not a GCSLC. If the other
processes also fail to detect that the checkpoint set is not
consistent, the CCA terminates prematurely and the set un-
acceptably becomes the new recovery line.

Example 1. A possible problematic scenario of a system
consisting of processes P1 to P3 and using the CCA of [1]
(see also Fig. 1):

(1) Upon the start of the system, every process Pj takes
a checkpoint Cj,1, with every Sj,1,j′ and Rj,1,j′ zero.

(2) P2 sends to P1 three promptly received AMs and then
takes a checkpoint C2,2, with S2,2,1 = 3 and S2,2,3 =
R2,2,1 = R2,2,3 = 0.

(3) P2 sends to P1 another promptly received AM and
P3 sends to P1 five promptly received AMs. P1 then takes a
checkpoint C1,2, with R1,2,2 = 4, R1,2,3 = 5 and S1,2,2 =
S1,2,3 = 0.

(4) P3 sends to P1 two more promptly received AMs and
then takes a checkpoint C3,2, with S3,2,1 = 7 and S3,2,2 =
R3,2,1 = R3,2,2 = 0.

(5) P1 undergoes a failure.
(6) After P1 recovers, it starts considering its most recent

checkpoint C1,2 and invites P2 and P3 to a new instance of
the CCA.

(7) In response, P2 starts considering its most recent
checkpoint C2,2 and sends to P1 a CM carrying S2,2,1 and
S2,2,3, while P3 starts considering its most recent check-
point C3,2 and sends to P1 a CM carrying S3,2,1 and S3,2,2.

(8) When P1 receives the responses, it sends (S1,2,2 +
S3,2,2) to P2 and (S1,2,3 + S2,2,3) to P3. It also observes
(R1,2,2 + R1,2,3) = 9 ≤ (S2,2,1 + S3,2,1) = 10 and con-
sequently decides to continue considering C1,2, recording
the decision by setting the local flag to 0.
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(9) Upon receiving (S1,2,2 + S3,2,2), P2 observes
(R2,2,1+R2,2,3) = 0 ≤ (S1,2,2+S3,2,2) = 0 and therefore
continues considering C2,2, indicating that to P1 by a CM
carrying flag 0 and S2,2,1 and S2,2,3. Likewise, P3 upon
receiving (S1,2,3 + S2,2,3) observes (R3,2,1 + R3,2,2) =
0 ≤ (S1,2,3 + S2,2,3) = 0 and therefore continues consid-
ering C3,2, indicating that to P1 by a CM carrying flag 0
and S3,2,1 and S3,2,2.

(10) After receiving the two indications, P1, observing
that the flag of every process is 0, concludes that a GCSLC
has been found, tells P2 and P3 to restart from C2,2 and
C3,2, respectively, and finally restarts from C1,2.

(11) Because of S2,2,1 = 3 before the restart, P2 af-
ter restarting retransmits the fourth AM to P1. Because of
R1,2,2 = 4 before the restart, P1 erroneously interprets the
AM as the fifth from P2 and consequently takes an inappro-
priate action.

The simplification from [1] described in Section 2.2 is,
hence, unacceptable.

3.2 The Necessary Changes of the
Algorithm

The indispensable changes to the CCA are the following:

– Where a process Pj originally stores in its stable
storage a Σj′∈(N\{j})Rj,r(j),j′ , it must actually store
Rj,r(j),j′ of every other process Pj′ .

– Where the initiator process originally sends to a pro-
cess Pj a Σj′∈(N\{j})Sj′,r(j′),j , it must actually send
a CM containing Sj′,r(j′),j of every process Pj′ other
than Pj .

– Where a process Pj originally tests a∑
j′∈(N\{j}) Rj,r(j),j′ ≤ ∑

j′∈(N\{j}) Sj′,r(j′),j ,
it must actually test

∧
j′∈(N\{j})(Rj,r(j),j′ ≤

Sj′,r(j′),j).

Example 2. If the indispensable CCA corrections are
made in Example 1, the scenario after its seventh step takes
the following direction (see also Fig. 1):

(8) After P1 receives the responses, it sends a CM carry-
ing S1,2,2 and S3,2,2 to P2 and a CM carrying S1,2,3 and
S2,2,3 to P3. It also observes R1,2,2 = 4 > S2,2,1 = 3
and consequently, because R1,1,2 = 0 ≤ S2,2,1 = 3 and
R1,1,3 = 0 ≤ S3,2,1 = 7, starts considering C1,1, record-
ing the change of focus by setting the local flag to 1.

(9) Upon receiving S1,2,2 and S3,2,2, P2 observes
R2,2,1 = 0 ≤ S1,2,2 = 0 and R2,2,3 = 0 ≤ S3,2,2 = 0
and therefore continues considering C2,2, indicating that
to P1 by a CM carrying flag 0 and S2,2,1 and S2,2,3.
Likewise, P3 upon receiving S1,2,3 and S2,2,3 observes
R3,2,1 = 0 ≤ S1,2,3 = 0 and R3,2,2 = 0 ≤ S2,2,3 = 0
and therefore continues considering C3,2, indicating that
to P1 by a CM carrying flag 0 and S3,2,1 and S3,2,2.

(10) After receiving the two indications, Pi, observing
that there is a process with a non-zero flag, sends a CM

carrying S1,1,2 and S3,2,2 to P2 and a CM carrying S1,1,3

and S2,2,3 to P3. It also observes R1,1,2 = 0 ≤ S2,2,1 = 3
and R1,1,3 = 0 ≤ S3,2,1 = 7 and consequently decides to
continue considering C1,1, recording the decision by set-
ting the local flag to 0.

(11) Upon receiving S1,1,2 and S3,2,2, P2 observes
R2,2,1 = 0 ≤ S1,1,2 = 0 and R2,2,3 = 0 ≤ S3,2,2 = 0
and therefore continues considering C2,2, indicating that
to P1 by a CM carrying flag 0 and S2,2,1 and S2,2,3.
Likewise, P3 upon receiving S1,1,3 and S2,2,3 observes
R3,2,1 = 0 ≤ S1,1,3 = 0 and R3,2,2 = 0 ≤ S2,2,3 = 0
and therefore continues considering C3,2, indicating that
to P1 by a CM carrying flag 0 and S3,2,1 and S3,2,2.

(12) After receiving the two indications, P1, observing
that the flag of every process is 0, correctly concludes that
a GCSLC has been found, tells P2 and P3 to restart from
C2,2 and C3,2, respectively, and finally restarts from C1,1.

4 Optimization of process
communication

If processes exchange transmission counters instead of just
their sums, minimization of the number and the size of the
exchanged CMs becomes even more important. In the fol-
lowing, we suggest some additional optimizations.

4.1 Early reporting of test results

In a CCA iteration testing a checkpoint set {Cj,r(j)|j ∈
N}, the initiator process, a Pi, originally (1) trans-
mits every Sj,r(j),j′ with j′ 6∈ {i, j}, (2) tests∧

j∈(N\{i})(Ri,r(i),j ≤ Sj,r(j),i) and (3) receives the ex-
pected responses. After the test, the candidate checkpoint
of Pi is a Ci,r′(i). If it is different from Ci,r(i), it was use-
less to transmit the counters Si,r(i),j′ . It is, hence, more
appropriate that the test comes before the transmissions, so
that Pi can instead transmit the counters Si,r′(i),j′ . With
the early reporting of test results, the checkpoint which Pi

considers in the current iteration is virtually Ci,r′(i), which
might spare a subsequent iteration.

Example 3. With early reporting of test results, the sce-
nario fragment in Example 2 simplifies to the following (see
also Fig. 1):

(8) After P1 receives the responses, it observes R1,2,2 =
4 > S2,2,1 = 3 and consequently starts considering C1,1.
It then sends a CM carrying S1,1,2 and S3,2,2 to P2 and a
CM carrying S1,1,3 and S2,2,3 to P3.

(9) The same as (11) in Example 2.
(10) After receiving the two indications, P1, observing

that every flag received was 0, correctly concludes that a
GCSLC has been found, tells P2 and P3 to restart from
C2,2 and C3,2, respectively, and finally restarts from C1,1.
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4.2 Immediate counter reporting
Originally, the CMs inviting processes to another instance
of the CCA do not comprise the relevant transmission
counters of the initiator. We think that they should, because
such immediate counter reporting might spare an iteration.

Example 4. Remember that in Example 3, the first seven
steps are as in Example 1. If the process which fails in the
fifth step is changed to P2, the subsequent scenario frag-
ment changes to the following (see also Fig. 1):

(6a) After P2 recovers, it starts considering its most re-
cent checkpoint C2,2 and invites P1 and P3 to a new in-
stance of the CCA.

(7a) In response, P1 starts considering its most recent
checkpoint C1,2 and sends to P2 a CM carrying S1,2,2 and
S1,2,3, while P3 starts considering its most recent check-
point C3,2 and sends to P2 a CM carrying S3,2,1 and S3,2,2.

(8a) After P2 receives the responses, it observes
R2,2,1 = 0 ≤ S1,2,2 = 0 and R2,2,3 = 0 ≤ S3,2,2 = 0
and therefore continues considering C2,2. It then sends a
CM carrying S2,2,1 and S3,2,1 to P1 and a CM carrying
S1,2,3 and S2,2,3 to P3.

(9a) Upon receiving S2,2,1 and S3,2,1, P1 observes
R1,2,2 = 4 > S2,2,1 = 3 and consequently starts con-
sidering C1,1, indicating that to P2 by a CM carrying flag
1 and S1,1,2 and S1,1,3. On the other hand, P3 upon re-
ceiving S1,2,3 and S2,2,3 observes R3,2,1 = 0 ≤ S1,2,3 = 0
and R3,2,2 = 0 ≤ S2,2,3 = 0 and therefore continues con-
sidering C3,2, indicating that to P2 by a CM carrying flag
0 and S3,2,1 and S3,2,2.

(10a) After receiving the two indications, P2, observing
that a non-zero flag has been received, observes R2,2,1 =
0 ≤ S1,1,2 = 0 and R2,2,3 = 0 ≤ S3,2,2 = 0, consequently
deciding to continue considering C2,2, and then sends a
CM carrying S2,2,1 and S3,2,1 to P1 and a CM carrying
S1,1,3 and S2,2,3 to P3.

(11a) Upon receiving S2,2,1 and S3,2,1, P1 observes
R1,1,2 = 0 ≤ S2,2,1 = 3 and R1,1,3 = 0 ≤ S3,2,1 = 7
and therefore continues considering C1,1, indicating that
to P2 by a CM carrying flag 0 and S1,1,2 and S1,1,3.
Likewise, P3 upon receiving S1,1,3 and S2,2,3 observes
R3,2,1 = 0 ≤ S1,1,3 = 0 and R3,2,2 = 0 ≤ S2,2,3 = 0
and therefore continues considering C3,2, indicating that
to P2 by a CM carrying flag 0 and S3,2,1 and S3,2,2.

(12a) After receiving the two indications, P2, observing
that every flag received was 0, correctly concludes that a
GCSLC has been found, tells P1 and P3 to restart from
C1,1 and C3,2, respectively, and finally restarts from C2,2.

If immediate counter reporting is introduced, the sce-
nario fragment simplifies to the following:

(6b) After P2 recovers, it starts considering C2,2, send-
ing to P1 an invitation carrying S2,2,1 and to P3 an invita-
tion carrying S2,2,3.

(7b) In response, P1, observing that R1,2,2 = 4 >
S2,2,1 = 3, starts considering C1,1 and sends to P2 a
CM carrying S1,1,2 and S1,1,3, while P3, observing that
R3,2,2 = 0 ≤ S2,2,3 = 0, starts considering its most recent

checkpoint C3,2 and sends to P2 a CM carrying S3,2,1 and
S3,2,2.

(8b) After P2 receives the responses, it observes
R2,2,1 = 0 ≤ S1,1,2 = 0 and R2,2,3 = 0 ≤ S3,2,2 = 0
and therefore continues considering C2,2. It then sends a
CM carrying S2,2,1 and S3,2,1 to P1 and a CM carrying
S1,1,3 and S2,2,3 to P3.

(9b) The same as (11a).
(10b) The same as (12a).

4.3 Update reporting

Like [1], we assume that the initiator process maintains an
(n × n)-array variable V in which every component Vj,j′

with j 6= j′ is during GCSLC construction regularly up-
dated to the value of the Sj,r(j),j′ belonging to the check-
point Cj,r(j) currently considered by Pj . Every process Pj

repeatedly contributes values for the jth row and checks
the values in the jth column of V . The search for a GC-
SLC terminates when V stabilizes.

Suppose that a Pj and a Pj′ are currently consider-
ing checkpoints Cj,r(j) and Cj′,r(j′), respectively, and that
Rj,r(j),j′ ≤ Sj′,r(j′),j , as required. Then suppose that Pj

and Pj′ at some later point move their attention towards
some older checkpoints, a Cj,r′(j) and a Cj′,r′(j′), respec-
tively. Rj,r′(j),j′ ≤ Rj,r(j),j′ implies that the problematic
Rj,r′(j),j′ > Sj′,r′(j′),j is possible only if Sj′,r′(j′),j <
Sj′,r(j′),j , i.e., if Vj′,j has changed, for Sj′,r′(j′),j >
Sj′,r(j′),j is impossible. It, hence, suffices that updates to
Vj′,j are reported by Pj′ to the initiator process, a Pi, and
received by Pj from Pi. A CM sent to Pi is then a zero-
flag CM exactly if it carries no transmission counters. In
[1], a CM carrying information on V unnecessarily always
carries an entire row or column, respectively, and flags are
sent explicitly.

Example 5. If only updates to V are reported, the scenario
fragment (8b)-(10b) in Example 4 simplifies to the follow-
ing (see also Fig. 1):

(8b) After P2 receives the responses, it observes
R2,2,1 = 0 ≤ S1,1,2 = 0 and R2,2,3 = 0 ≤ S3,2,2 = 0
and therefore continues considering C2,2. It then sends a
CM carrying S3,2,1 to P1 and a CM carrying S1,1,3 to P3.

(9b) Upon receiving S3,2,1, P1 observes R1,1,3 = 0 ≤
S3,2,1 = 7 and therefore continues considering C1,1, indi-
cating that to P2 by a CM carrying no transmission coun-
ters. Likewise, P3 upon receiving S1,1,3 observes R3,2,1 =
0 ≤ S1,1,3 = 0 and therefore continues considering C3,2,
indicating that to P2 by a CM carrying no transmission
counters.

(10b) After receiving the two indications, P2, observing
that no transmission counters have been received, correctly
concludes that a GCSLC has been found, tells P1 and P3 to
restart from C1,1 and C3,2, respectively, and finally restarts
from C2,2.
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[ S 1 , 1 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ][ R 1 , 1 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ]C 1 , 1

[ S 2 , 1 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ][ R 2 , 1 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ]C 2 , 1

[ S 3 , 1 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ][ R 3 , 1 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ]C 3 , 1

[ S 2 , 2 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ][ R 2 , 2 , ? ] = [ 1 , 0 , 0 ]C 2 , 2

[ S 1 , 2 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 1 ][ R 1 , 2 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ]C 1 , 2

[ S 3 , 2 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ][ R 3 , 2 , ? ] = [ 1 , 0 , 0 ]C 3 , 2

P 1

P 2

P 3

[ S 1 , 3 , ? ] = [ 0 , 1 , 1 ][ R 1 , 3 , ? ] = [ 0 , 1 , 0 ]C 1 , 3

[ S 2 , 3 , ? ] = [ 1 , 0 , 0 ][ R 2 , 3 , ? ] = [ 2 , 0 , 0 ]C 2 , 3

[ S 1 , 4 , ? ] = [ 0 , 2 , 1 ][ R 1 , 4 , ? ] = [ 0 , 2 , 0 ]C 1 , 4

[ S 2 , 4 , ? ] = [ 2 , 0 , 0 ][ R 2 , 4 , ? ] = [ 3 , 0 , 0 ]C 2 , 4

[ S 2 , 1 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ][ R 2 , 1 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ]C 2 , 1

[ S 2 , 2 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ][ R 2 , 2 , ? ] = [ 1 , 0 , 0 ]C 2 , 2

[ S 1 , 2 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ][ R 1 , 2 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ]C 1 , 2

[ S 3 , 2 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ][ R 3 , 2 , ? ] = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ]C 3 , 2

P 1

P 2

P 3

[ S 1 , 3 , ? ] = [ 0 , 1 , 0 ][ R 1 , 3 , ? ] = [ 0 , 1 , 0 ]C 1 , 3

[ S 2 , 3 , ? ] = [ 1 , 0 , 0 ][ R 2 , 3 , ? ] = [ 2 , 0 , 0 ]C 2 , 3

[ S 1 , 4 , ? ] = [ 0 , 2 , 0 ][ R 1 , 4 , ? ] = [ 0 , 2 , 0 ]C 1 , 4

[ S 2 , 4 , ? ] = [ 2 , 0 , 0 ][ R 2 , 4 , ? ] = [ 3 , 0 , 0 ]C 2 , 4

( a )

( b )

Figure 2: The situation considered in Example 6 (a) be-
fore and (b) after the recovery line is advanced to the black
checkpoints, which represent the maximum GCSLC.

4.4 Selective polling

If a CM which the initiator process, a Pi, is originally sup-
posed to send to a process Pj is the jth column of V and Pi

discovers that Pj already has a faithful copy of the column,
the CM may be omitted, for even if received, Pj would con-
tinue considering the same checkpoint and produce no up-
date for the jth row of V . Moreover, if Pj does not receive
the CM, it will not attempt to send a response, meaning that
it will skip an entire iteration (see Example 6, step 13). Be-
sides, if Pi discovers that all the other processes may skip
the current iteration, it may immediately indicate CCA ter-
mination (see Example 6, step 15).

Example 6. With the above optimizations, the following
scenario is possible in a system consisting of processes P1

to P3 (see also Fig. 2):
(1) Upon the start of the system, every process Pj takes

a checkpoint Cj,1, with every Sj,1,j′ and Rj,1,j′ zero.
(2) P1 sends an AM to P3 and takes a checkpoint C1,2,

with S1,2,3 = 1 and S1,2,2 = R1,2,2 = R1,2,3 = 0.
(3) P3 receives the AM and takes a checkpoint C3,2, with

R3,2,1 = 1 and S3,2,1 = S3,2,2 = R3,2,2 = 0.

(4) P1 sends an AM to P2. P2 receives the AM and takes
a checkpoint C2,2, with R2,2,1 = 1 and S2,2,1 = S2,2,3 =
R2,2,3 = 0.

(5) P2 sends an AM to P1. P1 receives the AM and takes
a checkpoint C1,3, with S1,3,2 = S1,3,3 = R1,3,2 = 1 and
R1,3,3 = 0.

(6) P1 sends an AM to P2. P2 receives the AM and
takes a checkpoint C2,3, with S2,3,1 = 1, R2,3,1 = 2 and
S2,3,3 = R2,3,3 = 0.

(7) P2 sends an AM to P1. P1 receives the AM and takes
a checkpoint C1,4, with S1,4,2 = R1,4,2 = 2, S1,4,3 = 1
and R1,4,3 = 0.

(8) P1 sends an AM to P2. P2 receives the AM and
takes a checkpoint C2,4, with S2,4,1 = 2, R2,4,1 = 3 and
S2,4,3 = R2,4,3 = 0.

(9) P2 decides to initiate the CCA just for advancing the
recovery line. So it starts considering C2,4, sending to P1

an invitation carrying S2,4,1 and to P3 an invitation carry-
ing S2,4,3.

(10) In response, P1, observing that R1,4,2 = 2 ≤
S2,4,1 = 2, starts considering C1,4 and sends to P2 a
CM carrying S1,4,2 and S1,4,3, while P3, observing that
R3,2,2 = 0 ≤ S2,4,3 = 0, starts considering C3,2 and
sends to P2 a CM carrying S3,2,1 and S3,2,2.

(11) After P2 receives the responses, it observes
R2,4,1 = 3 > S1,4,2 = 2 and therefore starts consider-
ing C2,3. It then sends a CM carrying S2,3,1 and S3,2,1 to
P1 and a CM carrying S1,4,3 to P3.

(12) Upon receiving S2,3,1 and S3,2,1, P1, observing that
R1,4,2 = 2 > S2,3,1 = 1, starts considering C1,3, indicat-
ing that to P2 by a CM carrying S1,3,2. On the other hand,
P3 upon receiving S1,4,3 continues considering C3,2, indi-
cating that to P2 by a CM carrying no transmission coun-
ters.

(13) After receiving the two indications, P2, observing
that R2,3,1 = 2 > S1,3,2 = 1, starts considering C2,2,
sending to P1 a CM carrying S2,2,1. P3 is not involved in
the iteration, because S1,3,3 = S1,4,3 and S2,2,3 = S2,3,3.

(14) Upon receiving S2,2,1, P1, observing that R1,3,2 =
1 > S2,2,1 = 0, starts considering C1,2, indicating that to
P2 by a CM carrying S1,2,2.

(15) After receiving the indication, P2, observing that
R2,2,1 = 1 > S1,2,2 = 0, starts considering C2,1. It
then, because S1,2,3 = S1,3,3 and S2,1,1 = S2,2,1 and
S2,1,3 = S2,2,3, immediately concludes that a GCSLC has
been found, indicates that to P1 and P3 and finally makes
C2,1 its recovery-line checkpoint.

(16) Upon receiving the indication, P1 makes C1,2 its
recovery-line checkpoint, meaning that it deletes C1,1 and
subtracts S1,2,3 from S1,2,3, S1,3,3 and S1,4,3. Likewise,
P2 makes C3,2 its recovery-line checkpoint, meaning that it
deletes C3,1 and subtracts R3,2,1 from R3,2,1. The resulting
situation is given in Fig. 2(b).
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5 Details of the algorithm

5.1 Introduction

For a CCA instance I , let PIn(I) denote its initiator pro-
cess, AdvI the predicate telling whether it starts by an at-
tempt to advance the recovery line, and RstI the predi-
cate telling whether it terminates by a system restart, i.e.,
whether it is an instance initiated upon a failure. We as-
sume AdvI ∨RstI , so that I has a purpose.

Every CM of a CCA instance I is either an invitation CM
(ICM) or an ordinary CM (OCM). If it is sent by PIn(I) and
carries no transmission counters, it is also a termination
CM (TCM).

In Sections 5.2–5.4, we specify a CCA instance, an I ,
as if it runs in isolation. The given CCA is essentially the
CCA of [1] corrected and slightly modified as proposed in
Sections 3 and 4. In Section 5.5, we, unlike [1], specify
also how processes are assumed to react if they during the
execution of a specific CCA instance receive an AM or a
CM belonging to another CCA instance.

5.2 Behaviour of the initiator

In a CCA instance I , PIn(I), having decided on AdvI and
RstI , executes the following sequence of steps, starting at
a time t1I,In(I) and broadcasting a TCM at a time t2I :

(1) If ¬AdvI , it broadcasts an ICM carrying just AdvI
(and thereby implicitly also RstI ) and the current time, i.e.
a TCM carrying t1I,In(I) and t2I , and then goes directly to
the procedure specified in Section 5.4. Otherwise, it pro-
ceeds as follows.

(2) It sets CC, the variable denoting its currently consid-
ered checkpoint, to its most recent checkpoint, a CIn(I),r,
and initializes in its (n×n)-array variable V every VIn(I),j

to SIn(I),r,j , every Vj,j to zero and every other Vj,j′ to a
value so large that no transmission or reception counter can
ever acquire it.

(3) To every other process Pj , it sends, and records that
by setting a Boolean variable Qj to true, an ICM carrying
AdvI , RstI , VIn(I),j and in the case of RstI also t1I,In(I).

(4) It makes a copy V ′ of V .
(5) From every other process Pj with Qj true, it receives,

and records that by setting Qj to false, an OCM carrying at
least RstI and then changes every Vj,j′ for which the CM
carries a value to the value received.

(6) It sets CC to its most recent checkpoint CIn(I),r with
RIn(I),r,j ≤ Vj,In(I) for every process Pj and sets every
VIn(I),j to SIn(I),r,j .

(7) If for every other process Pj , every Vj′,j is the same
as V ′

j′,j , it broadcasts an OCM carrying just RstI and the
current time, i.e. a TCM carrying t2I , and then goes directly
to the procedure specified in Section 5.4. Otherwise, it pro-
ceeds as follows.

(8) To every other process Pj with a Vj′,j different from
V ′
j′,j , it sends, and records that by setting Qj to true, an

OCM carrying RstI and every such Vj′,j .

(9) It iterates to the step (4).

5.3 Behaviour of the other processes

In a CCA instance I , a process Pj other than PIn(I) for
every variable Vj,j′ and Vj′,j of PIn(I) maintains a copy
with the same name, executing the following sequence of
steps:

(1) It receives, at a time t1I,j , from PIn(I) an ICM and
sets AdvI , RstI , t1I,In(I), t

2
I and VIn(I),j to the value re-

ceived, if any. We assume that (t1I,j − t1I,In(I)) does not
exceed a predefined T 1

In(I),j . An appropriate value for a
T 1
j′,j with j′ 6= j would typically be slightly over Tj′,j ,

while every T 1
j,j is by definition zero.

(2) If ¬AdvI , it goes directly to the procedure specified
in Section 5.4. Otherwise, it proceeds as follows.

(3) If possible and desired, it takes a fresh checkpoint.
(4) It sets Vj,j to zero and every Vj′,j with j′ 6∈

{In(I), j} and Vj,j′ with j 6= j′ to a value so large that
no transmission or reception counter can ever acquire it.

(5) It sets its variable CC to its most recent checkpoint
Cj,r with Rj,r,j′ ≤ Vj′,j for every process Pj′ , sends to
PIn(I) an OCM carrying RstI and, as a new value for Vj,j′ ,
every Sj,r,j′ different from Vj,j′ , and then sets every Vj,j′

to Sj,r,j′ .
(6) It receives from PIn(I) an OCM carrying at least

RstI and changes every Vj′,j for which the CM carries a
value to the value received. If the CM was a TM, it sets
t2I to the value received and goes directly to the procedure
specified in Section 5.4. Otherwise, it iterates to the step
(5).

The time when a process Pj gets involved into a CCA
instance I , hence, does not exceed a t3I,j defined as
min{(t1I,In(I) + T 1

In(I),j), t
2
I} in the case of AdvI and as

(t1I,In(I) + T 1
In(I),j) otherwise.

5.4 Moving the recovery line and/or
restarting

Here are the steps of the procedure which in a CCA in-
stance I , every process Pj , with its CC in the case of AdvI
a Cj,r, executes at the end of the CCA, terminating at a time
t4I,j :

(1) If AdvI , it deletes from its storage every checkpoint
older than Cj,r.

(2) If RstI , it deletes from its storage every checkpoint
except the oldest one.

(3) For every preserved checkpoint Cj,r′ , it decreases ev-
ery Sj,r′,j′ by Sj,r,j′ and every Rj,r′,j′ by Rj,r,j′ .

(4) If RstI , it restarts from its oldest preserved check-
point.

We assume that (t4I,j − t2I) does not exceed a predefined
T 2
In(I),j . An appropriate value for a T 2

j′,j would typically
be slightly over Tj′,j .
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5.5 Handling of unexpected messages

If a process waiting for an OCM of a CCA instance I in-
stead receives an AM, it freely decides whether to process
it concurrently to or after I .

If a process Pj waiting for an OCM of a CCA instance
I instead receives a CM of another CCA instance, an I ′,
it reacts as follows: An ICM with RstI′ false or an OCM
with RstI′ 6= RstI is just discarded. Upon an ICM with
RstI′ true, Pj abandons I and starts executing I ′ instead.
An OCM with RstI′ = RstI is erroneously recognized
as an OCM of I , so such situation must be prevented (see
Section 6.3).

If a process Pj currently involved in no CCA instance
receives an OCM or an ICM for which it suspects that it
belongs to an obsolete CCA instance, it just discards it.
An ICM of a CCA instance I ′, received at a time t from
a process Pj′ , is recognized as obsolete if ¬RstI′ and Pj

has participated in a CCA instance I with RstI true and
(t3I,j′ + Tj′,j) ≥ t. This is because the estimated worst-
case scenario for I overriding I ′ is that Pj′ sends the ICM
just before it gets involved into I at the time t3I,j′ and then
the ICM reaches Pj with the delay Tj′,j .

6 Optimizing algorithm activation

6.1 Introduction

[1] suggests that in the absence of failures, the CCA is ini-
tiated periodically, with the period very long, so that one
can assume that when a new CCA instance starts, the pre-
vious one, if any, has long been completed. More precisely,
[1] specifies that the period is much longer than the check-
pointing period of any individual process. [1] also suggests
that processes initiate the CCA in turns, so that they never
attempt to initiate it concurrently. To implement the pol-
icy, [1] has all system processes organized in a virtual ring
along which the right to initiate the CCA is passed as a
token, merely by the passing of time. Every reception of
the token is interpreted as an obligation to initiate the CCA
immediately.

In [1], the frequency of token passing is exactly the de-
sired frequency of running the CCA in the absence of fail-
ures. We find this scheme too rigid. On the one hand, forc-
ing processes to take a checkpoint or initiate a recovery-line
advancement periodically is seldom optimal. Processes
should rather wait for a substantial reason. On the other
hand, the initiator token should circulate as fast as possible,
so that any process wanting it receives it quickly. There-
fore, we drop the periodicity assumption for checkpointing
and recovery-line advancing, and keep the virtual ring just
as a means of concurrency control, giving it a more appro-
priate timing.

6.2 Reasons for checkpointing and
recovery-line advancing

For taking a checkpoint, a typical reason would be that the
process has since its last checkpoint accomplished a lot of
work or exchanged a lot of AMs.

For advancing the recovery line, we see three reasons:

– A process is running out of stable storage and there-
fore wants that some of the stored checkpoints become
obsolete (remember Section 5.4, step 1).

– A reception or a transmission counter of a process is
approaching overflow and the process therefore wants
more events to become obsolete for counting (remem-
ber Section 5.4, step 3).

– A process wants to reduce the discrepancy between its
current state and its recovery-line checkpoint, so that,
if a failure occurs, its roll-back in the worst case would
not be so drastic.

How often such a reason occurs, depends not only on
static parameters, such as the size of the local stable stor-
ages and the speed of the processes and the channels, but
also on the demands of the executed application, which
tend to vary with time.

6.3 Prevention of concurrent instantiations

At any moment, the initiator token is virtually either in tran-
sit or resides with one of the processes. If a process Pj

possesses the token at a time t, the next time when another
process Pj′ possesses it should ideally be soon, but not un-
til Pj′ has had a chance to detect whether Pj has initiated
the CCA at time t, i.e., not until after (t + T 1

j,j′). The de-
lay is necessary because when initiating a CCA instance I
with ¬RstI , the process PIn(I) must be aware of the most
recently initiated previous CCA instance, an I ′, if any, so
that it can, by suitably delaying I , secure that the following
is satisfied at the time t1I,In(I):

– t1I,In(I) > t4I′,In(I) and t1I,In(I) > t2I′ + T 2
In(I′),j for

every other process Pj , so that every process has al-
ready terminated execution of I ′.

– If RstI′ , t1I,In(I) > t3I′,j + Tj,j′ for every two pro-
cesses Pj and Pj′ , so that (1) the CMs which I ′ made
obsolete, if any, have already been received and (2)
the ICM of I will not be discarded upon reception (re-
member Section 5.5).

It might happen that while a process is waiting for an op-
portunity to initiate a CCA instance I with ¬RstI , another
process initiates a CCA instance I ′ with AdvI′ . Upon de-
tecting that, PIn(I) should drop its pursuit, for the task of
advancing the recovery line is already being taken care of.
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7 Organization of the storage
When a process gets involved into a CCA instance, it has
to access information on its previous checkpoints. [1] sug-
gests that a process maintains this information primarily in
its working memory, so that any access to it can be quick.
However, a process having just recovered from a failure
can safely rely only on the copy of the information which
it has made in its stable storage. How efficiently individual
parts of the copy can be accessed, strongly depends on the
organization of the storage, which, hence, deserves some
discussion.

Obviously, each checkpoint Cj,r requires that process Pj

stores every Rj,r,j′ with j 6= j′ individually, and not just∑
j′∈(N\{j}) Rj,r,j′ , as in [1]. For each Cj,r, Pj would,

hence, store vectors ~Sj,r and ~Rj,r of size (n− 1).
If we imitated the policy of [1], every process Pj would

for every checkpoint Cj,r store in the stable storage the list
of all ~Rj,r′ (originally of all

∑
j′∈(N\{j}) Rj,r′,j′) belong-

ing to a Cj,r′ not later than Cj,r, so that, when deciding
how far back to move from Cj,r, Pj could fetch all the nec-
essary information in a single access to the storage. How-
ever, this would mean that each element of such a list is
stored several times, first in the list of the checkpoint to
which it belongs and then in the list of every subsequent
checkpoint. With list elements vectors of size (n − 1), i.e.
not of size 1 as expected in [1], this would be unacceptable
for large n.

We think that Pj should maintain a single list, for ev-
ery Cj,r comprising a triplet consisting of ~Rj,r, ~Sj,r and
a pointer to all the other details which Pj might need if it
actually restarts from Cj,r. As n is fixed, so can be the
size of the triplets, meaning that such a list can be easily
maintained and accessed as virtually a single block of con-
secutive storage locations.

Alternatively, Pj could maintain three lists, one for each
kind of the items in the triplets. With this approach, Pj

could fetch the stable data more selectively. With all the
lists consisting of fixed-sized elements, finding their corre-
sponding elements would still be trivial.

Let us also note that fetching the entire R list in a sin-
gle step might not always be a good idea, as this might be
really a lot of data. In other words, when optimizing com-
munication between processes and their stable storage, one
is usually forced to make compromises between the num-
ber and the size of the messages, where the optimal strategy
depends on the specifics of the system and the current cir-
cumstances.

It might happen that a CCA instance I does not ad-
vance the recovery line in spite of AdvI true. In such a
case, a process wanting to take fresh checkpoints in spite
of running out of stable storage may start deleting its ear-
lier checkpoints, with the only constraint that it must never
delete its recovery-line checkpoint or its current candidate
for a new recovery-line checkpoint. As the starting check-
point of any process is stored implicitly, processes can sur-
vive even without a stable storage for checkpoints [2], be-

cause further checkpoints only increase the probability that
in the case of a restart, the required roll-back will not be
too drastic.

8 Discussion and conclusions

8.1 Contributions of the paper
We have proposed the following improvements to the CCA
of [1], its activation and its storage management:

– A logical flaw has been identified and corrected.

– Instead of exchanging entire rows or columns of the
array V , processes now exchange only their updates.

– Whenever possible, processes now skip individual it-
erations of the algorithm.

– It can no longer happen that the algorithm executes a
superfluous iteration.

– Obsolete CMs are now properly recognized and ig-
nored.

– By recognizing the policy of recovery-line advance-
ment and the prevention of concurrent instantiations
as two separate issues, we have been able to make the
former more flexible and the latter, through faster to-
ken circulation, less restrictive. The assumption that
processes take their checkpoints periodically has also
become unnecessary.

– The organization of the stable storage no longer in-
cludes multiple copies of reception counters.

– Process are allowed to replace their old checkpoints
with fresh ones.

8.2 Correctness and performance of the
algorithm

The proposed CCA is essentially that of [1], except that we
properly increased the rigour of checkpoint comparison, in
every CM added the missing and removed the redundant in-
formation, and removed the CMs which consequently lost
every purpose. Hence, if the original CCA is correct up
to the rigour of checkpoint comparison, our CCA is also
correct.

In [1], it is demonstrated that, for the adopted system
topology, the there proposed CCA is an improvement over
the CCA of [3], in that the number of checkpoint com-
parisons grows, linearly, much slower with the average
number of checkpoints per process, and linearly instead
of quadratically with the number of processes. It is also
demonstrated that the proposed CCA is an improvement
over the CCA of [2], in that the number of the exchanged
CMs grows linearly instead of quadratically with the num-
ber of processes.
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If the checkpoint comparisons in the CCA of [1] are
made sufficiently rigorous, the algorithm preserves all the
above advantages. With the proposed additional optimiza-
tions of process communication, the number of checkpoint
comparisons and the number of the exchanged CMs are
sometimes even lower, because the redundant iterations are
skipped and because the redundant requests for informa-
tion on transmission counters are removed. Besides, the
remaining CMs are sometimes shorter, because processes
exchange just updates to V .

8.3 Concluding remarks
For a distributed algorithm, it is equally important to decide
on the task which the process should perform in coopera-
tion, on the protocol securing the necessary coordination
and on the management of concurrent instances of the al-
gorithm. For the CCA of [1], we proposed a correction of
the task and several improvements to the protocol and the
concurrency management. For further work, we propose
quantitative assessment of the expected benefits of the ad-
ditional optimizations.
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JOŽEF STEFAN INSTITUTE

Jožef Stefan (1835-1893) was one of the most prominent physi-
cists of the 19th century. Born to Slovene parents, he obtained
his Ph.D. at Vienna University, where he was later Director of the
Physics Institute, Vice-President of the Vienna Academy of Sci-
ences and a member of several scientific institutions in Europe.
Stefan explored many areas in hydrodynamics, optics, acoustics,
electricity, magnetism and the kinetic theory of gases. Among
other things, he originated the law that the total radiation from a
black body is proportional to the 4th power of its absolute tem-
perature, known as the Stefan–Boltzmann law.

The Jožef Stefan Institute (JSI) is the leading independent sci-
entific research institution in Slovenia, covering a broad spec-
trum of fundamental and applied research in the fields of physics,
chemistry and biochemistry, electronics and information science,
nuclear science technology, energy research and environmental
science.

The Jožef Stefan Institute (JSI) is a research organisation for
pure and applied research in the natural sciences and technology.
Both are closely interconnected in research departments com-
posed of different task teams. Emphasis in basic research is given
to the development and education of young scientists, while ap-
plied research and development serve for the transfer of advanced
knowledge, contributing to the development of the national econ-
omy and society in general.

At present the Institute, with a total of about 800 staff, has 600
researchers, about 250 of whom are postgraduates, nearly 400 of
whom have doctorates (Ph.D.), and around 200 of whom have
permanent professorships or temporary teaching assignments at
the Universities.

In view of its activities and status, the JSI plays the role of a
national institute, complementing the role of the universities and
bridging the gap between basic science and applications.

Research at the JSI includes the following major fields:
physics; chemistry; electronics, informatics and computer sci-
ences; biochemistry; ecology; reactor technology; applied math-
ematics. Most of the activities are more or less closely connected
to information sciences, in particular computer sciences, artifi-
cial intelligence, language and speech technologies, computer-
aided design, computer architectures, biocybernetics and robotics,
computer automation and control, professional electronics, digital
communications and networks, and applied mathematics.

The Institute is located in Ljubljana, the capital of the indepen-
dent state of Slovenia (or S♥nia). The capital today is considered
a crossroad between East, West and Mediterranean Europe, offer-
ing excellent productive capabilities and solid business opportuni-
ties, with strong international connections. Ljubljana is connected
to important centers such as Prague, Budapest, Vienna, Zagreb,
Milan, Rome, Monaco, Nice, Bern and Munich, all within a ra-
dius of 600 km.

From the Jožef Stefan Institute, the Technology park “Ljubl-
jana” has been proposed as part of the national strategy for tech-
nological development to foster synergies between research and

industry, to promote joint ventures between university bodies, re-
search institutes and innovative industry, to act as an incubator
for high-tech initiatives and to accelerate the development cycle
of innovative products.

Part of the Institute was reorganized into several high-tech units
supported by and connected within the Technology park at the
Jožef Stefan Institute, established as the beginning of a regional
Technology park "Ljubljana". The project was developed at a par-
ticularly historical moment, characterized by the process of state
reorganisation, privatisation and private initiative. The national
Technology Park is a shareholding company hosting an indepen-
dent venture-capital institution.

The promoters and operational entities of the project are the
Republic of Slovenia, Ministry of Higher Education, Science and
Technology and the Jožef Stefan Institute. The framework of the
operation also includes the University of Ljubljana, the National
Institute of Chemistry, the Institute for Electronics and Vacuum
Technology and the Institute for Materials and Construction Re-
search among others. In addition, the project is supported by the
Ministry of the Economy, the National Chamber of Economy and
the City of Ljubljana.

Jožef Stefan Institute
Jamova 39, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Tel.:+386 1 4773 900, Fax.:+386 1 251 93 85
WWW: http://www.ijs.si
E-mail: matjaz.gams@ijs.si
Public relations: Polona Strnad
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